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By KRISTY HOPPER

Staff Writer
With a line formed well before
opening hours, the Career
Discovery Center opened its
doors at 8 o'clock this morning to
a large gathering seeking jobs
with Pella Corporation.
According to Kathy Krafka
Harkema, Pella's corporate public relations specialist, the window and door manufacturer was
accepting applications today for
mainly production positions.
Those wishing to submit applications may pick one up at the CDC
today or visit http://ceao,murraystate.edu/cdc.
Applications are also available
at the One-Stop locations in
Paducah and Mayfield.
For those seeking to join the
Pella team through a professional
position, Harkema said interested
persons
can
visit
www.pella.comicareers to see
what jobs are available in this
area.
"Today, we are mainly accepting applications and signing
applicants up for test times," she
said. "Once an applicant has
been tested successfully, we'll
follow-up with an interview later
this month."
According to Harkema, the
company will begin hiring in
phases during the final months of
this year.
Pella announced it was opening a manufacturing site in
Murray in June, just over a year
since Mattel announced it was
ceasing production and moving
its plant operations to Mexico.
Pella plans to house its facility
in the production side of the former Mattel building.
The news was welcome to the
former Mattel workers, as well as
Murray, Calloway County and
the immediate region.
"We are thrilled to be here in
Murray. The outpouring from the
community has been tremendous," she said. "We thank the
people of Murray for their strong
support and look forward to an
exciting future here."
Pella made another announcement just last month. With Gov.
Paul Patton in attendance, the
company stated it expected to
hire approximately 500 people in
its first two years here. That number increased from an initial estimate of 100 in the first year.
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EARLY BIRDS ... People lined
the parking lot early this morning at the Career Discovery
Center as it opened its doors
at 8 a.m. to allow interested
persons, such
as Fred
Seavers, above, to fill out
applications, submit applications and schedule a testing
time for possible employment
with Pella Corporation. The
Iowa-based window and door
manufacturer is opening a
manufacturing
facility
in
Murray in the former Mattel
site. Estimates are that Pella
will hire approximately 500 in
its first two years here. The
company has sites in Iowa.
Pennsylvania. Ohio, Oregon,
Minnesota and Illinois.

Congress wants say in war decision
By BARRY SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — After
-winning the Persian Gulf War, thenPresident Bush boasted of the free
hand he had had to wage war against
Iraq. "I didn't have to get permission from some old goat in the
United States Congress to kick
Saddam Hussein out of Kuwait,"
Bush said.

AP News Analysis
Ten years after his father spoke
those words before the Texas State
Republican Convention, President
Bush is wrestling with the same
issue: how much of a say does
Congress have in deciding whether
a president can send U.S. troops into
battle.
Bush has promised to consult
Congress before waging war in Iraq.
He hasn't said whether he will
explicitly ask Congress' approval to

dispatch troops
to
depose
Saddam, the
Iraqi president.
As far as the
White House is
concerned,
Bush has the
legal authority
he needs: a congressional vote
Bush
in 1991 that
authorized his father to enforce U.N.
Security Council resolutions by
using military force to reverse Iraq's
annexation of Kuwait. Objectors say
the resolutions expired after a sixweek air war and four days of
ground
operations
restored
Kuwaitis'control of their country on
Feb. 28, 1991.
The White House also has a congressional resolution approved last
year supporting "necessary and
appropriate force" as a response to

the Sept. 11 terror attacks.
These arguments may not satisfy
Congress, which is getting ready to
hold hearings on Iraq policy.'
Sen. Patrick J. Leahy, D-Vt.,
chairman of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, is drawing a line in the
sand. "The administration should
not expect to commit American
troops to war with a wink and a nod
to Congress," he said last week.
"There should be a full debate
and a vote," Leahy said. "That is
what the Constitution prescribes,
and that is what the American people expect."
History shows the American people rarely have got what Leahy says
they are entitled to — a vote in
Congress on a declaration of war
before their president used force
abroad.
President George H.W. Bush was
no exception. Armed with the U.N.
and congressional resolutions — in
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By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
A malftinetioning piece of TVA electrical equipment left not only Murray
but also Calloway and Marshall counties without power for approximately
one hour early this morning.
According to Murray Electric System Superintendent Tony Thompson,
the outage was caused by a piece of TVA equipment located at a substation
on Wood Road.
-There was a piece of TVA substation equipment that blew up," he said
Wednesday morning."Luckily, none of the major equipment was damaged.
We were able to take it off line and get it back on."
The Murray Fire Department responded to a report of a brush fire at the
substation at 1:22 a.m. The fire was extinguished, and firefighters stood by
until MES personnel restored power to the city.
Thompson said all of Murray, the eastern portion of Calloway County
and a small part of Marshall County were left without power from approximately 1:15 to 2:15 a.m. Wednesday.
He said no foul play with the equipment is suspected.
At 2:15 a.m., the fire department also responded to an odor at Clark Hall
that was caused by a generator restarting following the power outage.
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By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Representatives
from
the
Kentucky Heritage Council met
with concerned business owners at
Murray City Hall Tuesday evening
to review the nomination for Main
Street to be listed on the National
Registry.
Consultant Donna Logsdon presented slides of the district being
nominated and National Registry
Coordinator Marty Perry spoke to
the group about what it means to.be
on the registry and how business
owners might benefit.
The National Register of Historic
Places recognizes property's archeological, architectural or historical
significance and provides.a measure
of protection against adverse
impacts from federally funded projMarty Perry
ects.
National
Registry coordinator
The area nominated to be on the
registry covers most of the down- registry, there is no entity that says
town area. Buildings of historical you can't make any changes you
significance from the years 1843 to could before," he said. "There will
1952 are roughly bounded by not be a new layer of restrictions or
Walnut Street on the North, L.P. consequences on top of that."
He also explained to the group
Miller Street„on the East, Poplar
Street on the South and 6th Street on that there were financial benefits to
being on the registry. If the owner
the West.
The buildings within these chooses to remodel the building in a
boundaries are listed as contributing way that modernizes the building
and non-contributing depending on but still maintains the historical sigwhen they were built, the historical nificance, then the owner could see
significance and how much the tax credits of 20 percent of the
adjusted basis of the building.
building is still intact.
Perry also explained that busi"A majority of these buildings
have maintained their materials and ness owners can chose not to be a
character for the past 50 years," part of the registry if they want.
However, if a majority of those do
Logsdon said.
Perry said a building had to be at chose not to take part, then the area
least 50 years old before it could be can't be named on the registry.
"In some ways it is an all or nothconsidered a contributing building
to the district. Some of the non-con- ing kind of thing," Perry said.
Robin Taffler, Murray Main
tributing buildings are only a few
years away from being eligible and Street Coordinator, said she doesn't
see what anyone wouldn't want to
can be added at a later date.
One of the main misconceptions be on the registry, because the busiabout a building being on the reg- ness owner isn't forced to make any
istry is that the building owner loses changes and doesn't lose control of
control of the renovation of the the property.
The State Historic Preservation
property.
Perry said after the building is Review Board will review the nomlisted to the registry, other than any ination criteria at a meeting in
type of building code restrictions the Greensburg on Sept. 27. If
city might put into place, the build- approved, the nomination will then
ing owner can do whatever they move to Washington D.0 to the
National Park Service where the
wish to the property.
"Once your property goes on the final determination will be made.
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the days leading to the air war, Bush
had requested wording similar to the
U.N. mandate and got almost that —
Bush did agree to limit the use of
American troops against Iraq to the
liberation of Kuwait, and the House
made clear he would need congressional approval to go further.
Bush did not. Saddam and his
regime remained in Baghdad. Bush.
the son, appears determined to finish what Bush,the father, left unfinished.
A month before the eventual con,
gressional vote, 54 members of
Congress had brought a lawsuit to
force the elder Bush to seek congressional authority to send troops
into action. The late U.S. District
Judge Harold H. Greene ruled the
issue was not ripe for decision.
At the same time, he rejected the
administration's claim that it was

II See Page 2A
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N. Koreans hole up in school
BEIJING(AP; — German diplomats negotiated with China today over the fate of 15 North
Koreans holed up in a German government-run
school in Beijing, the German embassy said.
The 15, who jumped a wall to enter the school
compound on Tuesday afternoon, spent the night
in the school building and were provided with
blankets, water and food, said an embassy
spokesman, speaking on condition of anonymity.
He wouldn't say whether the group had asked
for asylum or to go to South Korea. Dozens of
North Koreans fleeing famine and repression in
their isolated communist homeland have been
allowed to leave for South Korea since March
after seeking asylum in foreign embassies and
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consulates in China.
The entry into the German compound, on a
busy street in eastern Beijing, came a day after a
third group of 12 North Koreans tried to use a ladder to climb into a diplomatic apartment complex.
They were blocked by Chinese guards who beat
and kicked them.
Eight were detained, while the others ran
away.
A Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman, Kong
Quan, said Tuesday he had no information on the
status of those detained.
The number of asylum bids has jumped in the
past two weeks. In addition to at least 35 North
Koreans in the German compound and the South

Calloway County Sheriff's Office
Korean Embassy, activists say as many as 18 oth• Amos Daniel Carpenter, 31, was arrested late Monday evening on
ers have been detained by Chinese authorities.
Despite letting some go, China has refused charges of dnving under the influence, first-degree wanton endangerpleas to treat thousands of North Koreans living ment, resisting arrest, third-degree assault, having an open alcohol container in a motor vehicle, no insurance, operating on a suspended license
in its northeast as refugees.
The communist government, tit; North's last and carrying a concealed deadly weapon
Carpenter, a Missouri resident, was released from the Calloway
major ally, insists they are economic migrants.
Beijing is obligated by treaty to send North County Jail on $2,500 cash bond.
• Leslie R Edgington, 23, New Concord, was released from the
Koreans home, and police launch periodic crackMurray-Calloway County Hospital Saturday after being admitted Friday
downs aimed at rounding them up.
China has tried to discourage asylum bids by for injuries she sustained in a one-vehicle accident.
Edgington was driving north on Dunbar Road when her vehicle
stringing barbed wire and posting more armed
guards outside embassies — which might be dropped off the right shoulder of the roadway. She then overcorrected
encouraging North Koreans to switch to other tar- and left the left shoulder of the road. Her vehicle then struck several small
trees before coming to rest in a tree-lined area
gets like the German school compound.
Murray Fire Department
• Two trucks and six firefighters responded to a report of a vehicle fire
at the Chestnut Street Nissan dealership Tuesday at 5:29 p.m. No flames
were present upon firefighters' arrival, and two extinguishers were used
to cool the engine. -• Three trucks and eight firefighters responded to a report of an ammonia leak at Royster Clark Tuesday at 10:23 p.m. The leak was from a
portable ammonia tank in the storage lot. The valve was shut off.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Six people died in six separate crashes on
— Information gathered from reports,
Kentucky's roadways during the Labor Day weekend, according to state
logs
and
citations from respective agencies
police.
CARROLLTON, Ga.(AP) — A
Twelve people died in 11 crashes during the same period last year.
man who was fleeing police fatally
which began at 6 p.m. EDT Friday and ended at 11:59 p.m. Monday.
shot a sheriff's deputy and another
Of the six fatal crashes this year, preliminary data shows that alcohol
innocent bystander before police
was a factor in three of the crashes, state police said Tuesday.
shot and killed him.
Single fatality crashes occurred in Casey, Clark, Knox, Lincoln,
A neighbor called the police
Trimble and Whitley counties. One of the crashes involved a motorcycle.
Tuesday night to report that Terry
State police arrested more than 200 individuals for driving under the
Johnson, 31, was trying to set his
influence of alcohol during the holiday weekend.
house on fire because he was mad at By The Associat
ed Press
military action, and as some leaders
his wife. The couple had separated.
Public support for attacking Iraq in both parties have expressed reserPolice started looking for has dropped over the last month to vations.
Johnson and spotted his car in its lowest levels since the war on terThe poll of 504 adults was taken
Carrollton, 40 miles west of Atlanta, rorism began, says a new poll, and Thursday and has an error margin
of
Carroll County Sheriff Terry the public is divided on whether or plus or minus 4.5 percentage points.
not such an attack would create a
Langley said today.
The poll also found:
After a brief chase. Johnson left greater risk of terrorism.
• Just over half of the public, 52
The ABC News poll taken for percent, approves of the way
his vehicle, ran inside a house and
fatally shot 85-year-old Robert Nightline showed that 56 percent President Bush is handling the situaSmith. Police said there was no con- favor military action against Iraq, tion with Iraq and its leader,
down from 69 percent early in President Saddam Hussein.
nection between Johnson and Smith.
August.
That's far lower than Bush's
Johnson, who was carrying a 9
And it indicated that about four overall approval rating — which
mm pistol and a .45-caliber hand- in 10, 39 percent,
now support mili- ranges in the 60s — and his hangun, then shot at Lt. Billy Jiles, a tary action against Iraq even if
U.S. dling of the war on terrorism, which
20-year veteran officer. Jiles died allies are opposed, down from 54 has about seven
in 10 approving.
Let us know. The Murray Ledger & Times is
after being struck several times, the percent early last month.
• Seven in 10 believe the U.S. is
sheriff said.
seeking input from our readers about what
The drop in public support comes headed toward war with Iraq, and
Other officers returned fire and as the Bush administration is eight in 10 said Bush should get
they remember about September 11, 2001
increasing efforts to rally support for authorization from Congress first.
killed Johnson.

Six die in Kentucky crashes
during holiday weekend

Sheriff's
deputy killed
in shootout

Poll: Support slipping
for Iraq attack plan

What Do You
Remember
Most About
That Day?

wasoi05on

when America was attacked. Readers may
submit their recollections in writing (no
more than 100 words) and bring them by our
Whitnell Avenue office or submit them bitline at www.murrayledger.com on our website message board. Some of the submissions
will be re-printed for a remembrance of that
day a year ago.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept. between
5:00-6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday or
430-5:00 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
Murray Ledger & Times(USPS 308-700)
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspapers
Publishers Association. The Associated
Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by Murray Ledger & Times
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•Analysis ...
From Front
not the business of the court. "The
court,"'he said, "is not prepared to
read out of the Constitution the
clause granting to the Congress, and
to it alone, the authority 'to declare
The Constitution reserves to
Congress the power to declare war,
and purists or strict constructions
say that means anything short of a
declaration of war is insufficient to
send troops into combat.
But presidents have done so,
repeatedly. President Franklin D.
Roosevelt, on Dec. 7, 1941, was the
last president to get a declaration of
war before going to war.
Since then, the debate has been
vociferous only once.
The gradual escalation of U.S.
fighting in Vietnam and the death of
thousands of Americans almost tore

qC

the country apart. Some opponents
of the war argued that Congress had
not declared war and the troops
should be withdrawn.
Early on, before-opposition grew,
President Johnson used as a legal
basis for making war the Gulf of
Tonkin resolution of 1964. It
stemmed from an incident at sea and
gave the White House authority to
use force to protect U.S. military
personnel.
As the war raged on, however,
anti-war forces pressed the Supreme
Court to rule the war unconstitutional.
All petitions for a hearing on the
question were rejected. Only three
justices, at most, voted in any one
case to take up the war — one short
of the number required for a hearing.
After tens of thousands of
Americans died in combat,

Congress responded to public sentiment for curbing presidential power
by passing the War Powers Act in
1973.
The law, which President Nixon
tried to kill with a veto, lets presidents send troops into conflicts for
up to 60 days but requires congressional approval beyond that.
On that basis, Congress tried in
1983 to force President Reagan to
withdraw Marines from Lebanon.
Congress relented, however, and
extended the deadline for 18
months.
By then the Marines had been
withdrawn after suffering 241 dead
when a truck bomb blew apart a barracks.
EDITORS' NOTE: Barry
Schweid has covered the Supreme
Court and the State Department for
The Associated Press.
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West Tennessee deaths linked to West Nile
By KARIN MILLER
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — Three elderly Tennessee men have died of West Nile
virus, the state's first-ever fatalities from the
mosquito-borne disease, health officials said
Tuesday.
If the Tennessee deaths and another death
reported Tuesday in Kentucky are confirmed by the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, they would bring
the national West Nile death toll to 35.
All the victims lived in West Tennessee
— a 91-year-old from Weakley County and
an 85-year-old and 72-year-old both from
Shelby County, state epidemiologist Dr. Tim
Jones said.
State and county health officials provided
little information about the cases, citing a
need to protect the privacy of the victims'

families, and said only that one of the
Shelby deaths occurred in the last couple of
days while the other two people died in
August.
Jones said each patient had been bitten by
a mosquito. The Shelby County victims
developed encephalitis, an inflammation of
the brain. Weakley County officials didn't
respond to questions about that case.
Most people bitten by infected insects do
not get sick, but the virus can cause flu-like
symptoms and encephalitis in the worst
cases, particularly the elderly or those with
weakened immune systems.
"The severe symptoms are the ones people should be aware of, and that's muscle
weakness, a very high fever, mental disorientation and confusion," said Jennifer Ward,
a Shelby County epidemiologist.
Health officials have identified another

eight probable human cases in Tennessee, limit outdoor activities at dusk and before
Jones said. If confirmed, that would bring dawn through October; wear protective
the total of human infections in the state to clothing such as long pants, long-sleeved
20, all in West Tennessee.
shirts and socks while outside; empty birdSince Tennessee's first human infection baths and other containers of stagnant water;
was announced Aug. 16, the CDC has listed and use a mosquito repellent with DEET.
only five confirmed or probable human
"We don't want folks to be terrified and
cases of West Nile in the state.
want them to continue to go out and have
Jones said that because the CDC is "so fun but to take precautions," he said.
swamped" with West Nile tests, it could be
Jones said none of the other victims idenweeks before the cause of death is con- tified by the state currently have life-thr
eatfirmed in the Tennessee cases.
ening conditions. But he said more deaths
State officials decided to announce the from the virus are likely in Tennessee before
deaths rather than waiting for confirmation the year ends.
in order to urge residents to protect themWest Nile cases are likely to peak over
selves against mosquito bites, he said.
the next few weeks, ending only when cold
"The main message is that people need to weather kills off the mosquitos. But
know about the disease and wear their insect Tennessee can expect to see cases again next
repellent," Jones said.
year, Jones said.
Jones advised Tennessee residents to
"It's never going away. It's going to be a

fact of life here," he said.
However, he said, the virus needs to be
put into perspective: 20,000 Americans died
of the flu last year, while 18 people died of
West Nile from 1999-2001.
"While there is reason for concern, even
if bitten by an infected mosquito, less than 1
percent of those who get infected will develop serious illness," said Yvonne Madlock,
director of the Shelby County Health
Department.
Jones said there is no treatment when
humans are infected with the disease and no
vaccine.
"Your body just has to fight it off," he
said.
EDITOR'S NOTE: AP Memphis correspondent Woody Baird contributed to this
report.

Second death in Officials seek blood test for virus
Kentucky 'probable'
West Nile case

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A second death in Kentucky has been
attributed to infection by the West Nile virus, and three other people are
believed stricken, state health officials said Tuesday.
The victim was described as an 82-year-old woman in Jefferson
County. Neither her identity nor information about her health history
were released by the Cabinet for Health Services.
The Courier-Journal identified her as a Marie G. Earle, citing family
members who said they had been told by doctors that she probably died
of West Nile. She was hospitalized at Caritas Medical Center on Aug. 18
and died Aug. 27.
The woman's death, and infections besetting three others, are listed by
the cabinet as "probable" West Nile cases. That means local laboratory
tests for the virus were positive but must be confirmed through additional testing by the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, cabinet spokesman Gil Lawson said.
The cabinet said two of the others also are in Jefferson County — a
31-year-old man who is hospitalized and a 25-year-old woman who has
been released from a hospital. The third is a 68-year-old Green County
man who is hospitalized.
All the new cases occurred in mid- to late-August,Lawson said. They
brought to 10 the number of confirmed or probable cases of West Nile
encephalitis or meningitis in Kentucky. They also added to the CDC's
nationwide count, which through Friday stood at 31 deaths and 638 probable cases.
The CDC has confirmed two West Nile cases in humans in Kentucky
— Carroll Woods,84, of Morganfield, who died Aug. 19, and a Jefferson
County woman,45, who was hospitalized.
Mosquitos infected with the virus spread the disease through bites.
Health officials say only 1 percent of mosquitos are infected. Severe illness occurs in less than 1 percent of humans bitten by mosquitos carrying the virus.
More than 100 horses have been infected with the virus this year.

By KRISTEN WYATT
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA(AP) — Government
health officials confirmed Tuesday
that the West Nile virus had killed
one transplant patient and infected
at least two others, raising concern it
can spread through transfusions and
other medical procedures. Federal
officials said they were speeding
development of a West Nile blood
test.
Until now, the virus had been
thought to be transmitted to people
only through the bite of an infected
mosquito.
Officials at the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention said
the victim died in Atlanta after
receiving an organ from a Georgia
woman who was.,killed last month
in a car accident.
Three other people also received
organs from the woman. The CDC
said two of them have the virus and
have developed encephalitis, an
inflammation of the brain. West

Nile has not been confirmed in the
third person, who is recovering from
a milder infection.
Health officials said the organ
recipients could have contracted the
virus from mosquitos. but it is
unlikely. The cases are believed to
be the first West Nile infections
from a medical procedure.
No blood test exists to detect the
virus, even in people who show
symptoms. Instead, patients are
diagnosed based on their immune
response to the virus, which takes
about 15 days.
Coming up with a quick blood
test is a priority, said Dr. Lester
Crawford, acting commissioner of
the Food and Drug Administration,
which regulates the nation's blood
supply.
"We are discussing with the secretary possible strategies to stimulate the development of these tests."
Crawford said before meeting with
Health and Human Services
Secretary Tommy Thompson.

The CDC was tracking about 60
blood donors whose products were
used in transfusions to the Georgia
organ donor before she died to
determine if the blood products
gave her West Nile, officials said.
Health officials stopped using the
60 donors' blood and said they were
searching for about a dozen people
who had already received blood
products from those donors.
Even if a test is developed, health
officials said they were skeptical
that all blood would be tested for
such a rare disease.
"On the list of things I'd be worried about going wrong in a blood
transfusion, West Nile's way down
at the bottom," said Dr. Louis Katz,
president-elect of America's Blood
Centers, an association of independent community blood centers.
Many health officials say a practical screening test is months,
maybe years, away, and the risk of
catching West Nile through a blood
transfusion is remote.

"We're getting way, way ahead
of ourselves. We don't even know
for sure whether it's possible to
transmit -West Nile through transfusion or organ donation." Dr. Jay
Epstein. the FDA's top official for
regulating blood products, said
before the transplant infections were
confirmed.
Mosquito-borne diseases similar
to West Nile have been present in
the United States for centuries, but
doctors know of no cases where
those diseases, such as St. Louis
encephalitis, were spread through
medical procedures.
The CDC has documented cases
where malaria was spread through
blood donations, but donors already
are turned away if they've recently
had malaria or visited an area where
the disease is common.
CDC
Director
Dr. Julie
Gerberding said the risks of forgoing a blood transfusion would be
greater than the risks of contracting
West Nile.

Ag commissioner supporting ban on shooting strays
FRANKFORT, Ky. (Al') — Agriculture
Commissioner Billy Ray Smith said Tuesday the
shooting of strays in animal shelters should be
banned, and he will ask the General Assembly to
do so.
Smith said he wanted to "bring Kentucky law
more in step with the times" following the
embarrassment of a national telecast of video of
dogs being shot at the animal shelter in Henry
County.
Videotape aired by NBC and several

Kentucky stations showed some dogs alive and
howling after being shot. Henry County has since
halted gunshot euthanasia.
The Department of Agriculture got many calls
from viewers, Doug Thomas, a department
spokesman, said. "Everybody's upset about the
law itself. But we're just charged with enforcing
the law," Thomas said Tuesday.
Smith said he will ask the 2003 General
Assembly to "modernize and clarify" animal
control laws that were written 50 years ago.

The law makes no mention of euthanization .
method, a point the Kentucky Court of Appeals
noted in July when refusing in a Trimble County
case to declare shooting to be inhumane.
The court said it was "the legislature's prerogative" to abolish the practice of shooting strays.
and it had declined.
Smith said in a telephone interview that the
law should be changed to require a method of
euthanization acceptable to the American
Veterinary Medical Association.
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m District Court Judge Leslie Furches and I have had the honor
of serving the citizens of Calloway County in that position since
1987. I would like to take this opportunity to introduce myself to
those who may not know me.
My husband is Bill David Wilson and I have two sons, Matt and
Ross.

My parents are Harry and Jeanette Furches and my grandparents
are Imogene and the late Ellis Ross Paschall and the late William
and Virginia Furches.
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Including all furniture, fttures & equipment.

I am a graduate of Murray High School, Murray State University,
and the University of Louisville School of Law.
I am seeking re-election and look forward to meeting many of
you in person as I campaign this fall.
I ask for and would appreciate your vote on November 5.
Paid tor by the committee to re-elect Roches, Thomas Walker Treasurer

Ways to Buy Cash, Check,
Lay-away,
Amer.can Empress, V,sa,
Doscover, Mastercard,
Finoncong Avodoble

JEWELERS
These locations are closing their doors...

FOREVER

303 WYATT DRIVE, MAYFIELD, KY •RT. K 233 WEST PARK MALL, CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO
CHESTNUT HILLS S/C. HWY 641, MURRAY, KY • REELFOOT S/C 1439 S 1ST ST., UNION CITY, TN
1245 E. MAIN ST, UNIVERSITY MALL, CARBONDALE, IL
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A true
disgrace
It is a true disgrace to know that
here, in the most prosperous nation
on the face of the earth, many senior
citizens, who live on fixed incomes,
are forced to choose between buying
food or buying prescription medican()n.
need
They
both, but they
always
/14:an't
afford both.
These are the
.cry people who
saved the world
from
tyranny
and oppression
during
World
War II, and
Legislative loved
this counUpdate
try enough to
By Sen. Bob send their chilJackson
dren to fight for
D-Murray
freedom in subsequent
conflicts.
Their sacrifices made this country what it is today, the largest free
economy the world has ever known,
and I think we owe it to them to
make sure they have everything they
need to ensure the best health possible in their golden years.
Medicare is the primary payer of
health • coverage for seniors.
However, it does not cover prescription medications. Medicare beneficiaries who have no additional drug
coverage average about eight fewer
prescriptions per year than those
with coverage, not because they
don't need them, but because they
can't. afford them.
Unless we do something to help
seniors obtain the medications to
manage,certain conditions like high
cholesterol and high blood pressure,
we'll all pay a much higher price
, when those individuals wind up in
the emergency room with more serious problems.

During the 2002 Kentucky
General Assembly, I introduced legislation that would have created a
Kentucky Senior Rx Program to
provide prescription medication
coverage through a Medicaid waiver
for low-income senior citizens.
However, the Senate Health and
Welfare Committee refused to even
bring it up for a hearing in committee.
I plan to introduce similar legislation in the 2003 Kentucky General
Assembly. Until then, I believe I've
discovered another option for helping seniors who have no drug coverage cope with the high cost of prescription medications.
It's called the Together Rx program. It is sponsored by a conglomeration of drug companies, and it
offers senior citizens discounts of
2040 percent on a wide variety of
prescription drugs. It doesn't solve
our problem, but it's a good option
for now.
Interested seniors can obtain an
informational packet and application
for the Together Rx program by contacting my office at 1-800-3727181. The information is available
in both English and Spanish.
Modern medicine has given us
more ways than ever to keep people
healthy. But the promise of new
medicines will only be fully realized
if we ensure they're available to the
people who need them.
Jackson
Sen.
represents
Kentucky's Is: Senate District in
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Trigg and Lyon counties.
He can be reached toll-free at I800-372-7181. His Web Page is at:
www.senjackson.corn. You can write
Sen. Jackson at: Legislative Offices,
Capitol Annex, Frankfort, KY
40601.

Our Readers Write
Dear Editor.
(One recent) weekend, I ventured into uncharted territory. Many
have trod before me and done so
with grace and dignity.
I made the trek to Lexington to
drop-off my firstborn son for his
freshmen year at college, but my
journey would hardly be described
as graceful or dignified. I became
aware of the nagging lump in my
throat his senior year. When the
moment of reckoning came and I
reached up to kiss my son goodbye. I desperately wanted only a
lump in the throat instead of a.
breaking heart.
It was one of those rare
moments when I hope and pray that
my husband and I have said and
done enough but not too much for
this child. We worked hard-for this
moment. And although we will
Miss him terribly, my tears will
pass and it will be a pleasure lo see
him grow and thrive in his new
environment.
My experience reminded me that
my husband and I were not the only
influences in my son's life. There
were numerous people along the
way that encouraged him to reach
his potential.
All children learn and grow from
the many relationships around
them. I consider myself fortunate to
be a part of a community that
understands and is willing to invest
in the lives of children.
This summer. the YMCA of
Murray-Calloway County launched
a strong kids campaign. Over
$16,000 was raised to help sustain
children's programs at our local
YMCA. We pledge to you that we
will invest your donations to help
build strong kids and in turn will
produce strong families and corn-

munities.
Thank you for your generous
contributions it will give us all our
greatest return on investment.
Sincerely,
Jean R. Masthay
Executive Director
YMCA of Murray-Calloway
County
•
Dear Editor,
I was listening to a news report
on the radio the other day that said
voter turnout across the nation was
under 20 percent for primary elections held so far. We are a nation at
war and in the middle of uncertain
economic times, and we need to be
voting for people who can deliver
results.
To that end, I urge Kentuciciak
to turn out and vote for Sen. Mitch
McConnell in November. Of the
two candidates running for the U.S.
Senate, he is the only one with a
proven record of leadership that
delivers for Kentuckians.
At a time like this, it would be
foolish to replace Sen. McConnell
with a novice who has never held
office and who hasn't been able to
demonstrate she has a grasp on
even the most basic of world issues.
In fact, Lois Weinberg almost
lost the Democratic nomination to a
guy who spent less than $5,000 to
her $700,000. ... How can we
expect her to deliver for Kentucky
families in the U.S. Senate?
The U.S. Senate is the big
leagues of politics. We need to send
a proven slugger to the plate for us,
not a rookie.
Please vote for Sen. Mitch
McConnell in November.

The dye is cast
LONDON — Health problems have sidelined
former Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, which
is fine by the Tories, whose government representatives are in Johannesburg at the "Earth
Summit," blaming America for the problems of
the poor.
The "Iron Lady," who
warned the first President
Bush not to "go wobbly" in
the run-up to the Gulf War,
would be a useful voice to
strengthen the spines of those
reluctant to oust Iraqi dictator
Saddam-Husseirr:--The British press is full of
editorials, columns and stories
attacking President Bush for
Cal's
considering "going it alone"
Thoughts on Iraq (he'd be happy for the
By Cal Thomas company of other nations if
Syndicated
they'd come). A cartoon in
Columnist
Tuesday's Times of London
depicts the president with the
world on his back. The next
panel shows a man with "Exxon" written on his
back, tucking Bush under his arm and kicking the
world aside.
Since Thatcher was pushed from the office of
prime minister by a bunch of wimpy men who
don't like, strong women (especially strong conservative women) because she exposed their
wimpishness, Britain has lost much of the leadership abilities it displayed during the Thatcher era.
British officials and the media are acting as if
their negative input still matters in Bush's decision-making. They're reading reports of the
recent, much-discussed opinion pieces in the U.S.
press by former Secretary of State James Baker
and former National Security Adviser Brent
Scowcroft, both of whom have urged the presi-

dent to go slow on Iraq. They are too late.
Cheney told a story that is a sharp rebuke to
The strongest indication that a decision has administration critics who think America can
been made to topple Saddam came Monday in a afford to wait: "Prior to the Gulf War, America's
rare policy speech by Vice President Dick top intelligence would come to my office in the
Cheney.
Defense Department and tell me that Saddam
Speaking to the Veterans of Foreign Wars con- Hussein is at least five or perhaps even 10 years
vention in Nashville, Cheney had a message for away
biolo.4.
ais
from
having
t y.Lh
ev
inweapon.pAifntemr
After
those who wish to "contain" Iraq, as America, war, we learned that he had been much closer
Britain and other nations contained the Soviet than that, perhaps within a year of acquiring
such
Union during the Cold War: "... containment is a weapon.
not possible, when dictators obtain weapons of
"Saddam also devised an elaborate program to
mass destruction and are prepared to share them conceal his active
efforts to build chemical and
with terrorists, who intend to inflict catastrophic
ons, and one
mind
üTtionThe'iJnIted States.
the history of U.N. inspection teams in Iraq. Even
Here was Cheney's rationale (and it must also
as they were conducting the most intrusive sysbe the president's or Cheney would not have
tem of arms control in history, the inspectors
expressed it) for the coming liberation of Iraq.
missed a great deal.
Terrorists do not operate in isolation. They are
"Before being barred from the country, the
connected to states which harbor, train and fund
inspectors
found and destroyed thousands of
their worldwide operations.
chemical
weapons
and hundreds of tons of musSaddam Hussein is sharing, or he will soon
share, weapons of mass destruction with terror- tard gas and other nerve agents. Yet, Saddam
ists, many of whom already dwell in Britain and Hussein had sought to frustrate and deceive them
America and who intend to use those weapons to at every turn. And was often successful in doing
kill thousands, perhaps millions of innocent peo- so."
Cheney said that if all of Saddam's ambitions
ple in the name of their cause and god.
are
realized, "the implications would be enorFor those who are against a pre-emptive strike,
the Vice President seemed to be asking whether mous for the Middle East and the United States
they would rather pay the price of a relatively few and for the peace of the world."
That's why the decision has been made to libdead American soldiers — as painful as that
might be — or hundreds of thousands of dead erate Iraq, and it is why the president is simply
civilians in destroyed cities and a ruined econo- waiting until all the elements for success are in
place.
my.
How do. we know Saddam is planning to
Direct all mail for Cal Thomas to: Tribune
acquire and use nuclear weapons? The vice president said Monday that we know from a number Media Services, 435 N. Michigan Ave.. Suite
of sources and "from first-hand -testimony from 1500, Chicago, 111 60611. Readers may also
defectors, including Saddam's own son-in-law, leave e-mail at www.ctilthomas.com.
who was subsequently murdered at Saddam's
ei 2002 TRIBUNE MEDIA
direction."
SERVICES INC.

Declines in refugee admissions

the current fiscal year.
Islamic countries which have
produced the most refugees are
By George Gedda/AP Writer
Afghanistan, Sudan and Iraq.
Gene
Dewey, the
State
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
During the last fiscal year. 12,060 Department's
top
official
for
Tightened security imposed after refugees from these regions were
refugees, said he is hopeful that proSept. II has, at least temporarily, accepted compared with a ceiling of
cedures can be streamlined to ease
prevented thousands of people liv- 12,500.
the bottlenecks.
ing in squalid refugee camps from
As part of post-Sept. II security
"The task is to balance the need
starting a new life in the United measures, all male refugees between
to provide protection to as many as
States.
15 and 50 from Muslim countries
possible who need protection and to
Increased scrutiny of applicants who are candidates for resettlement
protect the people of the United
has produced a sharp decline in the must undergo FBI scrutiny.
States from evildoers," he said in an
number of refugees — particularly
The FBI issues "security adviso- interview.
Muslims — accepted by the State ry opinions" on each candidate to
He acknowledged that racial proDepartment for U.S. resettlement.
determine whether any could pose a filing is a
component of the mandaU.S. officials expect that only security risk.
tory FBI evaluation of refugee canhalf, at best, of the 70,000 refugees
• The same check is given to appli- didates who are Muslim
males.
projected for resettlement during the cants for (1. 5.-ViSAS from Muslim
"If it takes profiling, then that's
year ending Sept. 30 will actually countries.
what you have to do," Dewey said.
The declining number of admis- "You know what
Nicholas Garvin arrive in the country.
the vulnerable
Before Sept. II. many of those sions of both Muslims and nonMurray, Ky.
sources are. So it's something you
still in limbo had already been Muslims has severe implications for
can't take a risk with."
approved for travel to the United those forced to wait. Virtually all
Lavinia Limon, executive direcStates.
have fled persecution and now are tor of
the private U.S. Committee
And as one outgrowth of the new confined to a dreary and sometimes
for Refugees, acknowledges that
concern over terrorism, a higher per- dangerous life at capips sponsored
security concerns are important but
centage of Muslims have remained by the U.N. High Commissioner for
suggests they could be exaggerated
on the waiting list for resettlement Refugees.
ALICE ROUSE
ERIC WALKER
in the case of refugees.
than 'refugees of any other category.
Of the world's 12 million
Publisher
Managing Editor
"In the last 35 years, 2 million
The ceiling for the Muslim-rich refugees, the largest thimber are in
refugees have been admitted to the
Near East and South Asia region is Africa Five of the eight leading.
WALTER L. APPERSON
United States," she said. "So far
15,000 but with only a month left in refugee-producing .countries are
Publisher Emeritus
none have been implicated in terror:
the fiscal year, only 2,539 had been African. That continent also is the
1st acts. The idea of using the
'Where there is no vision, the people perish
admitted from those areas, accord- region with the highest U.S. ceiling
refugee
program to come to the U.S.
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER, INC. .
ing to official figures.
for refugee resettlement: 22.000 for for terrorism is tar fetched."

um(m)
jME
0T'[EDGERO S

Washington Today

She said the purpose of the
refugee program is to rescue people'
who are fleeing terror.
She noted that peOple who are
forced out of their own countries
gain U.N:designation as refugees by
making the case that "they have
experienced repression and would
experience it all over again if they
are forced to return."
Dan Stein, of the Federation for
American Immigration Reform, an
anti-immigration group, says stricter
securitf for refugee admissions is
justified.
"The reason why flow is slow is
the need to make sure we know who
we are dealing with," he says.
Dewey dreads the thought of
what might happen if there is a lapse
in the refugee screening process.
"Can you imagine what would
happen when the first refugee slips
through who is a terrorist?" he
asked. "This is something I just
don't want to contemplate because
of the body blow it would strike at
the admissions program."
Dewey said refugees who have
resettled in the United States over
the years do very well. "They are.
some of our best citizens, some of
our best taxpayers," he said.
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Coed sleepovers common among teens

Mrs. Verda Nell Culpepper

a accent _ciespover at a friend's house in
BY MARTHA IRVINE
Scituate, Mass.
AP National Writer
Carly, who's IS, says she was "totally comThey watch movies, pig out on pizza, then
crash on the floor or on couches and beds in fortable" sleeping in the same room with the
various rooms in the house. It's the typical teen boys, who are friends.
"The only thing was waking up in the mornsleepover - with one notable change: These
days, the participants are increasingly likely to ing and not looking your best. But I was just
be boys and girls together in one big, coed like, 'Whatever," she says. "They don't care,
so I was fine with it."
event.
Her mom was not fine.
Mixed-gender sleepovers are gaining popu"Kids that age are experiencing raging horlarity, not to mention buzi on teen Web sites.
Teens say they're just another way to hang out ,.mones," Cinda Donovan says. -Are we sup-a result of mixed groups of friends who want posed to trust them?"
Dr. Marla Kushner. director of adolescent
to spend even more time together. Some parents
go along with that, though teen health experts medicine at Chicago's Weiss Hospital, says
warn that coed sleepovers make sexual explo- "no."
ration too tempting.
Kushner says she's run across only a few.
Samantha Gioia has been invited to three in coed sleepovers in her practice. But she has had
her hometown of Greensboro, N.C. Her hesitant young patients,show up in her office the night
parents have let her go because of what she after the prom, asking for tests for pregnancy
calls a "trust and faith in each other that, from and se xtially_tansmitted diseases,
-There are so many factors involved, such as
my view, is rare." •
- David Harrington, who's from Kingston, peer pressure," Kushner says.
Gilda Carle, a psychotherapist and author,
N.Y., is having less luck persuading his parents.
He's been invited to two coed sleepovers, but agrees that the sleepovers set up situations
has been required to come home by midnight where teens may feel pressured to have sex,
especially if alcohol and drugs are present.
each time.
"Kids are so burdened with all kinds of stres"I'm friends with both boys and girls," says
David, who like Samantha is about to turn 16, sors in their lives today - why add another
stressor?" asks Carle, who addresses coed
"So what's the big deal?"
His dad, Gerry, has a candid answer: "Truth sleepovers in one of her books for teens and
be told, I'm largely using my own sexual parents. -I think this is a very unfair position for
barometer - my own 'teen libido memory'- parents to put their teenagers in."
Even some teens concede that there is reason
in making this decision."
He's not the only parent who feels that way. to worry.
Of 879 young people recently polled by Teen
Carly Donovan says her mom "flipped"
when she found out that boys were included at People, for example, 83 percent said they'd

Mrs Verda Nell Culpepper, 85, Glendale Place, Murray, died Tuesday,
Sept. 3, 2002, at 8:15 p.m at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Curtis Smith in 1949; her
second husband, Harty Culpepper in 1998; and one sister, Vivian Starks,
Nots!"18, 2001. Born Aug. 10, 1917, she was the daughter of the late Hallet
Dunn and Lula Usrey Dunn.
Mrs. Culpepper worked for many years at Cherry's in Murray. She was
member of Memorial Baptist Church.
Survivors include one son, Charles Smith and wife, Mary Lou, Bailey,
Colo.; four grandsons, Dan Smith and Shane Smith, Aurora, Colo., Dale
Smith, Plymouth Township, Mich., and Doug Smith, Rockford, Mich.; two
sisters, Mrs. Evelyn Neal, Clearwater, Fla., and Mrs. Kathryn Lassiter,
Hopkinsville; three brothers, Harola Dunn, Murray, Milburn Dunn and
wife, Dorothy, Atlanta, Ga., and Wilford Dunn and wife, Jenette,
Clearwater, Fla.; nine great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
Murray-Calloway Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Gerald Joseph Covahey
Gerald Joseph Covahey,60, Paducah, formerly of Marshall County, died
Tuesday, Aug. 27, 2002, at 9:22 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He was a deputy jailer for 17 years in Marshall County and attended
Heartland Worship Center, Paducah.
Mr. Covahey was the son of the late Joseph Covahey and Viola
Chenoweth Covahey. Two sisters and one brother also preceded him in
death.
Survivors include one son, Christopher Covahey, San Diego, Calif.; four
sisters, Mrs. Mary Ellen Bareham, Towson, Md., Mrs. Elizabeth Frazier,
Owings Mills, Md., Mrs. Patricia Ayala, San Andreas, Calif., and Ms.Sandy
Covahey, Baltimore, Md.; special friend, Danielle Cox, Hickman; several
nieces and nephews, Earl Schroader and wife, Jean, Mike Schroader and
wife, Beth, Jeanne Gallimore, Robert Schroader and wife, Bettye, and Amy
Sykes, all of Murray.
A memorial service will be tonight, Wednesday, at 7 p.m. in the chapel
of Roth Funeral Home, Paducah. Richard Henson will officiate. The body
has been cremated„
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 6 p.m. tonight(Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Diabetes
Association, Memorial & Honor Program NCC, P.O. Box 2680, North
Canton, OH 44720; or Center for Accessible Living, 1304-U Chestnut St.,
Murray, KY 42071.

Mrs. Annetta Mae Paul
The funeral for Mrs. Annetta Mae Paul will be today (Wednesday) at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Heyward
Roberts will officiate. Burial will follow in Union Ridge Cemetery, Aurora.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Union Ridge Cemetery Fund
or to Gideons. .
Mrs. Paul,88, Village Road, Benton,died Monday,Sept. 2,2002, at 7:30
a.m. at Britthaven Healthcare, Benton.
A retired cook for Kenlake Restaurant, she was a member of Union
Ridge Baptist Church.
Her first husband, Frank SirIs, her second husband, Hugh Paul, one sister, Eva Snapp. and one brother, Willie Hughes, all preceded her in death.
She was the daughter of the late Patrick Hughes and Shado Mathis Hughes.
Survivors include one niece, Ann P. Smith, Benton.

seen or beard of their peers "fooling around"
while at such an event. (Just over half said
they'd been to a coed sleepover.)
Still, some young people say parents should
base their decision on the circumstances. That
includes Anne Hunnell, an 18-year-old who's
just started her freshman year at the University
of North Carolina-Chapel Hill.
She says her parents allowed her, grudgingly
at first, to stay over with supervised coed
groups when she was in high school - especially if it meant they didn't have to drive home
from a party or concert late at night.
She says two of her friends who attended
ended up dating later, but that there was nothing
but friendship at the time.
"It seemed like we all respected each other,"
says Hunnell, who noW lives in a coed dorm.
Nicole, Quigley, who's 25 and living in
Washington, D.C., says there was another reasop her.parents -,perhaps ahead of their time
- let her have coed sleepovers when she was
younger.
"If we weren't allowed to have stay-overs,
we probably would have been using our bedroom windows as backdoors and hanging out
with boys anyway,- says Quigley, who grew up
in Florida.
She says she behaved at the sleepovers
because "I saw them as a privilege I didn't want
to lose."
David Harrington hasn't given up on the idea
of attending a coed sleepover. But he chuckles
at the thought of throwing his own - an idea
he's already posed to his parents.
"As you can imagine," he says,"I was quickly vetoed."

McDonald's to use new oil to reduce trans fatty acids
OAK BROOK, Ill. (AP) McDonald's plans to use' a new
cooking oil for its french fries that it
says will do less damage to the diet.
The nation's biggest hamburger
restaurant chain said Tuesday the
new oil will halve the trans fatty
acid levels in its french fries while
increasing the amount of the more
beneficial polyunsaturated fat.
Health experts say replacing saturated fats with unsaturated ones can
help lower cholesterol levels.
Dr. Meir Stampfer, a professor of

nutrition at Harvard • School of
Public Health, called the move a big
step and said he hopes McDonald's
eventually eliminates all trans fatty
acids from its food. He said he also
hopes other fast food chains do likewise.
"If we can get rid of trans fat in
the diet, we could prevent thousands of heart attacks every year,"
he said.
McDonald's worked with its
longtime supplier Cargill to develop
the oil, which a few of it: restau-

rants will begin using in October.
All 13,000 domestic McDonald's
restaurants will use the oil by
February, the company said.
The change comes about a
month
after a
man
sued
McDonald's and three other fast
food chains, claiming their food
made him obese..
The 56-year-old man said he
weighed 272 pounds, had heart
attacks in 1996 and 1999 and has
diabetes, high blood pressure and
high cholesterol He said he ate fast

food for decades, believing it was
good for him until his doctor cautioned him otherwise.
McDonald's also was sued last
year by,vegetarian groups for using
beef flavoring while claiming its
fries were vegetarian. The company
in May agreed to pay $10 million to
organizations that support vegetarianism and $2.4 million in legal fees.
Company executives said the oil
switch had been in the works for
years and was unrelated to legal
actions.

Police: Girlfriend had numerous chances to leave, but didn't
MONTGOMERY,Ala.(AP)-A
16-year-old girl had numerous
chances to flee from the man
_assmit of_Wing six menal2e.r_s__of
her family, but she stayed with him
while he was hiding, a south
Alabama police chief said Tuesday.
Westley Devone Harris, 22, is
charged with capital murder for a
shooting rampage that left his girlfriend's parents, three brothers and
grandmother dead at their small farm
in Rutledge, 40 miles south of
Montgomery.
After the shootings on the night

of Aug. 26, Harris, his teen-age girlfriend, Janice Denise Ball, and her 1
1/2-year-old daughter fled Crenshaw
County in her father's red _Pontiac
Grand. Am to Andalusia in nearby
Covington County. Investigators
said they spent the night there with
friends of Harris' and left Tuesday.
"There is no indication Harris
was holding the girl against her will.
She had numerous opportunities to
leave or call police," Andalusia
Police Chief Wilbur Williams Jr. told
The Associated Press in an interview.
Crenshaw County Sheriff Charles

West said Tuesday that Ball is still
considered a witness rather than a
suspect, but the investigation is conShe„and her baby are in the
care of the state Department of
Human Resources and she has not
been allowed to talk to relatives who
are planning the funeral for her family Wednesday at the Luveme High
School auditorium, he said.
The victims were Mila Ruth Ball,

62, JoAnn Ball, 35, and her common-law husband, Willie Ilasley, 40,
and brothers Jerry Ball; 19, Tony
Ball, 17, and John Ball, 14.
Harris had his first court appearance Tuesday in Luverne. He said
nothing as District Judge William
King appointed two local attorneys,
Charles Kettler and Mark Smyth, to
represent him.
Police said that on the night of

Aug. 26 Harris, an unemployed high
school dropout who had a charge
pending for distributing crack
cocaine, went to a home in
Andalusia where a woman lived
with several of her grandatildren.
One of the grandchildren was a close
friend of Harris', the police chief

vote DON SEW
SHERIFF

$0 DOWN
WE'VE REMOVED YET ANOTHER
BARRIER TO HOME OWNERSHIP.
THE DOWN PAYMENT!
• No down payment'.
• You can even finance the closing costs
• No Mortgage Insurance

Global Mortgage Link, LLC
753-7407

Custom Embroider & Screen Printing

Custom Embroidered Caps

Gerry Puckett

Darren Jones

Dear Residents,

Jacquelyn Watson

308 N. 12th St. Murray

753-7743
OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
44.11-47"
,

814.95
('On most cars & trucks - house Oli only)

Iih's Back!

f:r

SPAGHETTI
with Meat Sauce or Marmara Sauce

WIONES494Y

$1.99

SPagurf SPIC/41

DINNER SALAD $1.19
unch & Dinncr - 11 a.m. - 8 p.m

said.
At one point, Harris left his girlfriend at home with the woman in
Andalusia while he and his friend
went to sell three guns. At another
point, Ball and a female occupant of
the house left in the car to apparently buy something. Williams said.

SOFT DRINK

79C

As an administrator, I recognize there
is the LETTER OF THE LAW and
SPIRIT OF THE LAW. An officer must use
a COMMON SENSE approach to temper
both, so as to protect the rights
of all concerned.

REMEMBER IN NOVEMBER
Paid For By Don Sent Campaign Committee

(We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)
970 Chestnut Street

753-2975

Murray

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

Westside
Baptist Church
has begun its 2nd year of

Mother's Day Out.
We offer a Christian based
educational program in a caring
atmosphere.
Our MDO program is for children ages
6 months - 5 years of age on

Tuesdays and Thursdays.
If you would like more information,
please contact Lisa Whitt at 753-8240 while there
are still spaces available.
"But Jesus called for them and said,
['f the little children come to me..." Luke 18:16

In

Since 1854.

Stock Market Report Po lc9e:nais
Do* Jones Ind. Avg

.8367.62 + 59.57

45.60 + 0.91
Anthem
61.00 + 0.79
AOL Time Warner
12.25 + 0.16
AT&T
11.52 + 0.32
Bell South
22.49 + 0.74
Briggs & Stratton
37.97 + 0.34
Bristol Myers Squibb ....24.20 + 0.20
Caterpillar
42.80 + 0.17
Chevron Texaco Corp
71.74 - 0.66
Daimler Chrysler
41.15 + 1.28
.37.69 + 0.24
Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil
33.29 - 0.33
10.92 - 0.02
Ford Motor
General Electric
28.86 + 0.40
General Motors
45.88 + 0.33
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ..37.41 + 1.07
19.76- 0.08
Goodrich
Goodyear
12.74 + 0.13
Air Products

HopFed Bank*
I B NI
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pepsico, Inc
Pfizer. Inc.
Schering-Plough
Sears
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - pnce unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

12.36 B 12.44
73.25 + 0.90
37.10 + 0.38
16.00 + 0.14
18.09 + 0.18
19.21 + 0.11
22.55 - 0.48
48.31 + 0.80
48.08 + 1.06
16.90 - 0.10
38.90 + 0.63
.32.31 + 1.03
22.23 + 0.26
43.95 + 0.05
30.17 + 0.22
21.02 + 0.42
33.65 - 0.20
51.64 - 0.23

WE SEE YOUR NEED FOR LIFE
INSURANCE GROWING EVERY DAY.
\\ l. 11\ 1 \\\ I II RI 1 01' LIVE.

As your family grows. so does your need for protection.
And nobody can help you provide that protection like
me, your State Farm agent. See me today
Don Henry, Agent
302 Last Main Street
Murray, KY 42071

270-753-9935
don.henry.b1q4estate1arm.com

AtiStP
HILLIARD

DONS
SINCE teS4

Our Best /nrestment Is You.
J.J.S. HISIIwd, W.L Lyons, Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC

,14111)<11•11

OM

I ifr hosanna.. raoryorn Cam hrrinsrd is NY ar. Se?,
and
SIM(I am. I 4( and ia,rolnu Assiirantit Coevals (Licensed in NI
Nowa Offs",
4010 Fa.11
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Volunteers needed to prepare
for Community Resource Fair
The Family Resouece and Youth
Service Centers of Calloway
County and Murray City School
Systems will host their 11th annual
Community Resource Fair on
Saturday. Sept. 21. at the Murray
State University Curris Center and
the National Guard Armory.
Donna Herndon,'coordinator of
Calloway Family Resource Center,
said "last year's fair was a success
because of all of the community
support that we received in the way
of volunteers, donations and contributions."
Herndon said "again, we are
asking for your help. Hundreds of
volunteers are need prior to the fair
to prepare clothing (pressing, mending, sorting, sizing and hanging) for
the Clothing Exchange.
"Also help is needed after the
fair to distribute clothing for families who were not able to attend, as
well as to other charitable organizations such as LifeHouse, Newborns
in Need, V.A. hospitals, etc. If you
know of any other organization or
group who can make use of leftover
clothing items, please let us know."
A suggested schedule has been
made for the various churches to
help. "Please-do not-feel-That you are
only wanted and needed for your
designated days, as we need all the
volunteers we can get. Instead this
schedule is only being used to
'insure that we have adequate preparation for this year's Community
.Resource Fair," Herndon.said.
The following suggested sated-

FUN & FASHION

What makes a woman alluriti.
utterly irresistible? Looks of course
are what are noticed first. However.
most people are much more interested
in the real woman who's inside what
makes her tick?
It is always a sign of confidence
when you make eye contact when you
are speaking to someone. Smile and
speak, but what is truly alluring and
attractive is not only a smile with your
lips but with your eyes as well.'Don't
worry about expression lines. When a
woman smiles with her eyes, she
smiles from her heart; it's genuine.
A woman who is interested is interesting. She is curious about life and
she is constantly evolving. She kno,
that a woman, regardless of age. h.,
something new to learn. Most of ..
don't want a flabby body. so ssk •
would we want a flabby brain? Your mother was right, good p,,-•
lure is important. It is the way you
present yourself to the world. Posture
is the ultimate form of body language.
When you are standing tall it shows to
those around you that you are worthy
of attention. Standing tall shows a
sense of confidence. It's also a way to
get a better body. When you slide your
shoulders back, bring your chin up
and tuck your bottom under. You look
taller and thinner.
Alluring women enjoy life to the
fullest. They take time to kxik at th
simplest things around them. The
have wonder tor the world and ,r
beauty. To quote Frederic Feld.,
beauty expert and hest selling auth.
"Think of life as a photo album Ju
waiting to be filled with snapshots at •
memories." Make them happy metin
ries. The past is the past and it cann,,
be changed..Go forward in your lit:
dolt't let the gift of lite pass you by
mourning over spilled milk.
It is when a woman puts a little
extra thought into the way she prc•
ents herself. She finds clever ways h ,
set herself apart from the rest. A
woman who takes pride in her appearance will put the same thought into
everything else in her life. She is put
together, it isn't about designer shoes
or an expensive piece of jewelry.
She is independent. She loves has ing a partner in her life but she doesn't
need one to be happy. Others. espu
cially men. are drawn to women wi
lives of their own because they h...
something fresh to bring to a relatm ,
ship - stories and experiences to sha.
She doesn't take herself too seriou
ly. She isn't embarrassed to show h,
true feelings or too proud to laugh
her own mistakes or too elegant to e
a little silly. Women who are enth,,
Asti,: are contagious and refreshing
he around, because everyone is dr.e.,
io goodness.
n
The above article on w
based on comments from Freder
Fekkai.
So ladies, lighten up. be happy
live your life each day as if it vo.
your last! You'll be glad you did .e
so will all the others around you.
OK Kelly is full of exciting n,
tashions from Lit Claiborne. Bei
Point and wonderful new tops as ss
as great fitting pants. New brand check it out!
Have lunch with us this Friday fr.I I- 2 p.m. It is a regular eve.
C'ongratulations to "UPS' Pete Slut ,
who won the turquoise jewelry at
luncheon last week.
Quote of the week. "What is p.1
siora_Pussionis surely the become.
of a person." -John Boorman
Stay tuned to nest week's fun

4.1C-glifT
305 South 12th
Murray. KY • 753-7441

ule for churches to help at the
National Armory from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. is as follows:
*Mondays, Sept. 9, 16 and 21 Glendale Road Church of Christ and
First Christian Church; - 'Tuesdays, Sept. 10, 17 and 24 First Baptist Church and smaller
Baptist churches;
.'Wednesdays, Sept. Ii. 18 and
25 - First United Methodist Church
and smaller Methodist churches;
'Thursdays, Sept. 12 and 19 University Church of Christ, smaller Churches of Christ, First
Presbyterian and Lutheran churches;
'Fridays, Sept. 12 and 19 Westside Baptist, Memorial Baptist,
St. Leo Catholic, and other churches.
Herndon said "it would be most
appreciated if the churches listed
above could provide sandwiches or
other lunch foods and refreshments
for their volunteers on the days designated."
For those 'Who c4o help prepare
clothing, report to the Armory on
your designated day and any additional days you can. Children's
clothing of all sizes and coats for all
family members are needed. If you
cannot volunteer time but wish to
help, donations of new underwear
and socks of all sizes would be
appreciated. (Clean. previously
worn underwear and socks are also
accepted since the needs are so
urgent).
Also help is needed for the
Resource Fair on Saturday. Sept. 21,
and also on Tuesday. Sept. 24, when
the children unable to attend the fair
will be bused to the Armory to make
their selections.
For more information call
T513-drbaiii
Sharon BybeTat 753-80,
Brantley at 436-5899, Calloway
Family Resource Center at 7627333; Calloway County Middle
School Youth •Services Center. at
762-7365; Calloway County High
School Youth Services Center at
762 7340. C 1.1 way Little Laker
(Preschool)ramily Resource Center
at 762-7410; or the Murray Family
Youth Services Center at 759-4592.

Can you guess what
the bigger picture is
featured here?

r

Yearbook photographs
to be taken on two days

Engagement

All seniors at Calloway County High School must
have their photographs made by the school photographer if they want to be pictured in the 2003 Laker
yearbook.
If you have not had this picture taken, the photographer will be between the board office and the
middle school to make these photographs on
Fridays, Sept. 6 and 13, beginning at 3:05 p.m. each
day.
Any student who has not had a senior photograph
taken by the school photographer by the end of the
session on Sept. 13, will not be pictured in the 2003
Jo's
yearbook, according to Glenn Leckie, yearDatebook Laker
There is no charge for this yearbook
book
adviser.
By Jo Burkeen
photograph to be made.
Community
Editor

Glory Bound on Thursday

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment will feature the group, "Special
Blend," composed of Susie Payne, Marteze Hammonds, Adam Ellis and
Tyler Walls, all of Murray, at its meeting Thursday, Sept. 5, from to 9 p.m.
at the Glory Bound Coffee House, Chestnut Street, east of Ryan Milk
Company. This is an outreach ministry of Goshen United Methodist Church.
Admission is free, but donations will be accepted.

MMS plans special event
Murray Middle School will have its Back-to-School Night on Thursday,
Sept. 5, at 6:30 p.m. at the school. Teresa Butler, president of MMS PTO,
and Laura Pitman, treasurer, said "important information as to policies and
the mid-term grades will be given at the meeting and it is important that parents attend."

and Crass
Hinkle
Linda Long and Donnie Hinkle of Springfield, Tenn., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Melissa Hinkle, to
Kristopher Crass, son of Joseph and Cindy Crass of Murray.
Miss Hinkle is employed at Sarah's Hair & Nails, Springfield, Tenn. •
Mr. Crass is the grandson of Phillip Gene and Sally Rogers and Ruth
Crass, all of Murray. He is the great-grandson of Mrs. Oina Camp, Mrs.
Luvena Lovett and Hayden Morris. all of Murray.
A 1996 graduate of Calloway County High School. he is employed by
The Electrolux Co.. Springfield, Tenn
The wedding will be Saturday. Sept. 14 2002 at 6 p.m at'Bethlehem
Baptist Church, 3323 Highway 76. Springfield, Tenn. .
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. For more directions to the
church call 753-2850.

Classes will be offered
by Housing Authority
The Housing Authority of
Murray will begin a new round of
computer classes. These will be
available to residents of Calloway
County and the Housing Authority,
according to Faye Cunningham,
modernization and technology coor'
dinator:—
Classes will be offered in the
Mary Beth Graves Computer
Learning Center at 716 Nash Dr.,
Murray. A fee is charged for community residents. Classes are free
for Housing Authority of Murray
residents and senior citizens.
If interested, register by calling
the Housing Authority of Murray at
753-5000. Class size will be limited
to 12 students.
The following one-day courses
will be available:
'Basic Computing, Sept. 13 from
9 a.m. to noon - This class is
designed to introduce a person to a
computer. If you have never
touched a computer or are afraid of
a mouse, this class is for you.
'Introduction to Internet & Email, Sept. 13 from 1 to 4 p.m. This is for persons who want to

"Time's Treasure Chest"

Goen
W Memories(yesterday)- Silver Cfialienges (today)
- Pear& ofPromise(tomorrow)-

2.3r6AnnualLadies Day

learn about e-mail who know a little
about computers and have a bit of
typing experience.
'More Internet & E-mail, Sept.
20 from 9 a.m. to noon. This course
will give more instruction on
searching the world wide web.
Persons must have completed the
Introduction to Internet course
before taking this class.
'Introduction to Word. Sept. 20
from 1 to 4 p.m. This class is
designed to introduce you to the
program,
word
processing
Microsoft Word, learning to type
letters, make fliers, etc. Persons
should know a little about computers (finished the basic class) and
have a bit of typing experience.
and Office
"More
Word
Applications, Sept. 27 from 9 a.m.
to noon. This class will offer some
of the more advanced features of
Microsoft Word and will also introduce you to the Office applications
Excel and Powerpoint. Persons
must have completed Basic Word
and be able to type to take this class.

10 See Page 7A

Myers Supply Building
Lovelaceville Rd.

* 4 Days Only *
Sept. 3-7(10-7)
New & Used Clothes At
Fraction Of Retail

Sat. 1/2 Price
'Excluding Items Marked ND*

Glendale Road Church of Christ
Murray, Kentucky
September 7,2W2•9:W a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Our speaker this year is Nancy Bennett. She is a member of the
Estes Church of Christ where her husband Cliff is an elder. They
have four children — Craig. Darren, Jon. and Aimee. She has one
grandchild. Dalton. with others on the way. She teaches the kindergarten class at Estes and has been published in the Christian
Woman magazine. She has been a member of the FHU faculty for
30 years. She is currently a freshman advisor and the assistant athletic director.

Please come ancfjoin usfor a morning of

edification andfeflowsfup in the Lord
9- 9:30 a.m. — Rwistration, coffee, aruffeltowshii,
'TOO Treasure Chest"
9:30 - II

11 a.m. — Lunch piovided by the ladies of Gkrufak Road
A nursery 'willbe providedfor
children 5 wars and under.

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

4.50%
(September, 2002)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3,000 ,.Since early surrender
charges apply. please call for details

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703

4-H Council will meet
Calloway County 4-H Council will meet Thursday, Sept. 5, at 3:30 p.m. .
at the Calloway County Extension Office, 310 South 4th St., Murray.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS Kentucky #469 Chapter will meet Thursday, Sept. 5 in the annex
of Calloway County Public Library. Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:45 p.m.
and the meeting will start at 7 p.m. TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) is a
non-profit organization dedicated to those interested in weight loss. All visitors are invited.

Red Cross offering course
Calloway County Chapter or American Red Cross will offer Community
First Aid & CPR course on two consecutive Mondays, Sept.9 and 16, from
6 to 10 p.m. at the Red Cross office at 1003 Poplar St., Murray. Both nights
must be attended for certifications. Participants must register at the chapter
office prior to the class For more information call 753-1421.

Garden Department plans meeting
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,.
Sept. 5, at noon for a salad luncheon. Elizabeth Pasco will make the presentation of the Murray State University scholarship. Names will be tabled
for membership and a collection for CARE will be taken. Hostesses will be
Chris Scarbrough-Key. Shirley Tate, Patti Williams and Peggy Nieschlag.

Quilters will meet
Quitters of First United Methodist Church w;11 meet Thursday, Sept. 5,
at 9:30 a.m. at the church. The group also meets each:Tuesday at 9:30 a.m.

Need Line lists special needs
Need Line has listed special needs to fill the sacks for clients. Food items
needed include chili beans, kidney beans, sauerkraut, green beans, pork &
beans, turnip greens and instant potatoes. Also needed are bleach, toilet
paper, adult and children's tooth brushes, dish liquid and brown paper bags.
Tonia Casey, executive director, said "our food supplies and personal
hygiene supplies are low at this time." Items may be taken to the office at
804 Story Ave., between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday through
Friday. For information call 753-NEED. Need Line is a United Way agency.

Attic Thrift Shop lists hours
Angels Attic Thrift Shop at 1628 Main St., Murray, is open each
Thursday from noon to 7 p.m. Persons may bring donated items to the shop
each Tuesday from noon to 7 p.m. All proceeds from sales benefit the
Angels Community Clinic at 1005 Poplar St., Murray. The shop was initiated by St. John's Episcopal church as a community-wide out reach which
involves volunteers from many local churches. For information call 7610111.

Ladies day planned at church
Ladies Day will be held at Glendale Road Church of Christ on Saturday,
Sept. 7, from 9 a.m. to noon. The theme will be "Time's Treasure Chest."
Nancy Bennett, a member of the faculty at Freed-Hardeman University,
Henderson, Tenn., will be the speaker. Registration will be from 9 to 9:30
a.m.; program from 9:30 to 11 a.m.; and lunch, provided by the ladies of
Glendale Road, at 11 a.m. A nursery will be provided for children 5 years
and under. For transportation, call the church office at 753-3714 by Friday,
Sept. 6.

CASA plans training

Persons who would like to be an advocate for children in the court system will have the opportunity to attend the October CASA Training
Session. Dolores J. Wells. director of Court Appointed Special Advocate
Programs of Calloway County, said the applications are available at the
CASA office, located in the Calloway County Schools' Annex, 1922 St. Rt.
121 N., Murray. Besides the application, there will be a screening process
consisting of references and background check and a personal interview.
The classes will start Monday, Oct. 14. The training will be for four weeks
on Mondays and Thursdays from 5 to 9 p.m. For more information or an
application, call the CASA office at 76/-0064.

Cracicer (Barrel's
650 N. 12th St.• Murray

Porch Sale
Join Us

Sept. 6, 7 & 8
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.

50% Off!

Scratched, Dented & Reduced Items
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Wedding

Wrinkle Cream Success

SPECIAL. Millions 01 women a Lompirte
of all ages are praising the guarantee of
exciting discovery EBS Facial satisfaction
Cream, developed by pharmacist at JCPenney
Robert Heldfond (shown at right). where LB 5
EB5 greatly improves signs is the P
of aging: facial wrinkles, crow's selling
feet, crepey neck, "feather - cream for
lips, uneven blotches and dry. aging skin
slack, sensitive skin,
in all their
EB5 Facial Cream is 5 creams stores nationwide!
in one jar: a Wrinkle Cream,
Phone toll free 1-800-9294325
Throat Cream, Firming Cream, to learn more about all
24-Hour Moisturizer and Make-up EB5 formulas for younger
Base. all in one. One jar lasts looking skin! Or visit online at
for.many months and is sold with www.ebS.com.

111

When you buy EB5 Facial Cream, you will receive
a FREE GIFT of Pharmacist Heldfond's EB5
Cleansing Formula (a $15 value). Hurry, while
supplies last and enjoy younger-looking skin today.

t-rmo Prowled
CHECK PRESENTATION.. Tim Lawrence, left, Kiwanis charter
representative, and Ray Clark, right, Kiwanis president, present a $500 check to Mark Kennedy, scoutmaster for Cub Scout
Pack 57, as the Pack's share of profits for helping with the
Kiwanis pancake breakfast held earlier in the year. "Kiwanis is
proud to have been a long-time sponsor of Pack 57," Clark
said.

American Heartwalk
Saturday, Septai • 9 a.m.
MSU Regional Special Events Center

Boaz and Jones
Laura Kathaleen Boaz and George Bradley Jones were married Saturday.
July 27, 2002, at Second Presbyterian Church, Memphis, Tenn.
'The bride is the daughter of Dan Boaz of Murray and Carol Sparenberg
of Snellville, Ga.
She is the granddaughter of Jimmy Rickman of Murray and of the late
Dennis Rolfe, the late Elna Rickman, the late Margaret Ruth Boaz and the
late George Boaz.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. George Jones of Jackson, Miss. He
is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Harvey, Mrs. Jeanette Hunter, Mrs.
Leona Jones and the late Harold Jones.
Bridesmaids were Beth Henle of Snellville, Ga.. Lynn Boaz, Kara
Petracek and Anne Elizabeth Sutphin of Nashville, Tenn., Ellie Binkley of
Atlanta, Ga., Erin Eathely and Brooke Jones of Jackson. Miss., and Dorrie
Emrick of Los Angeles, Calif.
Morgan Poole of Jackson, Miss., was flower girl.
Groomsmen were Wiliam Anderson, Greg Guliano and Thomas Powers
of Memphis, Tenn., David Buford, William Lowery and Harold Smith of
Jackson, Miss., and Chris Menefee and Judson Offner of Houston, Texas.
Blake Jones of Jackson. Miss., was ring bearer.
Ushers were Scott Henle, Chris Sparenberg and Jon Sparenberg of
Snellville, Ga., Luke Rickman of Murray, Michael Begonia and Marc
Rietveit of Jackson. Miss., and Josh Bethea of Atlanta, Ga.
Anne Marie Main and Rebecca Hoke attended the bridal registry.
Following the ceremony, a reception was held at Pink Palace, Memphis.
The bride is a graduate of Harpeth Hall School, Nashville. Tenn., and the
University of Mississippi where she graduated with a degree in English. She
was a member of Delta Delta Delta sorority. She is currently employed as
an assistant manager at Schaedle Worthington and Hyde.
The groom is a graduate of Northwest Rankin High School, Jackson,
Miss., and the University of Mississippi where he received a degree in business. He was a member of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity. He is employed
with Strategic Financial Partners. Memphis.
After a honeymoon in the Bahamas, the couple is residing in Memphis,.

Zimmerman
named as
student of month

to month...
Rollover
from month...

Se

Introducing Rollover, Only From angular.
With

Allyson Zimmerman. a senior
at Murray High School, was
recently selected as a Rotary Club
Student of the Month.
At MHS, Zimmerman is currently serving as captain of the
Varsity Cheerleading Squad and
captain of the Volleyball Team.
• She is a member of the National
Honor Society and Fellowship of
Christian Athletes. She was
accepted into the Kentucky
Governors Scholars Program.
Zimmerman is the daughter of
Albert and Emily Zimmerman.
After graduation from high school,
she plans to attend Murray State
University and major in biology.

150

after
Save
$100 instant rebate and
$50 mail-in rebate.

Zimmerman
_

•Basic Computer Maintenance
Sept. 27 from I to 4 p.m. This class
is designed to introduce the basic
user to the concepts of cleaning history files, dumping temp files and
configuring the Clean Manager

NOKIA

standard in Windows.
Cunningham said "The Mary
Beth Graves Computer .Learning
Center is available for use by community residents during open lab
times of 5:30 to 8:30 p.m., Tuesday
through Friday.-
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WIRELESS

What do you have to say?'
MURRAY
906A S 12th St

PADUCAH
1733 Kentucky Ave
5134 Hinkleville Rd

INAL*MART

G MORGANFIELD
G MURRAY
@PADUCAH
5130 Hinkleville Rd
3220 Irvin Cobb Dr
PRINCETON

NOW OPEN

270- 444-0602

1111111101111ART
(II FULTON
607 N Highland Dr

Service offer available to new and existing customers

Q

MURRAY
808N 12t , St

0

LetsTatkeam

Limwtealitirrie offer Credit approval end new service commitment on eligible Cmgular calling plan required Offer cannot be combined wth any other special offers Calls sublect to taxes. universal service
charge, gross receipts surcharge arid other charges, which we subtect to change Airtime in excess of any package minutes will be charged at a per Mono
‘
te rine of S 19 to 549 Airtime and other measured
usage are rounded up to the next full minute at the end of each call for billing purposes 536 actrvation fee apples A monthly connection charge of Si 24 apples to subscriptions during any month in which
calls originated from the ...witless phone terminate through the landline network in the following states Fl_ AL. KY. MS, LA and parts of Indiana. Tennessee and Georgia Early termination fee of 5240
prorated over the length of the service agreement apples to subscriptions in the following states FL GA. 5C. NY. NC. At. KY, TN, MS, LA and parts of Indiana A non-prorated 5150 early termination he,
applies m all other Cingular areas Promotional features may be canceled after inatal term of tfie sannoa contract Eraorprnont evailablity and prices may vary at authorized agents and national retailers Night
hours are 9 pan to 7 an Monday to Friday, and weekend hours are 9 pan on Friday to 7 am on Monday Rollover Minutes unused pediage minutes expire It I after twelve months, 121 immediately upon default
or 4 customer changes rate plan to a non-rollover plan Rolled over mitosis we not redeemable for cash or credit and are not transferable Minutes will not roil over until after the first month's billing
Rollover MinUtOS and 3000 Night and Weekend Minutes are available on Cingular Norne plans $3999 and higher Night and Weekend Minutes do not roil aver Included Long Distance applies to calls
originating and terminating within the 50 States Airtime charges apply Coverage not available in all areas Cingular does not guarantee urtintewupted service coverage Other conditions and restrictions
apply 5•• contract arid store for details Nokia and the 13200 series phones are ether trademarks or registered trademarks of the Nokia Corporation and/or its affiliates Cingular Wireless is a registered
trademark Cmgular Rollover 'What do you have to say'," and the graphic Kral are Service Marks of Cingular Wireless LLC 02002 Cingular Wireless LLC

New•Used•Consignment Furniture
• Inventory Changes Daily
• We Also Special Order

400
700
1000
lus 3000 Monthly Night rnd Weekend Minutes

MADISONVILLE
30 N Main St
Parkway Plaza Mail
401 Madison Sq. Ave

G BENTON
G MADISONVILLE
G MAYFIELD

DMT Furniture

Anytime
Minutes
....henereh

Order by phone or online.
1-866-CINGULAR
www.cingularcom

Cirigular Wireless Stores

LIGHTED NON-LIGHTED NEON
*MAGNETIC 5IGN5 *TRUCK LETTERING
*CHURCH SIGNS *CUSTOM BUILT SIGNS

Monthly
Access

Rollover Home Plans
S3999
$49'
$69

All minutes include Nationwide Long Distance at no extr, ch,irqt

CONNP-CEING PEOPLE

SALES • SERVICE • INSTALLATION

4010

'with a 2-year service agreement
•

Nokia 8265 phone

11 See Page 7

Click on the button for
more details!

your unused anytime minutes
roll over from month to month...

-00

•Classes ...

LOOK INTO OUR NEW
PHOTO REPRINTS!
www.enurrayledger.com

to month...
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•

1
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MSU Football

Williams
sparks
Cards
to win

Weaknesses revealed
in loss at Memphis
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor .. _
In the world Of Division 1-AA
football, there are various arguments against playing top I-A
programs.
Embarrassing scores, injuries
and psychological scars are just
a few.
However, you won't hear any
complaints from Murray State head
coach Joe Pannunzio — even
after watching his third Racer
squad get pummeled by the Memphis Tigers 52-6 in Saturday's
season opener at the Liberty Bowl.
"I still think it's good for us
to play those games," claimed
Pannunzio, whose program is 06 against I-A competition in the
last five seasons. "Our kids like
to play against those kinds of
teams,and it's a really gocid barometer for our football team. It kind
of shows us where we are."
In the Racers' case, Saturday's
contest showed that there's plenty of work to be done between
now and the Sept. 14 home opener against regional rival Southern Illinois — particularly in the
passing game. •
Pannunzio was disappointed
with an aerial attack that netted
just 75 yards from the arm of
junior quarterback Stewart Childress, who perhaps had his worst
game as a Racer by completing
just 13-of-24 passes while throwing two interceptions — most of
which came out of the short passing game.
"Stewart had an average game.
He made a couple of very poor
throws," the MSU skipper
explained. "Our passing game is

more weeks.
However, the Racers did man-.
What: Murray States
age to rush for 22/ yardi
-,ome opener
When: Sept 14, 6 p.m
attempts as backs Billy BlanWhore: Roy Stewart
chard, Mario Riley and Ulysses
Stadium.
Odoms each had somewhat proRado: WN8S, WRKY
ductive nights.
"When you rush for 200 yards
going sideline-to-sideline righ
and
you only give up one sack.
now, and that isn't where the end
then I guess you can't complain
zone is.
"Maybe we need to change about it very much," Pannunzio
some things -in our scheme to—said. "We've got some guys who
give Steivart a better chance to are banged up at that spot, but
we've also got some guys who
get the ball down the field."
One thing the Racer coaching are doing a good job in there.
"It's turned out that Aaron
staff hopes to do is direct more
passes toward play-making receiv- Scott has played a significant role
er Deandre Green, who caught only on the line, and Justin Ard
three balls for just 14 yards at doing a nice job at center. He's
doing such a good job that we'll
Memphis.
The former Auburn standout, have some decisions to make
who transferred to MSU in the when Josh comes back."
Despite allowing Memphis a
offseason, was brought to Murray in the hopes of shoring up whopping 522 yards in total
a downfield passing game that offense, Pannunzio did see some
has been nbticeably absent in Pan- bright spots in a defense that was
nunzio's first two years at the drastically altered after two straight
seasons in which the unit had
Racer helm.
"We've got to get the ball to allowed over 30 points and 400
Deandre Green more often," Pan- yards per outing. "Our tackles played well for
nunzio said. -We ran 67 plays
the other night, and 15 of them four or five plays, but they got
were supposed to get the ball to tired. And the defensive ends
Dee-Dee. But we had a couple played better than I had anticiof balls that were knocked down, pated," Pannunzio explained. -We
and some just never got out there had a few guys playing a little
slow in the first half, but they
to him."
At least part of the blame for picked it up in the second half.
the short passing attack could be With so many new faces in there,
placed on an injury-depleted offen- that's about the way it's going
sive line, which was functioning to be for a while."
The secondary struggled withwith banged-up starters Clint Parker and Jeremy Goodman and with- out the services of Indiana transout the services of starting cen- fer Michael Hanley, allowing
ter Josh Foster, who will be out UofM sophomore Danny Wimof the lineup for a couple of II See Page 94
Racers vs. Southern

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times
IT'S YOUR CALL ... Murray State coach Joe Pannunzio
speaks with an assistant coach through his headset during last Saturday's season opener at Memphis.

Hart, MHS top Tilghman in shootout
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH, Ky. — The Murray High girls' soccer team had to have
'Hart' to beat Paducah
Tilghman
Tuesday.
Haley Hart stopped
seven shots as MHS and
Tilghman battled to a scoreless tie

through regulation and two overtime periods, and then the Lady
Tiger goalkeeper went to work.
While Murray made three of
its four penalty kicks in the
shootout. Hart saved two Lady
Tornado attempts on net and Tilghman missed another as the Lady
Tigers won the match 1-0 and
remained undefeated at 5-0.
. "(Hart) has really stepped up

as a leader and she's so focused,
and it shows in the way she plays,"
said MHS head coach Jennifer
Boone. "She's made some tremendous saves, and she's helped coach
the defense and control the team."
Murray began its four-game road
stretch by getting outshot 20-9 by
Tilghman as Katie Green made three
saves and Caitlyn Cecil four for
the home side.

But the Lady Tornado (5-2) was
unable to take advantage of its
opportunities, and Lacey Latimer,
Leslie Schwettman and Lauren
Clemson found the mark for MHS
in the ,shootout.
The Lady Tigers failed to convert their third penalty kick, but
Hart turned away Tilghman's second and fifth shots and the hosts
rmssed on their third try on goal.

"I thought the girls played
extremely hard, and they kept battling," Boone said. "When Tilghman got its shots, we got out of
our game, but we fought back and
started playing our possession
game."
Murray will return to action
Thursday when it visits Second
District foe Graves County at 7
p.m. in Mayfield.

Tigers finish second Knight reaches settlement
at Mayfield course in former assistant's suit
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MAYFIELD, Ky. — The Murray High School boys' golf team
competed in a three-team match Tuesday at the Mayfield Country Club.
The Tigers finished second with a composite score of 157 —
six strokes behind first-place Marshall County. Host Mayfield
placed third with a team total of 173.
Individually for MHS, James Quertermous notched a team-leading score of 36. Zach Rayburn followed with a 37 while Josh
Dunn and Micah Rayburn added scores of 38 and 46, respectively.
Nick Newcomb led Marshall with a final total of 35. Jacob
Mattock carded a 37 while Cody Wiles finished with a 39. Bo
Brien clocked in with a 40.
For Mayfield, David Dick led the way with a 41. Brent Davis
notched a 42, Tom Bradford finished with a 44 and C.J. Boyd
rounded out the field with a 46.
The Murray Fligh boys' and girls' squads will return to the
links on Thursday for a three-team match at Murray Country Club.
Calloway County and Caldwell County will also compete in the
match.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Bob
Knight will pay $25,000 to a former assistant coach after signing
an agreement in
which he admitted. to shoving
Ron Felling in
anger, Felling's
attorney
said
Tuesday.
William Potter,
Felling's
attorney, said
Knight agreed to
Knight
the conditions
last Friday after coming to Indianapolis for a mediation hearing.
"I think it was clear when we
walked out that we had called his
bluff," Potter told The Associated
Press. "It harkens back to the playground, and when we called his

bluff, he backed out."
Knight's attorney, Russell Yates
of Denver; said late Tuesday that
Knight agreed to the deal because
it was a business decision.
Felling originally asked for $1
million, but Yates said their request
continued to decline throughout
the day.
When the sum of $25,000 was
proposed, Yates'said he convinced
Knight it would make more sense
to accept the deal.
"By my estimate, it would have
cost us about $100,000 to defend
him in trial and win," Yates said.
"So my position was how could
you turn it down?"
Potter said Knight also agreed
to cooperate sivith Felling in a lawsuit against Indiana, while Yates
said he agreed only to give a dep-

osition. Yates said he agreed to
that because Knight could choose
the time and place of the deposition so it would not conflict with
his coaching at Texas Tech.
The suit, citing battery by
Knight, alleges that the university was negligent in supervising its
former coach.
University spokesman
Bill
Stephan said he was unaware of
the details of the settlement.
"That lawsuit was in federal
court, 2nd ours is in state court,
so we really don't feel it's appropriate to comment on that," Stephan
said.
Felling, 60, was fired Dec. 1,
1999, after claiming Knight overheard a conversation. Felling was
one of Knight's assistants at the
time.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Woody
Williams, a major reason for the
St. Louis Cardinals' playoff appearance last season, finally made a
meaningful contribution to their
stretch drive this year.
Williams won for the first time
in more than two months and Jim
Edmonds hit a two-run home run
in a 3-1 victory over the Cincinnati Reds Tuesday night. Edmonds
had three RBIs, and Williams (74) allowed one run on four hits
for his first victory since beating
San Diego on July 1.
It was Williams' second start,
both against the Reds, since his
second stint on
the disabled list
this season for
a pulled muscle
in his left side.
He was 7-1 the
last two months
of 2001 after coming in a trade
from the Padres, helping the Cardinals qualify for a wild card
berth.
"It was nice to finally get out
there and do something to help
the team, rather than what I did
last week and obviously just sitting around for seven weeks,"
Williams said. "It just seemed like
everybody was at their best and
that's what we need to do the
rest of the way out."
Steve Kline got out of a basesloaded jam in the eighth, striking
out Barry Larkin and Aaron Boone
sandwiched around a walk to Adam
Dunn.
With closer Jason Isringhausen
sidelined by a sore right shoulder, Dave Veres got three outs for
his fourth save.
Last Thursday at Cincinnati,
Williams gave up five runs on
eight hits in four innings of a 70 loss to Jimmy Haynes in his
second-shortest outing of the year.
Williams has allowed three or
fewer runs in 20 of his last 21
starts for a 2.14 ERA during that
span.
Williams won despite being
handcuffed at the plate, usually a
strength for him. He's under orders
not to swing the bat hard and
took some feeble cuts, going 0for-2.
"That's the hardest thing for
me, to go up there and just stand
like a statue," Williams said. "I
know in the long run that's what's
best for me, and I have to bite,
the bullet."
Edmonds hit his 26th homer,
and second in four games, after
J.D. Drew doubled off Haynes
(13-9) with two outs in the third.
Edmonds had been in a 3-for-17
slump and did not start Monday
against left-hander Shawn Estes.
Edmonds hit a 3-1 pitch into
the first row in the left-center
field bleachers as center fielder
Reggie Taylor just missed on a leaping catch. Edmonds added a sacrifice fly in the eighth off Scott
Williamson.
Barry Larkin and Aaron Boone
doubled in the first for Cincinnati's only run. Boone has five RBIs
in the first two games of the
series.
"When you only score one, you
don't win many games," manager Bob Boone said. "Scoring one
point don't get it done, that's the
bottom line."

Wildcats determined to stay focused after emotional win
By STEVE BAILEY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
offensive lineman Antonio Hall still breaks
into an ear-to-ear grin
as he recounts the chaotic scene in the team's
locker room after its
emotional victory- over
archrival Louisville.
"It was crazy." the
6-foot-5, 300-pound junior tackle said Monday. "People yelling
and hugging, everybody singing the school
fight song right there in Papa John's Cardinal Stadium. It was special."
The Wildcats (1-0) were still beaming

Tuesday, not quite 48 hours after their
22-17 upset victory over the 17th ranked
Cardinals — their first win over a ranked
opponent since a 31-20 victory over No.
20 Arkansas in 1999.
The victory also was Kentucky's first
over Louisville in four years and sent
the Cardinals, a team coming off a schoolrecord .1.-kaiin season with Bowl Championship Series ,aspirations, freefalling out
of the Top 25.
"Last year, we got blown out by
Louisville and all you could do was keep
your head down, not wear any Kentucky
stuff and just try to blend in as you
walked across campus," said junior quarterback Jared Lorenzen, who threw for
195 yards and a touchdown without an

interception against the Cardinals.
"Today, 1 wore just about every- Kentucky thing I had, and I was proud."
Kentucky coach Guy Morriss also
grinned as he recalled the enthusiastic
70-mile bus ride home from Louisville
after the,game,
"I got to bed about two in the morning and then didn't sleep very much," he
said. "It's a neat feeling to win. There's
nothing like it, no substitute for it. It's
a feeling 1 want the kids to remember."
"There's a pride I feel for a bunch of
kids that have really, really worked hard.
They laid it on the line, and finally to
see it pay off for them and go ahead
and win a close game like that on the
road over a ranked opponent ... it was a

nice ride home."
Pride and enthusiasm aside, Morriss'
biggest concern this week will be keeping his players grounded and working
hard after the most emotional victory in
his short tenure.
Overconfidence is a word that hasn't
been uttered around the Nutter Training
Complex much the past few years. Morriss, however, believes he has just the
formula for keeping the team focused on
Saturday's home opener against UTEP.
"I want to show you something," Morriss told the reporters assembled at Commonwealth Stadium, unbuttoning his wrinkle-free blue Oxford shirt and pulling it
open like Superman entering a phone
booth.

Underneath was a brown T-shirt with
the likeness of Grumpy, one of Walt Disney's seven dwarves, complete with his
perpetual scowl.
"See this guy right here," he continued with a chuckle. "That's Grumpy, and
I'm pretty grumpy this morning.
"We'll remind them you play them one
at a time, all the old cliche stuff. We're
going to just go back and prepare the
same way we got ready for Louisville."
Hall said the team's veterans will be
charged with making side the younger
players do not let the victory go to their
heads.
But he acknowledged how important
the win over Louisville was in kicking
off a successful season.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
GB
L
Pct.
W
635
87 50
—
Atianta
18
504
69 68
Philadelphia
19
496
Florida
68 69
493 19.5
Montreal
68 70
456 24 5
New York
62 74
Central Division
Pct.
GB
L
W
558
77 61
—
St Louis'
529
73 65
4
Houston
Cincinnati
87 , 71
.486
TO
439 16.5
Pittsburgh
61 78
424 18.5
Chicago
59 BO
360 27.5
Milwaukee
50 89
West Division
GB
L
Pct.
W
.616
Arizona
—
85 53
.587
4
Los Angeles
81 57
78 59
.569 65
San Francisco
.446 23.5
Colorado
62 77
59 79
.428
San Diego
26
Tuesday's Games
Florida 3-5, N se Mets 2-11
Montreal 7, Philadelphia 6, 10 innings
Pittsburgh 3, Atlanta 0
Chicago Cubs 10. Milwaukee 1
St Louis 3, Cincinnati 1
Los Angeles 3. Arizona 2
Houston 6, San Diego 2
San Francisco 4, Colorado 2
Today's Games
Milwaukee at Chicago Cubs, 1:20 p.m
Los Angeles at Arizona, 505 p.m
Pittsburgh at Atlanta. 6:05 p.m.
Philadelphia at Montreal, 6:05 p.m.
Florida at N.Y. Mets, 6:10 p.m.
Cincinnati at St. Louis, 7:10 p.m.
Houston at San Diego, 905 p.m.
Colorado at San Francisco, 915 p.m.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct.
New York
85 52
620
77 59
Boston
566
Baltimore
63 73
463
60 78
Toronto
435
47 90
Tampa Bay
343
Central Division
W
L
Pct.
Minnesota
80 59
576
Chicago
68 70
493
60 77
Cleveland
.438
Kansas City
55 83
399
Detroit
51 87
370
West Division
W
L
87 51
83 54
81 57
62 75

Oakland
Anaheim
Seattle
Texas

GB
—
75
21 5
25.5
38
GB
—
11 5
19
24 5
28 5

Pct.
GB
630
—
606
3.5
.587
6
453 24.5

Tuesday's Games
Texas 7, Baltimore 1
N Y Yankees 4, Boston 2
Detroit 4, Cleveland 0
Chicago White Sox 5, Toronto
Anaheim 10, Tampa Bay 2

4

Today's Games
Minnesota at Seattle. 5.35 p.m
Texas at Baltimore. 6 05 p m
Boston at N.Y Yankees, 6'05 p.m.
Cleveland at Detroit, 6.05 p.m.
Chicago White Sox at Toronto, 6:05 p.m
Anaheim at Tampa Bay, 6-15 p.m-Kansas City at Oakland. 9:05 p.m.

•Weaknesses ...
From Page 8A
prine to set school passing marks
by completing 23-of-32 passes for
245 yards and five touchdowns.
Hanley was expected to be available to the Racers for the Memphis game, but was denied eligibility by the NCAA late last week.
The 6-0, I78-pound junior cornerback successfully completed 31
credit hours during the spring and
summer sessions in order to get
eligible for the fall campaign. But
,because Hanley was not in good
academic standing at Indiana, he
may be forced to sit out this season.
Pannunzio, however, is still
hopeful that the former Owens-

boro Apollo standout will be granted eligibility this fall.
"This is about more than just
football," Pannunzio explained.
"This is about a kid who worked
hard to get back on track, and
now he's being punished for it.
Hopefully, things will work out
for him and we can get him on
the field."
The Racers were also without
transfer defensive tackles Brandon
Dixson and Greg Archer, who are
also awaiting word on their eligibility for this season.
Pannunzio hopes to have the
two tackles ready for action by
the Oct. 19 game at Ohio Valley
Conference rival Eastern Kentucky.

Reedy wins award
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State sophomore Theresa Reedy was named the Ohio
Valley Conference Soccer Player
of the Week for games through
Monday.
The award is the first of the
weekly awards of the season issued
by the conference office.

rout of Belmont.
Reedy, an All-OVC Second
Team honoree last year, earned
the OVC Player of the Week honor
once last season.
Murray State (2-0) plays its
home opener on Friday at 4 p.m.
against Western Illinois (0-1-1) at
Cutchin Field.

The 5-8 forward from St. Ann,
Mo. scored three goals and had
one assist in two games in the
Southeast Tournament on Friday
and Sunday.
She scored both of the Racers'
goals in regulation in MSU's 3-2
overtime win against Indiana State
on Sunday and had a goal and
an assist in Murray State's 6-1

SportsBriefs
The Calloway County Middle School
eighth-grade football team collected its
first win over Paducah Tilghman in
school history Tuesday, defeating the
Jr. Blue Tornado 10-6 at Jack D. Rose
Stadium.
The Jr. Lakers held Tilghman to
70 yards of total offense and recovered four fumbles before Logan Seay's
30-yard halfback pass to Wes Perry
secured the victory with two mintes to
play.
Seay ran for 60 yards while Aaron
Dossey rushed for 55 yards and the
two-point conversion after Seay's TD
pass. Chase Chnsman added 70 yards
on the ground for CCMS.
Dossey, Elliot Lovett and Zach Miller
combined on a tackle for a safety as
Calloway took a 2-0 first-quarter lead,
but Tilghman got on the board by
recovering a high snap over the Jr
Lakers' punter's head in the end zone
for a 6-2 edge.
In the seventh-grade contest, Tilghman beat Calloway 6-0 on a 60-yard
touchdown scamper as time expired.
Jacob Burks ran for 65 yards and
Josh Littlepage and Chris Johnson
both intercepted passes for the Jr.
Lakers.
CCMS' eighth-grade squad will visit
crosstown archrival Murray Tuesday at
6 p.m. at Ty Holland Held.
The Murray High School Backboard
Club will hold its first meeting of the
school year Sunday at 3 p.m in the
MHS cafeteria All interested parents
and fans are invited to attend.
Plans for the upcoming season will
be discussed, including information
regarding the upcoming Tiger/Lady Tiger
Golf Tournament
The MHS Backboard Club supports
the Tiger and Lady Tiger basketball
teams as well as the Murray Middle
School teams and Little Leagues. For
more information, call Kathy Erwin at
759-5413.
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Serena romps, Venus practices;
Seles beats Hingis at U.S. Open
NEW YORK (AP) — No one
French Open and Wimbledon in 2002.
has come close to testing Serena
Venus, meanwhile, lost seven more
Williams at the U.S. Open. Here's
games against Rubin than she had
how older sister Venus responded
in her previous three matches comto her first challenge: She dug in,
bined.
pulled out a three-set victory, then
"Today just wasn't my best day,"
went right out and practiced.
Venus said. "I had a lot of short
Both moved closer to another
balls that I just missed. It was defall-Williams final with victories Tuesinitely strange missing those shots.
day, though in vastly different ways.
but I tried to stay calm."
Serena reached the semifinals by
She'll play Monica Seles for a
dominating Daniela Hantuchova 6semifinal berth. Still grunting on
2, 6-2 at night. Venus had plenty
each shot and still hitting with two
of problems against Chanda Rubin
hands off both wings. Seles beat
before emerging with a 6-2, 4-6,
Martina Hingis 6-4, 6-2 to end
7-5 victory to reach the quarterfiHingis' streak of six straight seminals for the 18th time in 20 Grand
final appearances at the year's final
Slam events. major. Hingis had ankle surgery in'
Top-seeded Serena, the 1999 Open
May and made it into the field here
champion, had 29 winners to six
as a wild-card entry.
for the 11th-seeded Hantuchova, and
On the other half of the draw,
whipped 12 aces at up to 115 mph.
1998 champion Davenport moved
When Hantuchova arrived at the
into the semifinals by eliminating
National Tennis Center hours before
unseeded Elena Bovina 3-6, 6-0, 6Bill Kostroun/AP Photo
the match, she was wearing heavy
2.
Davenport, playing just her fifth
wrapping on her right thumb, injured HERE'S HITTING IT TO YOU, KID ... Pete Sampras returns tournament since right knee surgery
Sunday night during her fourth- to Tommy Haas during their match at the U.S. Open ten- performed by the same doctor who
round match against Justine Henin. nis tournament Tuesday in New York.
rebuilt Rubin's left knee, capital"I feel I have nothing to lose. I don't know ly like playing Lindsay. 1 can't wait," Serena ized on Bovina's 36 unforced errors.
why," Serena said. "I feel so free and float- said. "Win, lose or draw, I'm going to have
Three-time French Open champion Gustavo
ing, so carefree."
fun."
Kuerten was undone by his 55 unforced errors
Next up as she tries to become the first
Serena has lost a total of 14 games through and lost in the fourth round to No. 24 Sjeng
woman since Steffi Graf to win three straight her five matches so far, spending an average Schalken 6-3, 7-6 (6), 6-7 (5), 7-6 (4). Schalken
majors: Lindsay Davenport, a hard hitter many of 51 minutes on court. She certainly seems next plays No. 28 Fernando Gonzalez, who
think has the best chance of coming between on pace for another all-in-the-family champi- beat Arnaud Clement in straight sets. Either
the sisters and a longer string of major titles. onship match, having lost to Venus in last Schalken or Gonzalez will be a Grand Slam
"We're the same style of players. I actual- year's U.S. Open final and beaten her at the semifinalist for the first time.
Inn

Local volleyball
teams defeated
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray High and Calloway
County girls' volleyball teams were
unable to grab a win on their respective homecourts Tuesday, as Marshall County defeated Murray and
Hopkins County Central upended
Calloway.
Marshall (3-1) beat the Lady
Tigers (1-4) in three sets, winning
the first game 15-0 before dropping the second 15-6 and then
taking the third 15-13.
"We played the last two games
pretty close," said MHS head coaL
Sharon Dean, whose squad practice time had been cut by recent
repairs to the Murray gymnasium.
"We hadn't been in the gym
all week because the floors were
being worked on, and I think that
had an effect on the way we
played. We still need to work on
our communication and our attitude."
At Jeffrey Gymnasium, the visiting Lady Storm swept CCHS in
straight sets, 15-10, 15-4.

""SENIF for
SHERIFF
CRIME PREVENTION PLATFORM
I ADEQUATE and Efficient 24 HOUR ROAD PATROL Coverage
2. ENFORCEMENT OF STATE DRUG LAWS to specifically
ELIMINATE the MANUFACTURE and subsequent TRAFFICKING.
3. Establish COMMUNICATION BETWEEN county RESIDENTS and
the SHERIFF.
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"We played more like a team.
but we still have some things to
work on," said Lady Laker head
coach Stephanie Hinz, whose club
fell to 1-4 on the year.
"We've got to get our blocks
down and we had some trouble
getting our serves in. but we'll
do some things -to fix that."
Calloway, which beat Graves
County 15-10, 15-12 in its home
opener Aug. 22, will face the Lady
Eagles Thursday at 7 p.m. in Mayfield.
Meanwhile, Murray will also
be in action Thursday as it hosts
MadR—
oniiiTre-North Tcdpkins at
p.m.

PGA Teaching
Professional

Golf Lessons
S20
Jo"

• 753-1152

Par 3 Golf Course
9 Holes $3
18 Holes $5
Weekends & Holidays
9 Holes $5
18 Holes $8
Golf Carts
9 Holes...$3.50 18 Holes...$7.00
Rental Sets
$1 011
Driving Range
$2.25
Miniature Golf
$2 00
Softball & Baseball
Batting Cages50c
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You Are Cordially Invited To Attend A

GOSPEL MEETING
at the

GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Hazel, KY
The Green Plain building is located approximately 1 mile off of Highway 641 between
Murray and Hazel on the corner of the Green Plain and Murray Paris Roads.

September 8-12, 2002

74 goat a tzt de kat. cued t'eectt eveleFeute e ae14.
* MURRAY CITY and COUNTY RESIDENTS, your VOTE counts IN
THE NOVEMBER 5TH SHERIFFS RACE. Please Register to Vote by
October 7th. Thank you, Don Serif.

Sunday Bible Study (10:00 a.m.):
"Keeping Order at the Lord's Table"
(1 Cor. 11:17-34)

Monday Evening Worship (7:00 p.m.):
"Pilate's Many Questions"(John 18:33-38)

Paid For By Don Sent Campaign Committee

Tuesday Evening Worship (7:00 p.m.):
"The Baptism of Jesus"(Matt. 3:13-17)

Sunday Morning Worship (10:45 a.m.)
"The One Talent Man"(Matt. 25:14-30)

BOW-1111 WI

Turn your scruffy puppy into a
well-groomed pooch with a visit
to our salon.
BATHING
CLIPPING
GROOMING
NAIL TRIMMING

EAR CLEANING
DETICKING
FLEA BATHS
MEDICATED BATHS

Professional Groomer
Paula Campbell
By Appointment Only

(270) 753-6749
Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd. South
www.west.sidevel.com

Sunday Evening Worship (7:30 p.m.)
"What the Church Is All About"(1 Pet. 2:4-10)

Wednesday Evening Worship (7:00 p.m.):
"Indifference, A Privilege or a Sin?"(Neh. 3:5)

Thursday Evening:
"Victory Over Discouragement"
(Gal. 6:6-10)

Speaker:

Mike Kiser
Sylacauga, Alabama

There will be a potluck dinnerfollowing
Sunday morning services.
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Home care workers unionize for families, clients
By REBECCA COOK
Associated Press Writer
EVERETT, Wash.(AP) — Mike Hardy
takes stock of the wardrobe he's picked out
for his mother-in-law: Purple blouse and
socks, white slacks and sneakers, matching
earrings.
At 88, Ruby Ento suffers from diabetes
and Alzheimer's, which means her 68-yearold son-in-law
61-year-old daughter
Nellie must follow an exhaustive daily routine that includes wain,cleaning,.ctianging adult diapers and catheter bags, and giving her insulin shots.
This isn't how they imagined their retirement, but they don't seem to mind.
Coordinating her wardrobe is just one of
those little tasks that let Ruby know how
much they love her and want her at home
with them. It often means waking at 3 a.m.
to calm Ruby after a nightmare or rub her
belly when she's constipated.
"She gets tender, loving care," Hardy
says.
But he and other home health care workers say the state isn't taiung good care of

am

-

them. This summer they had enough and let
the state know it.
Washington's home care workers voted
overwhelmingly to join the Service
Employees International Union, which they
hope will negotiate for them more than the
$7.68 an hour, with no benefits, that the state
offers. With that decision, they follow their
peers in Oregon and California who have
unionized in search of better wages, benefits
and respect.
"There's so many people out there doine
this home care and not getting properly
compensated," Hardy says. "I. hope we can
get some consideration and recognition."
Hardy was among 84 percent of
Washington home care workers who supported the call to unionize in what is being
hailed as Washington's largest public union
vote ever. As a result, the union will begin
negotiating a contract with the state on
behalf of nearly 26,000 home care workers.
- "They live in life-threatening poverty to
care for our most vulnerable citizens," SEIU
Local 6 President David Rolf said as the
votes were counted Aug. 16. "That ends
today."

Rolf wouldn't say what wages the union
would demand, but noted that unionized
health care workers in California have won
a "living wage" of $9 to $11 per hour.
Three years ago, 74,000 home health
workers in Los Angeles County voted to
join SEIU,one of the largest organizing victories since the 1930 union drives at auto
plants, said Dr. Paul Clark, professor of
labor studies and industrial relations at Penn
State University.
Home care workers in Oregon voted to
unionize recently. and continue to negotiate
a contract.
The influx of health care workers — and
especially the low-wage, often part-time
home care workers — is changing the face
of the American labor movement, Clark
said.
In the early 1900s, skilled craftsmen such
as carpenters and plumbers dominated
unions. Mid-century, industrial sectors such
as auto-making, mining and steel led labor.
Today, the power base is shifting to health
care, government and other service workers.
"They're the 800-pound gorilla of the
labor unions now," Clark said.

'Fountain of youth' found
in free chi kung classes
HONOLULU (AP) — Twice a week, about 100 and watch for a tew minutes before dropping their
people gather under a giant banyan tree at the foot of cameras to join in. And some attend the class each time
Diamond Head to closely follow the body motions and they return to Hawaii.
They swear by the health benefits of the class and
breathing of a martial arts master who believes "health
is wealth" but it should be free.
the ancient healing art that uses breathing and slow,
It's clear they leave the one-hour classes refreshed subtle movements to channel "chi," or a person's inner
and renewed. But those faithful who swear by the art energy, to heal an ailment or injury.
of chi kung are making startling claims: A diabetic says
Unlike other martial arts classes, chi kung has no
he doesn't need insulin injections any more. A woman jarring moves,no kicks, no punches, no black belts and
who could barely- walk professes she can climb two no uniforms. It is simply a laid-back, comfortable
dozen flights of stairs.
atmosphere where people come to relieve stress and
Whatever the reason for these changes, students of meditate. The students do a series of bending and
Master Ilk Chun _Bond say his free guidance has squatting movements, raising their arms and holding a
brought them to their fountain of youth.
position. As they go through the movemenisihèy
Luk's students are mostly in their 60s, 70s and 80s, appear to be praying, dancing, relaxing and stretching.
although a few are younger. They come from all ecoLuk, a 52-year-old third-generation master from
nomic and ethnic backgrounds, dressed in everything Hong Kong, says he conducts the free classes to carry
from jogging suits to business attire.
on his grandfather's dreams of creating a better socieThe classes in Kapiolani Park just off Waikiki ty and sharing the art. Luk makes his living running a
Beach draw folks from the island of Oahu and all over Waikiki hair salon. Charging people for his classes is
the world. Tourists walking around the park often stop against his family's policy.

Not every home care worker believes the
union is the answer, though.
Julie Giorgetti of Renton cares for her
severely disabled 23-year-old daughter.
She's paid by Medicaid, a joint federal and
state program, at a rate she once calculated
to be about 30 cents an hour. Like most
home care workers, she's not in it for the
money.
"It's not a job, it's a way for me to keep
my daughter at home," she said. As a parent,
"This is just what you do."
She said it doesn't make sense -for her to
join a union and pay dues — SEIU Local 6
members pay 1.8 percent of their gross
income in dues. And the union's campaign,
which included phone calls and personal
visits to try to persuade her to vote yes,
seemed "almost hurtful" to her.
"Of course I want them to have respect
and what they need," she said of the home
care workers."We can join all the unions we
want, but where is the money coming
from?"
That's a good question. Unionization
doesn't guarantee better pay, especially not
with the budget problems most states have.

Home care workers in Washington state
act as independent contractors — they're
hired by elderly or disabled clients, and paid
by the state, with little oversight. Last year
the Legislature passed a 25-cent hourly raise
for them, but it was vetoed by Gov. Gary
Locke when he had to cut the Legislature's
unbalanced budget.
Voters passed an initiative last year,
allowing home health workers to unionize
and creating the Home Care Quality
Authority to act as the employer for purposes of negotiation.
The nine members of the authority's
board sympathize with home-care workers
and will probably agree on better pay and
benefits, said chairman Charley Reed, former head of Aging and Adult Services for
Washington state.
But the Legislature has final say over the
wages and benefits package, and that's
where the real battle will begin. The state
had a $1.6 billion budget hole this year and
next year is expected to be worse.
"The question is, how can we afford to
pay more?" Reed said.

Don't worry, be happy!

Study: Optimism could add years
By The Associated Press
Doctor's orders: Don't worry, be
happy.
Keeping a positive attitude about
aging can extend life by seven and
half years, which is longer than
gains made by not smoking and
exercising regularly, a study finds.
"People's perception of aging
predicted the length of their survival," said Dr. Suzanne Kunkel,
director of the Scripps Gerontology
Center at Miami University and coauthor of the study.
"It illustrates the mind-body connection. Even if we cannot control
what happens to us, we can control
how we define it."
The findings about attitude and
survival rates were made by analyzing and matching data collected
since 1975 about 660 people age 50
or older in Oxford, Ohio, with data
from the National Death Index.
Kunkel began the research in the
small southwestern Ohio town as a
graduate student and has helped
maintain the database for more than
two decades.
Researchers at Miami and Yale
universities looked at how the 338
men and 322 women responded to
several questions about aging in
1975, and then examined how their
responses predicted their survival up

to 23 years later.
The study, published in the
Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology, was funded by the
National Institute on Aging.
Researchers found respondents
with more positive views on aging
live longer, even after taking into
account factors such as age, gender,
socio-economic status, functional
health, self-reported health and
loneliness.
"The median survival of those in
the more positive self perceptions of
aging group was seven and a half
years longer than those in the more
negative perceptions," Kunkel said.
The attitudes on.aging had a.
greater impact on life span than
lower body mass index, not smoking
and regular exercise — each of
which extends life by one to three
years.
"Our study carries two messages," said Dr. Becca Levy, a
researcher at Yale University and the
study's lead author. "The discouraging one is that negative self perceptions can diminish life expectancy;
the encouraging one is that positiveself-perceptions can prolong life
expectancy."
But Richard Suzman, associate
director for behavioral and social
research for the National Institute on

Aging,said while a positive self perception helps, it should not replace
proper health care.
"Any notion that positive thinking is more powerful than not smoking ... there just isn't evidence of
that," he said. "There is enormous
clinical evidence to show the value
of not smoking and exercising."
The researchers found that the
will to live partially accounts for the
relationship between positive self
perceptions of aging and survival,
but does not completely account for
difference in longevity.
Levy's earlier research at Yale's
Department of Epidemiology and
Public Health has shown cardiovascular response to stress can be
adversely affected when elderly persons are exposed to negative stereotypes of aging.
The new study said stereotypes
about aging are acquired decades
before the person becomes old and
are therefore rarely questioned.
"Once individuals become older,
they may lack the defenses of other
groups to ward off the impact of
negative stereotypes on self perceptions," the report said.
"There is nothing we can do
about aging,"Kunkel said. "It's like
sitting in traffic when you're late.
The natural response is to get very
stressed about the situation. The
other choice is to not get upset and
think about how to deal with the
consequences of being late."
The key is learning how to see a
situation for what it is, she said, and
to give it no more power than it
needs to have.
"We enter later adulthood with
our habitual ways of dealing with
stress," she added.
"People need to learn new strategies to deal with it."

Mta's Vat Repeats
1st Anniversary Sale
Starting Sept. 13th
All Summer $ 1.00
MI6

Register Sept. 13 & 14 Door Prizes

New Fall Is Here

Nothing else looks or feels like home,.,
But, we come close,

605 S. 12th St. • Murray
(270)762-0207
ift
6 r irs

Old Country Store
650 N. 12th St.• Murray •762-0081

DAILY FEATURE

Tge-

Roast Pork

Other
Services
Include:

We Offer
Spacious Studio,
One and Two
Bedroom Suites

• 3 Meals a Day
• Beauty Shop
• 24 Hour Staff/Security
• Housecleaning/Laundry Service
• Medication Supervision
• Personal Care Assistance
• Activities/Recreational Programs
• Scheduled Transportation

• Arts and Crafts • Library

$4 Utterback Rd.. Murray, KY •(270)759-8700 • Contact Annita Peeler, Director

With Mashed Potatoes & Choice of2 Vegetables

$8.99
+++

FRIDAY FISH FRY
Home Style Battered Codfish Fillets
Served With Cole Slate & French Fries

*7.49 Adult $3.99 Children

Woodmen's Modified
Endowment Universal
Life Insurance certificate,
The Enhancer, lets your
beneficiary avoid the
hassle of probate and the
bite of federal income
tax'

+

EXPRESS LUNCH

Shelia Crouse
300 Maple St
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741

Served Monday-Friday 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
In & Out In 30 Minutes Or Less
Specific Items On Menu
Come enjoy traditional bluegrass music performed by
The Tyree Brothers Tues., Sept. 17th
GREAT FOOD Al' A GREAT PRICE!

rt

•;.4p1,41(

frate,V5

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
MON WIC1 °MAIO %UAW
( hi

the web -- www woodmen corn
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Diet supplement
seminar planned
this month
The FDA has been receiving increasing numbers of reports on the
adverse events associated with the use of certain dietary supplements for
weight loss, energy. and ergogenic and body-building purposes. In fact.
ephedra. one of the most common dietary supplements. has been reported to cause over 800 injuries and more than 50 deaths.
To address the serious health issue. The Center for Health & Vv'ellness
will be hosting a seminar entitled "Do You Know What You're Taking?"
This seminar, given by Pat Hughes, Pharmacist at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, will address ephedra and other related dietary products.
The informative seminar will address what each product actually is and
how they affect your body.
With the increased use of ephedra and other botanical dietary supplements, it is important to understand the benefits as well as the risks To
learn more about these dietary supplements, attend this session on
Tuesday, Sept. 24 from 5:30-6:30 p.m. at the Center for Health &
Wellness gym.
For more information on this program or others at the Center tor
Health & Wellness, contact Allison Lancaster, Health Promotions
Coordinator at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, at 270-762-1832.

Implant replacing
headgear, brings
bright smiles
By STEVE BAILEY
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
new device in use at the University
of Kentucky Medical Center has
delivered a smile to Elena Angel's
face.
If her orthodontist has his way,
that unrestrained grin .will be just
one of many more to come.
The device. which is surgically
implanted into the roof of the
mouth, is more effective than other
traditional treatments for moving
teeth and may make uncomfortable, gawky headgear a thing of the
past.
The medical center-is one of the
first in the nation to treat patients
with the anchored dental implant.
-This implant will expand the
range of treatment options and
allow us to do things we've never
been able to do before," said Dr.
Mark Thomas, an assistant professor of peridontology in the school's
College of Dentistry.
"Although this is just in the
early stages of use, it's got the
potential to make a huge impact in
orthodontic treatment."
The looks like a tiny screw. It is
placed during a 30-minute surgical
process, typically using only local
anesthesia.
"It really didn't hurt at all," said
Angel, 33, a native of Romania
who works at the Flav-O-Rich milk
plant in London. It's healing up
now, and I don't even really know
- it's there."
Following a healing period of
about three months — headgear iS

worn during the healing period — a
taut wire i attached to the device
and then to a tooth on each side of
the mouth.
The wire anchors the teeth and
allows them to be used to move
other teeth forward or back depending on the situation. The implant
then can be easily and painlessly
removed once the treatment is
complete.
-In order to move teeth into different positions, you have to have a
stable anchor," said Dr. G. Thomas
Kluemper, chief of orthodontics in
the school's College of Dentistry.
"In Elena's case, she is missing
some teeth so our anchor sources
were reduced. And then certain
teeth we can't afford moving in the
unwanted direction at all. This
device gives us the flexibility to
deal with both circumstances."
Angel wore headgear for more
than a year before becoming the
medical center's first patient to
receive the implant several months
ago.
Although she — like many adolescents and adults forced to wear
the appliance — was instructed to
wear the headgear at least 12 hours
a day, she had a hard time wearing
it overnighi That made it difficult
to achieve the I2-hour minimum. .
"You pretty much have to sleep
on your back, and that's not comfortable to me," she said. "Then.
it's hard to get, a drink of water
when you get thirsty.
"And it looks silly. I wasn't
going to wear it to work and have
people laugh and make fun of me."

Study suggests for women's health ...

Exercise found better than diet

By IRA DREYFUSS
walking two miles in less than 40
Associated Press Writer
minutes about three times a week,
WASHINGTON
(AP)
— Farrell said. These women would be
Exercise may be better than diet to able at least to meet the minimum
keep women alive, a study indicates. federal recommendations for physiWomen who were physically tit cal activity, he said. Women at the
had a lower risk of death than did high-fit level would be able to do a
sedentary women even if their bit more — walking three miles in
weight was above currently recom- less than 45 minutes three or four
mended levels, the study found.
times a week, he said.
-Fitness is a much stronger pre-Farrell believes it's- not that hard
dictor of mortality than fatness," to meet the fitness levels in the
said researcher Stephen W. Farrell study. "We think moderate and high
.of the Cooper Institute, a Dallas- -fitness are well within the grasp of
based research organization that the overwhelming majority of
focuses on exercise.
women," he said.
Farrell and his colleagues looked
The women also were classified
at data on 9,925 women with an as being of normal weight, overaverage age of 43 who were given weight and obese based on body
treadmill tests to determine their mass index or BMI, which reflects a,
level of fitness.
woman's weight relative to her
The least fit 20 percent were height. For instance, a 5-foot-4
classed as low fit, the 40 percent woman would be normal weight at
above that were considered moder- 128 pounds, be overweight at 159
ately fit and the highest 40 percent pounds and be obese at 201 pounds.
were classed as high fit.
The researchers followed the
Women who tested at the moder- women for an average of II years.
ately fit level should be capable of during which time 195 died.

Moderately and high fit women
had about half the risk faced by lowtit women of dying from any cause.
Farrell said.
The study found indications that
excess weight raised the risk of
death. The increase did not reach the
statistical level at which researchers
could say it was meaningful, but
other studies have found excess
weight 141C-re.4/Se...*-- the likelthopil_ of
life-threatening conditions such as
heart disease and diabetes.
"We are not saying overweight
and obesity are not important health
problems. We are saying more attention should be paid to low fitness
and changing that," Farrell said.
A study published in August in
the New England Journal of
Medicine round that even moderate
overweight raised the risk of heart
failure. The report looked at 14
years of data on 5,881 men andwomen in the long-running, government-funded Framingham, Heart
Study.
However, the report did not con-

sider physical activity levels, said
one of the Framingham researchers,
Dr. Ramachandran Vasan of Boston
University. The measures of fitness
used in the Cooper Institute study
add information beyond what was
reported in his research, Vasan said.
The Cooper Institute findings
were published in June in the journal Obesity Research. They are similar to what the institute had founsi__..„_,„
earlier in men, and reported in the
Journal of the American Medical
Association in 1998. The delay was
due to difficulties in finding enough
women to study.
"We suspected the findings
would be the same but we really
needed to confirm that," Farrell
said.
It was no foregone conclusion
that women and men would have
similar results, Farrell said.
Hormonally, women are different.
and their body composition is different — they have smaller hearts and
fewer oxygen-carrying red blood
cells.

Studies may have exaggerated risk from mutations
By PAUL RECER
AP Science Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Some women with
gene mutations have had their breasts removed
after studies showed they wele at a high risk of
cancer. A new analysis suggests the studies may
have exaggerated the breast cancer risk.
Precautionary breast removal. called prophylactic mastectomy. has been performed for many
women who hase a nigh frequency of breast cancer in then !amities and who have mutations ill
the BRCA I and BRCA2 genes. Such women are
thought to have lifetime breast cancer risks of 80
percent or more.
But Colin B. Begg of Memorial SloanKettering Cancer Center in New York said this
high risk rate cannot be applied to every woman
with mutations of the BRCA genes.
"It is likely that the typical mutation carrier
would have risks lower than that," said Begg,
who wrote an analysis published this week in the
Journal of the National Cancer Institute.
"Relatively few mutation carriers would have
risks that high."

Some .experts acknowledge there probably
have been women who chose to have their breasts
removed based on data now known to be exaggerated.
Begg said early studies that evaluated breast
cancer risk among gene mutation carriers selected women in families where sisters, mothers and
grandmothers had breast cancer. This created a
statistical bias that skewed risk estimates for
women in the general population, he said.
-The risks that have been quoted are among
the highest because they have been based on studies using high-risk families," Begg said in a telephone interview from France, where he was on
vacation.Later studies showed the breast cancer risk
among mutation carriers "is highly variable," he
said. -The average risks are lower than what has
been quoted."
"We don't know at the moment how to predict
risks well for the individual," he said.
Dr. Kathy J. Helzlsouer, an epidemiology professor and medical oncologist at Johns Hopkins
University in Baltimore, said -she and most other

doctors and genetic counselors have realized in
recent years that a lot of Uncertainty remains in
computing cancer risks among women with the
BRCA gene mutations.
Yet some women probably chose to hase their
breasts removed based on exaggerated data
"because that is all we had."
"We've all been concerned about the numbers.' Helzlsouer said. "Big decisions are being
made based on the estimates of risk, so we need
to keep doing research on it."
Helzlsouer said medical counselors. face the
challenge of advising patients on what option to
follow if they discover they have a BRCA gene
mutation. Some may choose a mastectomy, while
others may decide to take medicine, such as
tamoxilen, to lower the risk. Still others may
decide to do nothing.
"If you say to everybody who comes in with
the mutation that their breast cancer risk is up to
75 to 80 percent (based on the early studies), we
know that is way too high,- said Helzlsouer. -So
what is the real risk (for the individual woman)?
The answer is, we don't know."

"It feels great to come back home to Kentucky,"
said Dr. Robin M. Floyd, one of our newest
radiologists. "Murray is just a great place to be."
And he should know. Born, raised and educated
in Kentucky, Dr. Floyd attended Murray State
University before studying medicine at the
University of Kentucky in Lexington.

New counseling service
opening in Marshall
New mental health and substance He is a graduate of Murray State
abuse counseling service opens on University, earning a Specialist of
the court square in Benton, Ky.
Education degree in counseling.
Murray native Steven Alexander, Following graduation from Murray
PhD, has opened Alexander & State University Alexander comAssociates a professional counsel- pleted doctoral studies at the
ing center in Benton at 1106 Main University of Illinois at Carbondale.
St.
Alexander is a Licensed
- The center offers a variety of Professional Clinical Counselor and
child, adolescent, adult, and family holds specialty certifications in both
mental health services.
mental health and addictive behavLicensed by the Commonwealth ior interventions.
of Kentucky's Cabinet for Health
He may be contacted by calling
Services, the counseling center also the office of Alexander. &
provides outpatient substance abuse Associates in Benton at (270) 252and DUI treatment/education.
121 I .
Alexander received his Bachelor
Potential clients may call for an
of Science Degree from Mid- appointment or may be referred by
Continent College in Mayfield, Ky. other service providers.

"This area has always seemed to me like the
perfect place to raise a fathily. But part of the
reason I wanted to come back here was selfish;
I wanted the opportunity to practice medicine
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital."
All we can say is that sometimes it's okay
to be selfish, Doc. We're glad you're here.
And we're sure your patients will be, too. For
'more information, call Radiology Associates
of Murray, i270) 762-1140.

ROSIN M. FLOYD, M.D., HAS JOINED 11-1E

Murray State University - B.S. degree in Engineering Physics
$ $

SS

SSS

Murray State University - M.B.A.

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
Berrow
$50,000
$75,000
$100.000

Payment
332.65'
493.95'
658.60'

Cash out for any reason • debt consolidation
• home improvement • pay off land contracts
• fixed rates available 'slow credit o k
'Based on 360 mo 7 5 APR Adiustable

Cr

For Fast Free Pre-Approval Call
270-442-1135 • 888-276-0555
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

University of Kentucky - School of Medicine

I Af F LK

MURRAY-C ALLUW AY

JUN

At Murray-Calloway County Hospital, we're taking
healthcare new places by constantly recruiting thefinest
physicians and healthcare professionals available. •
.
/14A1 fp,

Radiology Associates of Murray
300 South 8th Street • Suite 105E
Murray, KY 42071
270-762-1140

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Taking healthcare new places.
www.murrayhospital.org
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Powell defends U.S. at World Summit
Secretary of State heckled while professing
United States commitment to environment, poor
South groups 'repeatedly interrupted him,
JOHANNESBURG.
Africa(AP)— Repeatedly interrupt- shouting "Shame on Bush." Some
ed by activists' jeers and protests. held up banners reading, "Betrayed
Secretary of State Cohn Powell by governments" and "Bush: People
defended the United States' environ- and Planet, Not Big Business."
Thirteen people were forcibly
mental record and its efforts to help
the poor in the developing world at removed from the hall by security.
Powell looked annoyed, answerthe World Summit on Wednesday.
"The United States is taking ing back "I have now heard you," at
erwitzwimental chal- one point, then continuing with his
acttwto
lenges, including global _climate five-minute speech.
South African Foreign Minister
change," he said to loud booingirom
the _rear of a hall tilled with .govern-... Nkmazana Dlamini-Zuma, who was
ment leaders and delegates ranging chairing the session, yelled at the
from youth activists to-environmen-.- hecklers to stop and called the outbursts "totally unacceptable."
talists.
Powell's chief spokesman, talkThe United States has been
strongly criticized by leaders and ing to reporters afterward, said the
activists here for President Bush's secretary wasn't upset and had told
decision last year to reject the Kyoto him that "this kind of thing hapProtocol, which many countries pens."
Spokesman Richard Boucher said
view as crucial for reversing a global warming trend blamed for cata- die secretary was confident that the
clysmic storms, floods and droughts. hecklers did not represent a wideBush has said the United States spread opinion.
The heckling started when
was taking other actions to fight
global warming. but the internation- Powell criticized Zimbabwe for pural agreement's strictures were inap- suing land reforin policies that have
propriate and too costly for the U.S. exacerbated the food crisis in that
country and pushed "millions of
economy.
Washington also had been ham- people to the brink of starvation."
He also criticized Zambia, which
mered by saiiie at the summit for
facing a hunger crisis, for
also
is
increase
to
targets
resisting binding
rejecting genetically engineered
the use of renewable energy
for Bush's decision sourceand not to corn that Americans eat every day.
_ However, much of his speech
attend.
As Powell spoke. delegates from focused on outlining America's
U.S. and Australian environmental commitment to the developing

world and the environment
"The American soul has always
harbored deep desires to help people
build better lives for themselves and
their children," he said.
"We have reaffirmed the principle that sound economic management, investment in people and
responsible stewardship of our environment are crucial for development," he said.
Powell also repeated the U.S.
explanation for resisting setting specific target dates for action on the
summit's goals, saying that concrete
actions were more important than
paper agreements.
"Plans are good but actions can
put clean water in the mouths of
thirsty young girls and boys, Prevent
the transmission of the deadly
(AIDS) virus from mother to child
and preserve the biodiversity of a
fragile African ecosystem."
Many activists said they were disappointed with Powell's speech.
American officials "say they are
committed to sustainable development but at the same time have been
so obstructionist (during) the
process," said Leslie Fields, an official with Friends of the Earth.
really think he's in another world on
this."
The 10-day summit was envisaged as an unprecedented global
gathering to refocus the world's
attention on the plight of the poor

DARIO LOPEZ MILLS/AP Photo
HECKLED ... U.S. Secretary of State Cohn Powell pauses to allow shouting to die down, during
his address to the plenary meeting of the World Summit on Sustainable Development, at the
Sandton Convention Center in Johannesburg, Wednesday. Some delegates were ejected from
the hall by U.N. security police after shouting and unfurling a protest banner.
and the destruction of' the environment.
U.N. Secretary-General Kofi
Annan, who met with Powell before
called the gathering a
his
• speech,

success.
"Sustainable development is
firmly back on the agenda. We realize we need to maintain that delicate
balance between development and

the environment," he said. "I think
we have to be careful not to -expect
conferences like this to bring miracles ... but to bring general commitment."

Well discovered at Jamestown indicates fort could have been bigger
BY SONJA BARIS1C
Associated Press Writer
The, remain of an early well
have been uncovered at Historic
Jamestowne, a discovery that suggests the fort built when the first
permanent English settlement in
North America was founded in 1607
was twice as big as historians
thought.
Archaeologists and students diggiag this summer at the site, better
known as Jamestown Island. were
searching for the remains of the
fort's west wall when they found the

well instead.
The logical place for a well
would have been in the center of the
fort, so it would be easily accessible
to all. So William Kelso, who is
directing the archaeological work,
now thinks the fort could have been
4 acres instead of his original estimate of 2 acres.
The bigger size would make
sense, Kelso said Tuesday in a telephone interview.
"I've always been puzzled by the
fact that they were squeezing 200some people into the fort at various

times," he said. "That's just too served, frohl leather and wood
objects to seeds and plants.
many."
Jamestown began as a business
Ttie well could contain the
when three ships carrying
venture
plants,
ury
17th-cent
of
remains
insects and even microorganisms 100 men and four boys landing on a
that would help researchers better small island near the mouth of the
understand the environment, water James River. During the winter of
quality and disease risks faced by 1609-1610, according to written
accounts, many settlers died from
the settlers, Kelso said.
disease and Indian
starvation,
potential
time-capsule
this
has
"It
to let us look at all kinds of things attacks.
Historical documents indicate the
that we haven't been able to," he
said, explaining that anything below earliest well in the fort was built in
the water table that stayed wet for 1609.
The well found this summer is
nearly 400 years would be preinside a circular builder's trench
about 12 feet in diameter. A ring of
chide half bricks and brick wedges
surrounds the shaft of the well,
which is about 2 1/2 feet across. The
well is estimated to be 12 feet deep.

Do you know there are
over 6,000 CASH BALL
winners daily?

Archaeologists hope to date the
construction of the well by dating
the artifacts they find in the trench.
Objects in the well shaft will help
determine when the well was filled
in; when they abandoned wells, the
colonists often used them as trash
pits.
So far, researchers have found
bits of pottery and pipe stems from
the late 16th or early 17thsentury in
the trench, said Kelso, director of
archaeology for the Association for
the Preservation of Virginia
Antiquities.
The APVA has been working
since 1994 to unearth the original
Jamestown fort. Historical documents describe the fort as "triangular wise," but Kelso said the actual
size and shape could vary depending

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.
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12701251-4545

Office Hours By Appointment
1-800-272-9477
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on the size of the bulwarks, which
are not described in detail.
Archaeologists already found the
borders of the south and east walls,
and an extension to the east, Kelso
said. They have yet to find the west
wall line, and Kelso said he fears it
may have been destroyed by construction during the Civil War.
Directly beside the. welLAUXIents
also found a burned circular brick
magazine that the Confederates may
have used to house ammunition during the Civil War. The structure was
12 feet in diameter and had a timbered roof.
This summer's dig also yielded
the remains of a barracks-style
building, 36 feet by 16 feet, with a
cellar.
7-foot-by-9-foot
Archaeologists will begin excavating the building, about 10 feet inside
what would have been the east palisade wall, this fall.
Other findings included several
unmarked graves, numerous postholes, two ditches and a palisade
trench, and a small English copper
coin called a Harrington farthing
that was only minted between 1613
and 1614.
Anheuser-Busch Corp. sponsored 20 college students from
across the country to participate in
the six-week field school and learn
about excavation techniques and
artifact conservation and identification.

Vernon Camden
$2,000 WINNER

641 SUPER SHELL
641 Shell Customers
Mary Burton
$2,000 WINNER

Theresa DeHaven
$2,000 WINNER

Dear Sir or Madam:
We at 641 Shell have enjoyed servicing your automotive, U-Haul
rentals and towing needs for the last 37 years. Over the duration
of our 37-year business many things have changed in our line of
work. Although, one thing will never change, that will be our goal
to keep customer satisfaction our number one priority. Our goal is
to continue that customer satisfaction and provide you with the
finest quality product and service that we can. For us to attain
this goal we feel that it is time for us to undergo a face-lift. Within
the next few weeks you will begin to notice a change at 516 South
12th Street. We will be changing our name from 641 Shell to 641
Citgo. Even.though our name and our colors will be different, we
guarantee that our service and friendly face that you have been
used to for the last 37 years will remain the same.
For our customers that prefer to use the Shell credit cards, we
will still honor those cards for the first 30 days of our change to
give you ample time to convert over to a Citgo card if you so
desire. We look forward to seeing you again soon and look forward
to many more years of your faithful patronage.
Sincerely,

Michael Lile
$2,000 WINNER
KENTUCK Y

K LOTTERY

www.kyloftery.com
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IBM unveils 'smart laundry' for dorms
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BOSTON (AP) — College campuses have
long since wired their dorms and libraries. Now
some are going even further: cyberlaundry.
IBM Corp. hopes a new system of smart.
wired washers and dryers will instill a little efficiency in the college dormitory laundry room, letting students keep tabs on their laundry from any
they can access the Internet — their dorm
rooms, the library, or even a cell phone.
Big Blue unveiled the "eSuds" system here
Friday. The Armonk. N.Y -based company plans

to install about 9.000 ot the machines on 40 campuses. all so tar in the Midwest, including Ohio
State University and Cedarville University in
Cedarville, Ohio.

clothes in the machine, it would end up on the
floor," said Dean Douglas.•ice president for IBM
Global Services. With the new machines. "You
could be outside throwing a Frisbee.or whate•cr
instead of waiting in that lautidl., loom wait,
for the load to finish."
IBM's machines got a trial run last .ring
nine washers and 10 dryers at fiosti
The school hasn't decided whethci to
to
the devices.

Students can log onto a Web page to see if
there are free machines and receive an e-mail or
page when the load is finished. The system can
also automatically charge students through their
ID cards, though it v.ould still accommodate traditional coins.
"Where I went to school, it you lett

our

healthy lifestyle

4-H is open to all youth up to age 19
UK COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE

•
•
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Interest in armed forces recruitment 'back to normal'
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Interest in joining the armed forces
saw a surge after Sept. 11, but some
Kentucky recruiters say that subsided shortly after the terrorist
attacks.
The Kentucky National Guard
said it enrolled 147 recruits in
September 2001, compared with 82
the previous September. "We saw a
big increase initially," Lt. Col. Tom
Barrier said.
"We were inundated with phone
calls. We had a 48-year-old teacher

who wanted to quit teaching and
come back in."
But by the time troops started
being deployed overseas in late fall,
interest had dropped off.
Maj. Jerry Traylor:Palk "affairs
officer for the Fort Knox-based
100th Divisioh Army reserve unit,
said his 3.000-soldier division did
not notice a spike in applicants following Sept. 11.
"For us, it was business as usual:
there was minimal impact."
Navy recruiters say their post-

Sept. II experience mirrored the
Army's.
"The only thing we got was a lot
of phone calls, and a lot of them
from people who were not eligible,"
said-Lt. J.G. • Linda Rojas, public
affairs officer with the Navy
Recruiting Command in Millington.
Tenn.
A -spokesman for the ,U.S.
Marines Corp. recruiting command
couldn't be reached.
The U.S. Air Force last year and
this year has seen its best enlist-

d The only thing we
got was a lot of
phone calls ... y
— It. J.G. Linda Rojas
Navy Recruiting Command
public affairs officer
ments in It yea]
McCree
ith HI,.
Command

k
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LOOKING OVER THE FOUR-LEAF CLOVER ... Lincoln Miller
shows a sign that notes the emphasis of 4-H, which will have a
kick-off celebration and enrollment Sept 14 at Camp W.O.W.

4-H ready to
celebrate, kick
off on Sept. 14
Exploring many 4-H projects,
meeting 4-H leaders and those
youth involved and finding the
:activities that inters' t you are all
4-H Update things that
By Ginny Harper will be kicked
Calloway County off at the 4-H
Extension Agent-Selqb-r-a-u9n
for 4-H Youth
and
Enrollment
Development
Day at Camp
W.O.W on
Sept. 14 from
9 am.-1 p.m.
"I am excited about this enrollment day," stated JoAnna Thomas,
leader of the North Stars 4-H club.
"We've never done anything like
this before and I hope many youth
and families come and see the
many different ways to be involved
in the Calloway County 4-H program.
"We are going to enjoy celebrating the 100th Birthday of this great
organization together."
There will be a variety of activities and clubs to explore, including
horse rides, dog agility, bicycle
rodeo, cooking, poultry, livestock
judging, geology, state fair exhibits,
sewing, and communications. As
families explore, there will be an
opportunity to join 4-H and participate in the clubs and activities that
they find interesting and exciting.
There will be free drinks and
refreshments for all, as well as door
prizes. All former, potential and
current 4-H ers are encouraged to
attend. All youth 8 to 19 can join
4H.
Calloway County 4-H membership is free. There are minimal

expenses in the various projects.
Upcoming events:
• 4-11 Records Training available
Sept. 4 from 3:30-4:45 p.m. at the
Extension Office.
• Calloway County 4-H Council
will meet on Sept. 5 at 3:30 at the
Extension Office.
• Youth may pick up their items
that were displayed at the Kentucky
State Fair at the Extension Office.
• Junior Forestry Field Day Sept.
12 at West Kentucky 4-H Camp in
Dawson Springs. Limited spaces
available. Youth,9 to ,must register by Sept. 6,
• Registration to compete at the
Mid-South Fair is due today. There
are a variety of categories that
youth may enter and compete. A,
catalog is available at the Extension
Office.
• The Dusty Spurs 4-H Horse
Club will have a meeting on
Thursday Sept. 12 at 6:30 p.m. at
the Extension Office.
The Calloway County
Cooperative &tension Service is
open Monday to Fridayfrom 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. The phone number is
753-1452 and the fax is 759-4243
The Calloway County 4-H Council
receivesfunding from the MurrayCalloway County United Way
Educational programs ofthe
Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service serve all people regardless
of race, color; age, sex, religion,
disability, or national origin.
University of Kentucky, Kentucky
State University, U.S. Department
ofAgriculture, and Kentucky counties, cooperating

"The question isn't why have your surgery in Murray?
It's why have it anywhere else?"
Ike Coe, Chief Executive Officer, Murray-Calloway County Hospital

When you're looking for the bet place to have
surgery, you need to look for experienced
surgeons and advanced medical technology.
Which is the reason you don't need to look any
further than Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Usisagrthelinest-medical
here are some of the procedures our experienced
surgeons routinely perform:

Prostate Seed Implants: Radioak:ti\ e
inserted into the prostate gland to treat cant t
Usually, it is done on an outpatient basis
Coherent Laser PrOcedure: This procedure ti,t lasprsoto break up urethral stmesin the male urethra

Laparoscopic Colon Resection:Removing a portion
of the colon once required eight to ten-inch
incisions and a recovery time of up to six weeks.
Now it can be accomplished with a few half-inch
incisions and a recovery time of just a few days.
TVT Bladder Suspension: Surgery to correct
stress-related incontinence can now be performed
on an outpatient basis and requires only a lcm
incision. The previous procedure was much
more invasive and frequently resulted in
much bleeding and pain.
Vagal Nerve Stimulator Insertion: This surgical
procedure utilizes cutting edge technology to
insert a seizure-preventing device into the body.
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Modified Condylotorny: Used to treat a pain tti:
condition of the jaw joint, this new procedure
replaces one that resulted in noticeable scarring.
STRETTA Procedure: This is an entirelx new
procedure used for the treatment of Casty',
Reflux Disease.
Phacoemulsification: The latest in cataract s'ut
gery, this procedure uses ultrasound to rento‘ e
cataracts. It is performed on an outpatient basi:,
with little or no discomfort to the patient
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Gynecare Uterine Balloon Insertion: Severe
menstrual bleeding once required a hysterectomy
Now it can be corrected with a procedure that takes
only about 30 minutes and enables the patient to
return to normal activity the following day.

At Murray-Calloway County Hospital, we
everything it takes for a successful outcome to
your surgery. So if your primary care physician
recommends surgery, ask him or her to recommend
a surgeon here.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Taking healthcare new places.
www.murrayhospital.org

•
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STUDENT OF THE WEEK ... Rebecca Raj. a sixth grader at
Murray Middle School. was named Student of the Week by
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors and WNBS 1340 AM. Raj,
the daughter of Victor and Bella Raj, is involved in ballet,
the Paducah Symphony Children's Chorus, playing the
piano and soccer. She is shown with Suzanne Hinton, sixth
grade Language Arts teacher at MMS. and Clayton Burgess,
a representative from Century 21.

Subscribe to the
Ledger & Times Today!!!

&Out left to rsght: H.S. Jackson,
Coarad fours. M.D., Hal Capps, MD., Wiliamjiart, M.D., John Trzerski, M.I)., laws Hart, M.I).
Dawn N'. Dretrr,
Gent Cook, M.D., Michael Bobo. M.D., Strrrn Tretathan„M.D., Thomas Green,
Darid Kocisci,. MI),
Raymond Cbarettc, M.D., Charles Tucker, M.D., Robert Williams, M.D.. C.C. Loirry, .11. D., Jaws Dowdy, M.I)., Philip Klapper, M I)
Not Mama:Micload Beaty, 1).M I), Monte Finch, 1).0 , Johnny Williarus„W.D.. Hal Houston, M.D., Brent Bolo, M.!). Lewis Dram. M I)
.Santhel Pruden, .14 1). RoArr bumpkin, 1).PM.. Stuart N'aulty, D.PM.
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Exhibits capturing emotions from Sept. 11 opens in Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Nikki Perez was surrounded by images of grief and destruction from the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center.
She gazed solemnly at photos depicting the Twin
Towers on fire, the wreckage after their collapse and the
soot-covered rescue workers digging through the rubble. Two photos in particular tugged at her heart
One showed people leaping to their deaths from one
of the stricken towers. "To jump or stay and burn up is
a horrible decision to make — choose your death,- she
said.
The other photo depicted a child's search for her
missing father. The photo showed the sign "Have You
Seen My Daddy'.''' It listed the man's name and showed
him smiling while posing for a picture with his child.
it makes you appreciate life and not take today or
tomorrow for granted,- said Perez, wiping away tears.
The photos were part of an exhibit that opened
Tuesday at the city's main library. Some photos were
taken by professionals and-others were snapped by people who found themselves in the midst of tragedy.
The exhibit, titled Here Is New York, displays 500
photos, color and black and white. They are part of a
larger collection that first went on display at a gallery in
New York City and since has been shown in cities
around the world.
Louisville's connection as the hometown of an
exhibit organizer. Charles Traub, helped bring the photos to the library, officials said.
Craig Buthod, director of the Louisville Free Public
Library, said the exhibit's timing is perfect. coinciding
with the first anniversary of the terrorist attacks. The
Louisville exhibit will run through Oct. 15.
"We wanted to have a respectful commemoration of
the events of Sept. II. and this exhibit is in keeping with

the nature of the public library," Buthod said. "It's evidence on the printed page — photos rather than words
— of history in the making."
Photos from the collection will be on display in other
cities this month, including Chicago, San Diego,
Houston, Washington and Tampa, Fla. Copies of many
of the same photographs will be showed in those cities.
Gazing at the photos while taking a short break front
work, Jim Garrett said he was struck by the determination shown by firefighters.
"You almost want to reach out and help," said
Garrett, who was holding some books about Sept. 11
that he had checked out.
"It captures the day and the spirit of New York," said
Garrett. who used to visit New York City often when he
lived in Connecticut. "It shows the strength of the city
and its vibrancy, and the American spirit — that we will
overcome."
Buddy Ray stared at a photo of the wreckage at the
Pentagon and told,of his own connection to the tragedy
Ray, who once lived in Washington, attended a Baptist
church with a woman who died in the Pentagon attack.
His daughter sang at her funeral.
- Ray, a photographer, marveled at the quality of the
photos. The pictures carry no accompanying text, which
Ray said was a nice touch.
"With all this emotion and activity, you don't reall)
need captions.- he said. -The pictures speak for themselves — they speak very loudly."
Two photos represented a silent memorial to a photographer killed while covering the attacks. One picture
shows his charred gear, including a singed press pass.
The other shows one of the towers collapsing — the last
photo he ever took, said Norman Morton, a library
spokesman.
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BRIAN BOHANNON/AP Photo

IN REMEMBRANCE ... Terra Johnson looks upward to images from the attacks on the World
Trade Center Tuesday, at the main branch of the library in Louisville, Ky. The exhibit, titled, "Here
Is New York," displays 500 photos taken by amateurs and professionals and is part of a larger
collection that first went on display in New York and has since been shown in cities worldwide.
The Louisville exhibit closes Oct. 15.

HONORINE
AMERICAN HEROES

IRS agent thrown off
plane released from jail
LOUISVILLE,.Ky.(AP) — An
Internal Revenue Service agent
thrown off a plane and arrested at
Louisville International Airport- for
disorderly cohduct was released
from jail Tuesday after posting
bond.
Brandon N. Fox, 24, will be
arraigned Friday in Louisville on
charges of disorderly conduct and
resisting arrest.
Fox was armed when he boarded
Southwest Airlines Flight 2524
bound for Chicago on Monday
night, but another passenger said he.
was holding.up others while he put
his luggage in an overhead bin.
Police said Fox made obscene
comments to a couple The pilot

was called and he ordered Fox off
the plane, saying he didn't want an
unruly, armed person on board,
according to police.
Once off the plane, Fox'refused
to identify himself to airport police,
who cuffed him, confiscated his
badge and gun, and arrested him.
Federal law allowed Fox to have
the gun on the plane, said Lt. Steve
Fenster of the airport police.
Bill, Paulin, a spokesman for the
IRS'Chicago office, where Fox is a
criminal investigator, said he knew
of no internal action taken against
Fox. Paulin wouldn't say whether
Fox had been on official business it
the time or provide details about
Fox's history with the agency.

Federal screeners to
take over airport duties

in remembrance of the many lives lost on September 11, 2001,
we will be recognizing local fire, police, service men and
women,city and statewide leaders.
We welcome you to join us and hope this will bring you peace,
comfort and encouragement in a difficult' time, through our
Lord Jesus Christ.

EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday, September 8

Nursery Provided

LOCATED 1 MILE EAST 0A1 HWY.94 • 753-1834
Please contact us if you need a ride on our church van.
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The agency has hired about 17,000
screeners nationally out of the nearly 54,000 workers it will need at
passenger checkpoints and electronic bomb scanning machines at the
nation's 429 airports.
The law requires the screeners to
be American citizens and high
school graduates. They also must be
able to read and write English,
along with other requirements.
Those with previous experience are
given special dispensation on some
of the requirements.
A total of 303 workers have been
hired
at
Cincinnati/Northern
Kentucky International Airport,
with 175 to begin Wednesday and
the rest to begin orientation
Monday.

Husqvarna
TOUGH NAME.
TOUGH EQUIPMENT.
136 Chain Saw-I6"
79"
• 2.2 cu.in.- 2.1 hp
• Inertia chain brake
• Lifetime ignition warranty

350 Chain Saw-18"
• 3.0 cu.in.- 3.1 hp
• Inertia chain brake
• Lifetime ignition
warranty
.7--

$299"

Service 10:30 a.m.

Bro. Joey Adair
Special Music Performed By The Rossi Family
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HEBRON, Ky.(AP) — Federal
workers are taking over screening
duties at passenger checkpoints at
Cincinnati/Northern
Kentucky
International Airport.
"This should be seamless for
passengers," said Terry Burgess, the
federal security director for the airport. "It will be a more professional
force. It will have more training,
and it will have better training. And
because we're not the first airport to
go and have been able to prepare,
we don't anticipate any major stumbling blocks."
The law that created the
Transportation
Security
Administration
in
November
required that all passenger screeners
be federal employees by Nov. 19.

www.husqvarna.com
13-0AY SATISFACTION GUARANTU
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571
murrayhomeandauto.com
I I rs. Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
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Pharmacist fired after alleging mishandling of drugs by Rite Aid
BARBOURVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
An eastern Kentucky pharmacist
lost his job but remains in a legal
battle with Rite Aid after accusing
the company of mishandling shipments of prescription drugs.
Keith Saylor said in the winter,
bottles of eye drops and other medicines sometimes arrived at his
store frozen or with frost on the
containers because they'd apparently been sitting in trucks for
days. In the summer, . patients
brought back new inhalers that
were almost empty and Saylor sur-

mised that was because they'd
been left too long in overheated
trucks.
Saylor said he didn't dispense
drugs if he thought they had been
compromised, and went to upper
management with his concerns.
"They tried to shut me up," he
said.
Earlier this year, Saylor sued
Rite Aid, saying the company discriminated against him, denied him
breaks and retaliated against him.
Rite Aid has responded to the lawsuit denying the allegations.

Saylor was fired in July.
He has lodged complaints about
Rite Aid's drug-handling practices
with both the Kentucky Board of
Pharmacy and the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration.
The Kentucky board acknowledged it is investigating the allegations but declined to comment further since the case is still open.
Saylor is unemployed and said
he is also pursuing his case in federal court.
Sarah Data, a Rite Aid spokes
woman, declined to comment on

Attacking lawyers in class
action suits a growing trend
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A recent filing in U.S.
District Court here follows a growing trend in classaction lawsuits in which the lawyers themselves — and
not the legal issues of the case — are the targets.
Lexington lawyer John 0. Morgan, Jr. represents
bankruptcy trustees and former customers who are
suing Check Into Cash, a cash advance service.
But in a counter-filing by attorneys representing
Check Into Cash, Morgan was accused of "gross malpractice," "ethical defalcations," enriching himself at
his clients' expense and abuse of the legal system.
The lead attorney for Check Into Cash, Barbara B.
Edelman, submitted the filing on Aug. 5.
In it, she questioned whether Morgan was the best
attorney to represent the class, based on the "unconscionable" fees he had charged in the six other cases.
Morgan received a total of $1.32 million in fees, and
49 of the 52 clients who represented the classes in the
six cases had received nothing, Edelman wrote. Three
others received a total of $2,206.66 and eight will get
"an unknown amount in the future."
Morgan "became a millionaire and collected a grand
total of $2,206.66 for three bankruptcy estates,"
Edelman charged.
"These results are shocking'," she continued. "They
reveal an unabashed abuse of the class-action and bankruptcy process to enrich a lawyer with little, and in most
cases no, benefit to supposedly victimized individuals."
The tactic of attacking the character of lawyers in
cases has actually been endorsed by the U.S. Supreme
Court, said Mary J. Davis, professor of law at the
University of Kentucky.
The court said the ability of the attorneys representing the plaintiffs was "a primary concern" in classaction lawsuits because two or three lawyers might be
representing dozens or hundreds of plaintiffs.
Davis said the integrity and ability of the attorneys
wasn't "a big deal" until the number of class-action lawsuits began soaring in the 1980s.
As a result, the Supreme Court said it is proper for
defense attorneys to challenge the ability of plaintiffs'
attorneys and proper for lower courts to consider the
issues they raised.

'Jesus' videos
to be mailed
during 941
remembrance
CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) —
As the nation pauses next week to
remember the Sept. 11 terror
attacks, millions of videos about
the life of Jesus will be mailed to
homes in five states. The largest
mailing will be about 1.8 million
videos in South Carolina in an
effort to put a one in every home in
the state.
The Jesus Video Project
America, a ministry of the Campus
Crusade for Christ, has distributed
more than 15 million videos of the
film "Jesus" in the United States in
the past decade.
Those mailed next week will
include an introduction by three
New York City firefighters who
worked at ground zero in the aftermath of the World Trade Center
collapse. About 8,000 copies of the
video with the introduction were
distributed to members of
Congress and their staffs last winter.
Videos also will be mailed in
Michigan, Washington, Texas and
North Carolina.
In South Carolina, 1,000 individuals and about 1,000 churches
of various denominations have
been involved in a three-year
effort to raise more than $4 million
to distribute the videos. Organizers
later decided to have the mailings
coincide with the anniversary of
the terror attacks.
-Our thought is that people are
going to be looking for good news
and we believe this is good news."
said David McCauley, a management consultant from York who is
the volunteer chairman of the
Jesus Video Project of South
Carolina. "We think people are
going to be more open to spiritual
things now than at other times."
The video is an 83-minute version of the two-hour film "Jesus"
released in theaters in 1979. In
South Carolina, organizers will put
out 10,000 yards signs and 110
billboards to let people know
about the mailings.

Even so, Davis said the attack on Morgan seems
"unusual" in its intensity.
"It certainly sounds like it's a tactical move to delay
certification of the class" of plaintiffs that Morgan
would represent.
Morgan calls it "mud-slinging."
The lawsuit against Check Into Cash was filed in
1998, but it received a boost the following year when
the Kentucky Supreme Court ruled that "deferred
deposit" companies like Check Into Cash actually were
making short-term loans.
Under deferred deposit, customers write checks that
will be held by the company for a specified period
before they are deposited. The customer gets the cash
immediately, minus a small fee.
State usury laws limited interest to an annual percentage rate of 8 percent, but some deferred-deposit
companies were, in effect, charging 496 percent.
according to filings in the case.
The Check Into Cash case has included appeals to the
Kentucky Supreme Court and the 6th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals, and maneuvers in the General Assembly to
change state laws.
Morgan is again asking U.S. District Court in
Lexington to certify the class of plaintiffs so the action
can proceed.
Morgan said Edelman omitted in her filing that each
of the 52 clients in the six cases received $5,000 to
$10,000, plus recoveries for illegal fees charged by the
deferred-deposit company. Most of their bankruptcies
were resolved before the six cases and so the payments
went directly to the individuals, not to bankruptcy
trustees.
Morgan said that the legal costs are accrued as the
cases move slowly through the courts toward settlement. There is relatively little legal expense associated
with distributing the money once settlement is reached.
As a result, the lawyers have more money earlier in the
process than the plaintiffs.
"These(Check Into Cash attorneys) are sophisticated
people, and they understand all of this," he said. "They
are looking at having to pay a huge amount of money.
and we have not lost one (case) yet."

Saylor's lawsuit or the specifics of
how Rite Aid ships most drugs.
Danna Druz, manager of the
drug enforcement branch of the
Kentucky Cabinet for Health
Services, said she wasn't familiar
with Saylor's claims, but said they
raised concerns.
"A product that has not been
stored under the appropriate temperature conditions is considered

""
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adulterated," she said. "It's not stable. It may decompose. It's not safe
to take."
Droz said most prescription
drugs are supposed to be kept
between 59 and 86 degrees.
Saylor had worked for Rite Aid
since 1995. He began to suspect a
problem last fall when he started
talking to truck drivers making
deliveries to his store. They told

him drugs were loaded onto trucks
in Maryland, then taken to a warehouse in West Virginia.
The drivers told him trucks
would sometimes sit there over
weekends before being loaded with
general merchandise and sent to
Kentucky on Monday. Saylor said.
One driver told him the temperatures in the truck could reach more
than 1()0 degrees.

DON SEM.SHERIFF
of Calloway County

The Candidate who has the
Education, Training and Experience
DON SENF

My Opponent

Education/Training/Experience

EducationiTrainingi Experience

'BA Degree-KY Wesleyan College

'Graduate Calloway County High School

'Graduate Southern Police Institute.
Administrative Officer's Course
University of Louisville

'Briefly Attended Murray State University

'Graduate State Police Academy

'Graduate of the Richmond. KY Police Academy

'Graduate Special Agents Course FDLE

'Several in-service courses

'Graduate FBI Bomb School
'Graduate ATF Advanced Explosive Investigations
'Graduate National Fire Academy Course
'Graduate of Numerous KY State Police Academy
Schools over 20 years
'Certified Executive I by the International
Association Chief of Police Assessment Center
Related Work Experience
'Retired KY State Police with 20 Years 7 Months
as an Investigator and Bomb Technician

Related Work Ewerience
'Currently a Sergeant in the Sheriffs Office
'Deputy Sheriff since 1994

*Former State Trooper

'Performed Duties prior to 1994 as a Part Tim(
Deputy

'Former Special Agent
'Former Police Chief
'30 years of Public Safety Experience and 4,502
hours of Law Enforcement Technical Training

REMEMBER EDUCATION, TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE COUNT
Paid for by Don Sent Campaign Commmee
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Everything you need to know about childbirth bundled into one day

Presented by
Western Baptist Hospital
Sunday, September 8, 2002, 1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Located in the Atrium of Doctor's Office Building 2
•See our newly renovated post-partem
suites designed for your family's comfort
and visit our six labor/delivery/recovery
rooms.
•Take a tour of our nursery, including a
private procedure room and special care
nursery.
•Meet and greet staff members dedicated to
your journey.
•Talk one-on-one with a lactation consultant.

•Learn more about our online pregnancy
diary and other helpful tools to get your
family off to a healthy start.
•Discover the benefits of exercise before and
after your pregnancy with our Fit Pregnancy
program.
•Baby yourself and your baby with
information about infant massage and
prenatal massage therapy.
•Learn more about our many maternal child
classes, women's health education and
resources.

41,
z

•Learn more about our ultrasound facility.

•
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www.westernbaptist.com
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KentuckyEirief
ATV accident claims
22nd victim this year
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A 34-year-old Louisville man died Sunday
evening at University Hospital of injuries from an all-terrain-vehicle accident in Leitchfield on Saturday.
James Thomas Bloyd was riding an ATV on a Grayson County road
when he lost control of it and hit a tree, Jefferson County Deputy Coroner
Rick Siclari said. Bloyd, who was not wearing a helmet, died of head
injuries, Siclari said.
A passenger riding with Bloyd was not harmed.
At least 22 people have been killed in ATV-related mishaps in Kentucky
this year, according to police and hospital reports.

Electrical malfunction likely
cause of Cumberland fire
Firefighters quickly extinguished a
WILLIAMSBURG. Ky. (AP)
small fire in the basement of Cumberland College's intramural gymnasium
early Monday morning.
The 1:15 a.m. EDT fire was likely caused by an electrical malfunction, a
statement from President Jim Taylor said. Williamsburg firefighters put out
the fire within five minutes of arriving at the scene, the statement said.
No one was injured, and damage was estimated at $50,000. Class interruption was "minimal," the statement said.
Fire marshalls investigated on Tuesday, and the building was re-opened
at 1:45 p.m.

Louisville airport opens
parking spaces
LOUISVILLE,.Ky. (AP) — Several hundred parking spaces at
Louisville International Airport, which have been off-limits since the Sept.
11 terrorist attacks, have been reopened.
The 640 spaces — on the second, third and fourth levels of the parking
garage — were blocked off a year ago because of the Federal Aviation
Administration's concerns about potential terrorist attacks.
The spaces created a buffer between the terminal and cars parked in the
4,300-space garage.
But a study has determined that, because of the way the airport is built,
vehicles can park in spaces that are within 300 feet of the terminal.
Lowell Pratte, the airport's deputy general manager. said he couldn't discuss the details of the study for security reasons.
But he said the reopening of the spaces will be especially good for disabled customers. Several handicapped spaces were among the spots that had
been lost. Pratte said.
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Schools struggle as populations shrink

iva-f

Food Market

1/4

Spare

Si 89

$ 1 69

Lt

U.S. Choice Boneless Top

Super Tru Frozen

Field Southern Syle Franks or

Round Roast

Turkey Breast

Classic Wieners

89

$1 19

Hi-C
Coolers
$ 1"

Country Fresh

Maxwell House Bag

2% Milk

Coffee

gal

A NATIONAL LEADER

$ 99

11-13oz

Ragu Asst. Variety

Bath Tissue

Pasta Sauce
45 oz

$ 1 99

Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello,
12 Pk $299
Sprite, Caf. Free Coke

Pastas

Prairie Farms

Land 0" Lakes
1/2 gal.

99'

Butter
Zesta Saltine

Green Beans
14.5O.
ICIAMIL

Crackers

Kraft
American

Baked Ham Cheese
159
q99 $lair
Lb

Paper Towels

89c
r

Kellogg's Special K 12 oz.,
Smart Start 17.5 oz.,
Raisin Bran Crunch 18.2 oz.
Special K w/Berries
00
2/$5

/Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,

Mello Yello, Cat Free Coke
0
2 Liter

Creamette Asstd. Variety

Allen Italian Cut

Ky. Gold Hickory &
Honey

Bounty
Single Rol

$ 69

Charmin

Skim Milk

V•Vi7

HOME OFFICE OMAHA NEBRASKA

Deli Hot tine
753-7811

Owen's Best Extra Lean

Country Sty:t)

Get to know your neighbor-

'The FAMILY Frotern/ty'

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:00-7:00

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Pricing Errors,

4 Rcd199c

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

iof
sou)

Round Steak Ground Round
Pork
9L
9
Ribs
Loin

there had been accounted for and
that crews searching the wreckage
had found no one.
"There were no explosions or
anything funny. It just fell," said
Jake Brandspigel, 21.
He said he was leaving a nearby
apartment building after delivering
pizzas when he saw the garage floor
fall. He said he called out to see if
anyone was inside but got no
response.

Shelia Crouse
Field Representative
300 Maple Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-437-4748

Marchard joined superintendent
Shamion in volunteering for a 10
percent pay cut. When Marchard's
mother died, family members
requested donations to the school
instead of flowers; about $2,200
came in. The appeal to alumni raised
$10,000.
The district also was helped by a
change in lawmakers' earlier plans
to spend $3.5 million from a $10
million fund that compensates
Upper Peninsula districts for state
money lost to enrollment declines.
They plan to use the money on laptop computers and to develop online
classes that they hope will help rural
schools.
Despite the money problems,
educators and students say White
Pine has several advantages over
larger schools: more attention from
teachers, greater opportunity to take
part in extracurricular activities and
sports, and a wholesome atmosphere.
"I. don't want to go anywhere
else," said 16-year-old Noelle
Sprague, a member of the band,
cheerleading squad, and drama club
as well as the volleyball, basketball
and track teams. -I've lived in
White Pine since the day I was born.
Everybody knows everybody;
there's no us-versus-them."

ftoot 94od 7died

U.S. Choice Boneless Top

drink beer with friends while watching sports on TV.
But until- this week, he liadift
been able to do that in Owensboro
on Sundays. "I've driven to
Evansville to watch a game on
Sunday," he said. "But I'd rather
stay here."
The Owensboro-Daviess County
Tourist Commission, OwensboroDaviess County Chamber of
Commerce
and
Downtown
Owensboro Inc. had all endorsed the
change, saying it would provide
more business for local restaurants.

This professional
Woodmen Field
Representative has
earned national recognition for outstanding
achievements in sales
and service. Perhaps
this is the professional
who can help you determine your life insurance
needs.

that unfairly penalizes districts in
rural areas and small towns that
struggle with declining enrollment.
Of roughly 60 districts in the
Upper Peninsula, 22 have shrunk by
10 percent or more since Proposal A
was approved. White Pine's dropoff was the largest: 50 percent, from
202 in 1994 to 102 in 2001-02.
The losses in the Upper
Peninsula have forced painful decisions, including school closings.
Republic-Michigamme,
where
enrollment fell 23 percent to 165
students, wants to try a four-day
school week with longer days to cut
operating costs.
Some districts have merged to
save money, but that isn't always a
realistic option because the schools
are so far apart, Brown said.
"Look at the Tahquamenon district. It's the size of Rhode Island.
How could they consolidate with
somebody else? They'd have kids
on buses four hours a day."
At White Pine, teacher and secretarial retirements saved about
$150,000 and employees agreed to
concessions on
health
care
deductibles. They will also pay their
own dental and vision insurance,
Shamion said.
Teachers dipped into their own
pockets
to
buy
supplies.
Administrative assistant Kathleen

N'S

9addd

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Section of parking garage
collapses near Penn State; no
victims found in wreckage
STATE COLLEGE. Pa.(AP) Rescue workers dug through the
irubble of a partially collapsed twostory parking garage near Penn State
University but found no victims in
the wreckage, police said today.
A section of the garage, next to
an apartment building. collapsed
Tuesday evening, sending 16 vehicles falling onto the cars below.
Vera Musser, a representative for
State College police, said that
everyone whose car was parked

0
Prices Good Sept. 4
thru Sept. 10

Some Owensboro
restaurants begin
Sunday alcohol sales
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Alcoholic drinks were sold in some
restaurants in Owensboro on Sunday
for the first time in 19 years.
The
Owensboro
City
Commission approved the sale of
liquor by the drink on Sundays in
restaurants on Aug. 20.
The beer was flowing at Buffalo
Wild Wings on Sunday, as patrons
awaited the kickoff of the
Louisville-Kentucky football game.
"This is better than having to
drive to Evansville to watch a
game," said Chris Stallings, of
Owensboro. Stallings said he likes to

"Places like West Virginia are
having problems like that," he said.
"North Dakota is really worried."
White Pine, one of Michigan's
smallest districts with a single
school building and a student body
of around 100, scraped together the
$800,000 it needed to stay alive
through fund raising, deep spending
cuts and a successful push in the
Legislature to preserve assistance to
needy Upper Peninsula districts.
The school year began last week.
Still, more scrambles to balance
the budget seem likely.
While Michigan's population
rose by nearly 7 percent during the
1990s, the Upper Peninsula grew
only a little over 1 percent, to about
318,000 — spread Out over 16,000
square miles.
The region is getting older as
young adults leave to work elsewhere, and the birth rate is slipping.
Accelerating the trend has been
the loss of major employers such as
KJ. Sawyer Air Force Base and the
Copper Range Co. mine at White
Pine, both of which shut down within the last decade.
Proposal A, a 1994 school
financing overhaul, guarantees local
school systems a set amount per student while limiting their ability to
ask taxpayers for additional revenue. Upper Peninsula officials say

By The Associated Press
WHITE PINE, Mich. (AP) —
Catherine Shamion is the school
superintendent in this community on
Michigan's
western
Upper
Peninsula. She's also the principal,
athletic director and volleyball
coach and teaches classes in French,
government and economics.
Last year, her efforts were
rewarded with a self-imposed 10
percent pay cut, bringing her salary
down to $45,270.
Things could be worse. White
Pine's financial plight was so bad a
few months ago that it had to appeal
for alumni donations to stave off
collapse.
"If the school goes down, there'll
be nothing left here, so we'll fight to
keep ft opett," said Shariiion, 45. "I
have another 15 years to work and I
intend to spend it right here in White
Pine."
Across the remote Upper
Peninsula, dozens of districts are
having money problems because of
too few students and state policy
that links funding to enrollment.
It's a problem facing small,
school districts in other states as
well. Four of every five states
nationally fund public schools on a
per-student basis, said Steve Smith
of the National Conference of State
Legislatures.

79'
2/$500

12-16 oz

1 Lb. 1/4 Sticks

1 Lb.

Aminrevicairatcm
Virginia
Baked

New Crop
Miss Sweet

Fresh Express
Garden

U.S. No. 1
10 Lb. Idaho

Ham
$0199

Potatoes

Salad
$ 39

Potatoes
2/5500

Calif. Red
Seedless

Golden Ripe

%/11 Lb

491.

Owen's Best
BBQ

Owen's Best
Baby Back

Owen's Best
BBQ

Fresh Green

Chicken
$ 99

Ribs
$79?

Pork
$599

Cabbage

Grapes
$ 19

$1
00
3 ,i s . 1

Bananas
39!)
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Classifieds
Murray Ledger 6 runes Fair Housing Act Sober
All real estate advertised herein is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which nukes it illegal to advertise any preference,
lirnuauon or discrimination based on race. color. teligion, sea.
handscap fanulial ease or Rational origin, or intention to make
any such prefererxes, limitations or disynnunation
State laws forbid discnrrunation in the sale, rental or advertising of
real estate based at factors in addition to those protected under kd
eral law

ADJUSTMENTS
to check the first
insertion at thew ads lor arty error Murray
Ledger & Times we be responsible tor prey one
incorrect insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made
AD DEADLINES
Fri. 11 sm.
Monday
Mon. It a.m.
Tuesday
Mon. 5 p.m.
Wednesday
Wed. 11 a.m.
Thursday
Wed. 5 p.m.
Friday
Thur. 12 p.m.
Saturday

We will not knowingly accept any advertising for real estate whuf
is in siolatiom of the law All persons me hereby informed that ai
dwellings advertised are available on an equal
opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair Housing Advertising
requirements, contact NAA Counsel Rene P Milan
17031 Mb- 100°

114:46Ai .4111••I

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

190 Farm Equip nt
195 Heavy Egui
lit
Sports Egui
10 Firewood
0 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homesidr Rent
285 Mobile Home We-for Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
370 Commercial Properly
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
410 Public Sale
425 Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

$7.23 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day POrtod
$2.60 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
12.60 extra for Shopper Mon Clastafieda go into Shopping Guide) 1160 extra for blind box ad.

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter
1---

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
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010
Legal
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Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Legal
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Legal
Notice
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010

010
Legal
Notice

010
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Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-00007

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-00013

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-00197

COUNTRYSIDE HOME LOANS,INC.,
d/b/a America's Wholesale Lender,

PLAINTIFF.

NOTICE OF SALE

VS.,

DEFENDANT.

CORINNA SWAN,

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on August 27, 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
September 23, 2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
A part of the northwest quarter of Section 27,Township 1, Range
4 east. Beginning at a stake on the east Right-of-Way No.95 corner to Jake Mayer, thence east with said Mayer line 17 poles to
the N.C. & St. L. Railway right-of-way, thence South with said
right-of-way five poles to a stake; thence west parallel with first
line 17 poles to a stake in the east edge of said highway; thence
north 5 poles to the point of beginning.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Corinna
person, by deed from William Bryan White, a single person, dated October 22, 1990, of record in Deed Book 299,
Page 295, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office,

UNION PLANTERS MORTGAGE,INC.
f/k/a Union Planters PMAC,Inc., As
Servicer for Union Planters Bank, N.A.,
f/d/b/a Peoples First National Bank
& Trust Company,

U.S. BANK NA (Successor by Merger to
Firstar Bank, NA F/K/A Star Bank, NA

KENNY ORAN OUTLAND,SINGLE,
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MAYFIELD,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY and
CALLOWAY COUNTY,KENTUCKY,

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit one third (1/3
of the purchase price on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good
surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the
property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2002 ad
valorem taxes.
DATED this 30th day of August, 2002.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

STEVEN K. HOLLINGSWORTH,and
DONNA L. HOLLINGSWORTH,

DEFENDANS,.

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on August 27. 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
September 23, 2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
with its address being 706 Glendale Road, Murray, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-00128
COUNTRYSIDE HOME LOANS,INC.,
d/b/a America's Wholesale Lender,

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

JILL EZELL,
JAMES L. EZELL,
Unknown Defendant, Occupant.

Lot Number Six(.6)of Block G of the Bagwell Manor Subdivision
to the Town of Murray, Kentucky, as shown by revised plat of
record in Plat Book 2, Page 39, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
The property herein conveyed is conveyed subject to all restrictions of record in Plat Book 2, Page 39, and such restrictions are
incorporated verbatim and herein as if spelled out in their
entirety herein..
LESS AND EXCEPT, and there is not included in this conveyance so much of the above described lot as was conveyed to
the Commonwealth of Kentucky for the use and benefit of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky for the use and benefit of the
Transportation Cabinet by deed dated October 16, 1985, Cabinet
2, Drawer 20, Card 106,in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court, that portion conveyed being parcel 17. Further,
this conveyance is subject to any and all construction easements
conveyed to the Commonwealth in that deed hereby referred
Being the same property conveyed by deed from Gene Steely, and
wife, Ramona Steely and Bruce Green Building Contractors, Inc.
to Kenneth Oran Outland dated January 3, 1991, and being of
record in Book 177, Card 988, and by Quitclaim Deed from Judy
Outland, a single person, to Kenneth Oran Outland as recorded
in Book 186, Page 84, all of which is recorded in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

DEFENDANT

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on August 27, 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
September 23, 2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky.
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Being a part of Lot No. 2 and 3 in Block E of the Henry Addition
to the town of Murray, Kentucky, plat being of record in the
Office of the Calloway County Court Clerk in Deed Book 27, Page
268, and more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a stake in the southwest corner of Vine and
Eleventh Street; thence north a distance of 75 feet to a stake;
thence west 125 feet to a stake; thence south a distance of 75 feet
to a stake; thence east 125 feet to a stake the point of beginning.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Jill Ezell,
and husband, James L. Ezell, by Deed of Conveyance from
Charles Chillcutt, and wife, Barbara Jean Chillcutt, dated June
28, 2000, and filed June 29, 2000, of record in Deed Book 349,
Page 802, in the office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit one third (1/31
of the purchase price on the date of sale. and to execute bond with good
surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the
property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2002 ad
valorem taxes.
DATED this 30th day of August, 2002.
Max W Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

NOTICE OF SALE

VS.,

NOTICE OF SALE

VS.,

PLAINTIFF

PLAINTIFF'

Swan, a single

VS.,

VISA

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to execute bond with good
surety for the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable
in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but
the property shall be sold subject to the 2002 ad valorem taxes.

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 22, 2002, in the above cause. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
September 9, 2002, at the hour of 1:00 p.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Legal description of a tract of land situated in the city of Murray.
County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part of Lot 15.
Block One of the College Addition to the Town of Murray.
Kentucky of record in Deed Book 55, Page 560, and being further
described as follows:
Beginning at a 1/2" diameter rebar found in the east line of
Brentwood Drive, located 461.37" south of the centerline of
Poplar Street, in the southwest corner of the Louie Williams
property(Deed Book 223, Page 4801, and the northwest corner of
Tract-2 described herein.
thence, with Williams' south line, north 84 degrees 51'36" east
194.78' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set, the northwest corner of the
Ruby Leslie property(Deed Book 124, Page 597);
thence, with Leslie's west line, south 03 degrees 34'34" east
95.00' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set in the north line of the Louise
Lamb property (now or formerly);
.,.with.Lamb's north line south 84 degrees 51'36" west
the_nce
194.78' to a 1/2" diameter rebar round in' ffie-east line
Brentwood Drive.
thence, 15' from and parallel to the centerline of Brentwood
Drive, north 03 degrees 34'34" west 95.00' to the point of beginning.
This tract contains 0.4246 acres, but is suktject to however to a
10' public utility easement across the front parallel with and
adjacent to Brentwood Drive.
Being one and the same as that property conveyed to Steven K
Hollingsworth and wife, Donna L. Hollingsworth, by virtue of a
deed from Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church, et al .
dated October 17, 1997, and of record at Deed Book 268, Page
824, in the Clerk's Office of the Calloway County Court.

'or

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit the sum of ten
percent with the Master Commissioner and to execute bond with good
surety for the remainder of the purchase price, bearing interest at 12q
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable
in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but
the property shall be sold subject to the 2002 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 30th day of July, 2002.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

DATED this 30th day of August, 2002.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

THE SHOPPER GUIDE
WILL. NOW BE BUILT OFF OF MONDAY CLASSIFIEDS
INSTEAD OF TUESDAY CLASSIFEIDS.

New Classified Deadlines

DEFENDANT.

NOTICE

Notice

All stored items in storage units 121 & 181 at
Key Mini Warehouses, 1850 State Route 121
South, Murray, KY 42071, have been abandoned and if all charges for storage units .121 &
181 are not paid in full on or before Sept. 10,
2002, Key Mini-Warehouses will have legal
possession of all items stored in units 121 &
181. A sale date for said items stored in storage
units 121 & 181 will he posted at a later time.

Hunters Paradise Wildlife
Refuge 300 Acres, groups
welcome 270-489-2116 If
no answer leave message

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

-Th Bruer Serrice Our Customers'.

PUBLISHED

DEADLINE

TIME

LEGAL NOTICE

Monday

Friday

11 am

Shopper Guide'

Friday

11 am

All stored items in the storage units listed
below at Murray Store & Lock, 641 North,
Murray, KY 42071, have been abandoned
and if all charges for these units are not paid
in full on or before September 6, 2002.
Murray Store and Lock will have legal possession of all items stored in these units. A
sale date for these units will be no later than
September 15, 2002.

Tuesday

Monday

11 am

Wednesday

Monday

5 pm

Thursday

Wednesday

11 am

Friday

Wednesday

5 pm

Saturday

Thursday

1 2 noon

"Shopper Guide will now be built off of Monday Classifieds instead of Tuesday.

Lost and Found

Unit 3A Vanessa Feagin

THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times

020

020
Node.

Notice

LASTSIDE BP Storage
has taken possession of
units 22831 and will sell
contents on 9-7-2002 at
900 am

FREE DISH
FREE INSTALLATION.
$22 99 per month
800-555-6002
Technology Group,
Paducah
Restrictions apply

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
PART time help Apply in
person. 412 Main Street
753-9419
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010

010

010
L•131i
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Notice
COMMISSIONER'S SALE

Leo/
Notice

BRITTANY RIDGE, LLC,and
THE KENTUCKY PLANTATION COMPANY,

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-00100

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-00178

DEFENDANT

PLAINTIFF'

MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS, INC.,

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on June 27, 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
September 9, 2002, at the hour of 1:00 p.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
TRACT I
Being a part of the East half of Section 21, Township 2, Range 4
East, and being Parcel 4 B of a minor subdivision plat of the
Student Housing Association, TM.Hughes,and wife, Cynthia M.
Hughes, and the Kentucky Plantation Company property as
shown by plat of record in Plat Book 31, Page 37, Slide 2953
(Said Minor Plat is a Re-plat of Parcel 4 of a Minor Plat of record
in Plat Book 28,Page 14, Slide 2630)and being further described
as follows:
Commencing at a 1/2" diameter rebar (w/cap #3175) set in the
South line of the University Heights, Revised Subdivision (Plat
Book 13, Page 7, Slide 1112) and 15' west of the Southeast corner of said University Heights, and being the Northeast corner
of Parcel 4 A; thence, with the South line of said University
Heights Subdivision, North 84 degrees 27'03" West 208.31'to the
Northwest corner of Parcel 4 A, and the Northeast corner of
Parcel 4 B described herein and being the point of beginning;
Thence, with the East line of Parcel 4 A, South 05 deg. 32'57"
West 131.96' to the Southwest corner of Parcel 4 A, in the North
line of Lowes Drive;
Thence, with the North line of Lowes Drive, North 86 deg. 33'13"
West, passing an angle point of Lowes Drive at 208.96' for a distance of 238.59' to a 1/2" diameter rebar (w/cap #3175)set, a corner of the Place Collegiate Properties, Murray Place;
Thence, with the East line of Murray Place, North 00 deg. 28'40"
West 141.50' to a 1/2" diameter rebar (w/cap #3175) set in the
South line of University Heights Subdivision;
Thence, with the South line of said University Heights, South 84
deg. 27'03" East 253.28' to the point of beginning.
This tract contains 0.7703 acres, but is subject however to any
easement which may be of record.
Being the same property conveyed to the Kentucky Plantation
Company by deed dated August 17, 1998, of record in Deed Book
296, Page 525, Calloway County Court Clerk's Office, and by
deed dated December 18, 2001, of record in Deed Book 409, Page
419, Calloway County Court Clerk's Office, and by Quitclaim
Deeds dated the 18th day of December, 2001, of record in Deed
Book 409, Page 415, and Deed Book 409, Page 410, Calloway
County Clerk's Office.
Together with the perpetual easement for ingress and egress
over the present driveway on Parcel 4-A, which parcel is also
depicted on the plat of record in Plat Book 31, Page 37, Slide
2953, which was conveyed to Borrower by Deed of Easement
dated December 18, 2001, of record in Deed Book 409, Page 427,
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
TRACT II
Being a part of the East half of Section 21, Township 2, Range 4
East, and being Parcel 4 A of a minor subdivision plat ofThe student Housing Association, T.M. Hughes and wife, Cynthia M.
Hughes, and The Kentucky Plantation Company property as
shown by Plat of record in Plat Book 31, Page 37, Slide 2953
(Said Minor plat is a Replat of parcel 4 of a minor plat of record
in Plat Book 28, Page 14, Slide 263M, and being further
described as follows:
Beginning at 1/2" diameter rebar (w/cap #3175) set in the south
line of the University Heights, Revised Subdivision (Plat Book
13, Page 7, Slide 1112), and 15' West of the Southeast corner of
said University Heights, and being the Northeast corner of
Parcel 4 A described herein;
Thence, 45' from the centerline of North 16th Street, South 00
deg. 24'12" East 124.51' to a 1/2" diameter rebar (w/cap #3175)
set in the North line of Lowes Drive;
•
Thence, with the North line of Lowes Drive, North 86 deg. 33'13"
West 221.37' to the Southeast corner of Parcel 4B;
Thence, with the East line of Parcel 4B, North 05 deg. 32'57" East
131.96' to a point in the South line of said University Heights,
Revised Subdivision, the Northeast corner of Parcel 4 B;
Thence, with the South line of said University Heights, North 84
deg. 27'03" East 208.31' to the point of beginning.
This tract contains 0.6312 acres, but is subject however to any
easement which may be of record.
Being the same property conveyed to Brittany Ridge, LLC, by
, Page
, of record in Deed Book
deed dated
, Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit the sum of ten
percent (10%) of the purchase price, bearing interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the
property shall be sold subject to the 2002 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 30th day of July, 2002.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

060

020
Notice

THE BOOK RACK
25Th ANNIVERSARY SALE
• DeswAves • AP/ZES • PPEAWAVS •

tors Of &NNW/
Refreshments
Sept. 12n - 13n - 14'
Dixieland Shopping Ch.

753-4821

Help Wanted

Club 641
in Puryear, TN
needs a
Night Manager/
Bartender/Cook
Good pay or persons
to rent business
Call (731)644-3796
tor appointment.

Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5
Sat. 9:30-4

100 WORKERS NEEDED
Assemble crafts, wood
items Materials provided
To $4804- wk Free information pkg 24 hr
801-428-4701

372 Openings,
Learn to drive big Rigs'
16-Days CDL Program
No experience needed'
Financing available!
Big money starts here'
888-645-8505

PATTI'S & Miss Patti's
Iron Kettle in Grand Rivers
have immediate openings
for all positions, cooks,
servers, dishwashers and
hostesses. Please apply
Mon-Fri 900 am -11:00
am OR 200 pm -400
pm

PLAINTIFF

VS.,

VS.,
NOTICE OF SALE

Notice

Legal
Notice

LiNtel
Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

KENTUCKY FINANCE CO., INC.,
A Division of CITIFINANCIAL SERVICES, INC.)

NOTICE OF SALE

020

010

010
Lied
Notice

PLAINTIFF

COMMUNITY NATIONAL BANK,
VS.,

Lapel
Notice

Labsi
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-00137

010

010

010

Legal
Nobce

NOTICE OF SALE

GENA ROGERS, and husband,
MARC ROGERS, CITIFINANCIAL, INC.,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on August 13, 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
September 16, 2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout,
the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Beginning at a point at the northeast intersection of Landfill
Road and Brady Road, thence west with the right of way of
Landfill Road a distance of 295 feet to a point; thence south parallel with the fight of way of Brady Road a distance of 295 feet
to a point; thence east parallel with the right of way of Landfill
Road a distance of 295 feet at a point in the right of way of
Brady Road; thence north with the right of way of Brady Road
a distance of 295 feet to the point of beginning.
Saving and excepting that property conveyed by Deed recorded
in Book 191, at Page 180.

BETTY J. GRAFF,
THE UNKNOWN DEFENDANT, BEING THE
UNKNOWN SPOUSE,IF ANY, OF
BETTY J. GRAFF,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on August 13, 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
September 16, 2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout,
the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, with its address being 71 Tina Drive, Murray, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Lot 706 & 707 in Unit II of Anderson Shores Subdivision as
shown by plat recorded in Plat Book Number 5, at Page 73, in
the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

Being the same property conveyed to Defendant, Gene Rogers,
by Deed dated May 26, 1993, and recorded in Deed Book 191,
Page 65, in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County, Kentucky.

Being the same property conveyed to Kenneth P. Graff and
Betty J. Graff,jointly with right of survivorship, by Deed dated
June 10, 1981, and recorded in Deed Book 162, Page 488, in the
Office of the Clerk aforesaid. Kenneth P. Graff died on January
30, 2000, thereby vesting Betty J. Graff with the entire fee simple title.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 45 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on
credit of 45 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
Commissioner ten percent (10%) of the amount bid, and to execute
bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in forty-five (45) days. A lien shall be retained
on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2002 ad valorem taxes.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
Commissioner ten percent (10%) of the amount bid, and to execute
bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on
the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2002 ad valorem taxes.

DATED this 21st day of August, 2002.

DATED this 21st day of August, 2002.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
120

Computers

270
Mobile Homes For Sale

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
NOW taking applications
for Breaktime Billiards.
Apply in person at
759-9303

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-00186
U.S. BANK,NA (Successor by Merger to
Firstar Bank, NA,Successor by Merger to
Mercantile Bank, Successor by Merger to
United Commonwealth Bank),

Drivers - Exp'd
& Inexp'd
PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

VS.,
NINA HARGROVE,a/k/a
NINA ELKINS,

DEFENDANT.

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 9, 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
September 9, 2002, at the hour of 1:00 p.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Lot 19, Block B in East "Y" Manor Subdivision, located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, a plat of which subdivision is of
record at Plat Book 2, Card 79, Calloway County Court Clerk
Office.
Nina Hargrove a/Ida Nina Elkins obtained title to the abovedescribed property by deed from Elmo Thornton, single, dated
March 19, 1996, of record in Book 224, Page 411; and by deed
from Kenny Hargrove dated May 9,2002,in Book 427,Page 411.
both in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a credit of 30 days,the purchaser shall be required to execute bond with good
surety for the purchase price, bearing interest at 12% per annum from
the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30)
days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall
be sold subject to the 2002 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 30th day of July, 2002.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
BB&T is seeking applicants for the following
position:TELLER
The ideal candidate
should
possess a high school
diploma or equivalent,
excellent verbal & written
communication skills,
basic computer skills with
a Windows environment,
general typing, and calculator skills. Previous retail
or cash hIndling experience is preferred. Time
management skills and
professional appearance
are required.
Applications will be taken
at the 12th and Chestnut
Street banking location on
Thursday, September 5,
2002, 900 A.M.-1200
P.M Qualified candidates
will be scheduled for testing between 1:30 PM and
300 P.M.
EASTSIDE BP Part time
help needed Ideal for retired person Across from
Briggs & Stratton
LOCAL Convenience store
is looking for a Manager
Good pay & benefits Send
resume to P.O. Box 368
Murray. KY ATTN: Ken

HELP Wanted
Warehouse position. Lifting required. Drug test and
criminal check on all applicant full time. Contact 7530686 ext 120, 121 or 124.
I went from a size 16 to 10
in 4 weeks You can too
Call Tonya 753-9896 r
www takeitottez corn

NOW hiring
Night auditor and
Breakfast Bar Host
Apply in person
Holiday Inn Express
Hwy 641 N. Murray
NOW Taking Applications
for all positions
for all shifts.
Apply in person at Sonic
Drive In. 217S. 12th St
No phone calls please.

REHAB AMERICA
A Division of American Health Centers, Inc.)

We are an enthusiastic and growing
Rehab provider in LTC and SNF settings.
We offer excellent pay and benefits.
ESOP, Health Ins., 401K, Cont. Education,
Sign on Bonus available!
Currently we have (FT/PRN) openings for
-Physical Therapist
-Occupational Therapist
Sites Available:
*Paris,Savannah, Selmer, Jackson,
Martin, Humboldt, TN.
Also PT and PRN positions for PTA's,
COTA's and SLII's in all West TN facilities
**Fax resume to 731-660-5972 or
call Jeff Wright @731-660-5902.

SOLID MILES
SOLID COMPANY
$1000 bonus
Dedicated, Regional,
OTR NO EXP? Low
or No Cost CDL
Training Avail!
Meals, lodging & transportation provided.
Tuition Reimbursement
Owner operators
welcome

1-800-231-5209
www.swifttrans.com
PEOPLE Plus Inc. is now
accepting applications for
Remington Arms and
Laborers. Must have minimum of GED. EEO. ConMayfield
office
tact
(270)251-3111.
POSITION available
Persons needed to prepare income tax returns.
Seasonal employment. We
will train. Call 753-9204 or
270-437-4531

Receptionist
For Local
CPA Firm
Must be able to
handle multiple
tasks, be dependable.
some over-time in
tax season, busy
phones.
Fax resume to
270-753-0275
or mail to
P.O. Box 527
Murray

Domestic & Childcare
CAN'T find time to clean?
Call Christie
489-6210,
Excellent ref

ENROLLMENT OPENINGS! Kid's Knew Day
Care Inc
6 weeks to Pre-K
759-3333
WILL do house cleaning
753-1016

Check
us out
on the
Web!

H.P. Computer 15 Gig
Hardrive, 466 Celeron
Processor, 64 Meg Ram,
Win. 98 2nd edition, 17"
MV 700 Compaq Monitor.
$350.00. 753-8630.
140
Want to Buy

2000 28x80 Fleetwood.
Block foundation, concrete
slaps, wood trim, vinyl windows, front porch on 10
acres with lots of grass &
trees; good road frontage.
Very nice, must see!
$83,000. (Negotiable) Call
489-2945.

• CASH FOR
Antiques,
Collectibles,Toys
Old Plastic Model Cars,
ect (270) 759-3456

2002 Mobile home & lot,
16x72. 2 Bedroom, 2 Bath,
2 porches,51 Long Drive
by Blood River Mara.
(270) 642-2374.
92 Champion 14x50 2br, 1
ANTIQUES
bath with Satellite receiver.
Old toys, advertising
Must be moved. Call 270items, antique furniture
435-4588 between 9am
and primitives.
and 2Dm.
We buy 1 or all!
RELIANCE Homes ClearCall 753-3633 ask
ance Sale on end of the
for Larry.
year models. $0 down
financing available to
CASH paid for
qualified buyers of 2002 or
good, used guns.
prior year models in stock.
Benson Sporting Goods,
Sale ends Sept. 30th. No
519 S. 12th, Murray.
reasonable offers will be
WANT to Buy junk cars refused. Call (270) 767and trucks 753-0467
9442. Located 2 miles
WANT TO BUY: Office North of Murray on U.S.
Space for small business. 641.
In or near Murray. May
Mobile Homes For Rent
but/rent/lease. Call 7534214.
2 Bedroom, No pets 753150
Articles
9866
For Sale
2 Bedroom $235.00 and
$275.00 month 753-6012
BRIDAL GIFTS
or 836-5704 (cell)
wwwmy tupperware.com/
Rent to own. 14x70
2BR.
JORETTA RANDOLPH.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
320
Walnut
CORNWELL
Apartments For Rent
Grandfather Clock Westminster chimes.
Spinet Model Hammond 1 OR 2br apts. near downOrgan- Excellent condition town Murray starting at
w/bench. 753-9517.
$200/mo. 753-4109.
PRIVATE Collection
Dept 56 Dickens Village
Snow Village
Retired Houses
Below Market Value
(270)519-9443
STEEL BUILDINGS
All sizes for all uses
(270)642-2667
TIRED of having to
change radio stations
because of commercials.
Would you like to have
commercial free, CD quality music by satellite? Call
or come by Beasley
Antenna & Satellite and
see a demonstration of
Sir, Radio. 759-0901.

GE Dryer Almond, works
good, runs quiet $10000
436-2733
160
Home Furnishings
BIG savings on bedding,
furniture, recliners and rolla-nays! Carraway Furniture. 105 N 3rd 753-1502.
220
Musical
YAMAHA Trombone,
condition,
excellent
$45000 payments available 753-6619

1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
1,2 and 3 bedroom apartment in Kirksey, Coleman
RE 759-4118
1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty. 753-4444
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay.
Coleman RE
759-4118
2 Bedroom apartment,
partially furnished, some
utility paid, W+D available,
no pets 767-9037
2 bedroom apartments
starting at $325 753-1970
2 Bedroom Duplex, 1300
Valleywood Dr. $375/Mo
759-4406
2BR 1 BA, All appliances
furnished, Duplexes and
Townhouses
753-2062
or 437-4833 after 4;00.
2BR duplex. Unfurnished
$400 month, $400 deposit.
435-4003
28R NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
320
Apartments For Rent

Apartments For Rent

[

Used Cars
1995 Chevy Camaro Z28,

108,000 miles garaged,
H1LLDALE APARTMENTS
'lady
driven, loaded, leath- is now taking applications for
er $699500 759-5882
1997 Mercury Grand Mar
1 & 2 bedroom apartments.
Fully carpeted, lots of closet space,
24 hour maintenance, playground. You may.
apply at the rental office in

Lk.
4-,•••••••

Hardin, KY.

(270)437-4113
TDD #1-800-545-1833
ext. 287

2BR Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118
3 BR, Apt C/H/A, Newly
redecorated. Located on
campus. $400.00 month (2
people) $435.00 month (3
people) includes water,
sewage and trash. 4354632 or 559-8510.
4br, Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118
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380
Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
RABBITS for sale
Pet or meat
753-8101
40
Public Sale

FOR Complete Auction
Service Call Wayne
Wilson 753-5086 or
EXTRA nice lbr, 1 bath, Roger
Stubblefield
Central gas heat & air, ap- (270 7-2931
pliances furnished
No
pets, 1 year lease, 1
month deposit 753-2905
APARTMENTS for rent
437-4113

HALEY Professional
HAZEL Apartments
Appraising
Now taking applications for
270-759-4218
1 & 2br units. Rent based
"For What It's Worth"
on income. Mobility impairment accessible. Phone: UNION Planters Bank is
492-8721. Mon & Thurs
accepting offers on Lot 6
10-12am. TDD No.
of Strawberry Fields. If in1-800-648-6056.
Equal terested please call 753Housing Opportunity.
1893, ext 5259 & leave
HWY. 641 S., 2BR, Clean, message. Union Planters
Quiet and comfortable reserves the right to aclaundry hook-up, wip, ref- cept or reject any or all oferences, no pets. Tele- fers.
phone 492-8634.
Lots For Sale

*LARGE 2 Bedroom,1
Bath,Living, dining room.
NORTHLAND Place
kitchen, utility and base3+/-Acre Lots
ment, unfurnished newly
with restrictions
redecorated 1604 Miller
759-9192
St.
•1 Bedroom furnished WOODGATE Subdivision
apartment. 1604 Miller St.
Lee St. Cul-de-sac, Large
753-0932 or 519-2699.
lot. 753-7799
455
NICE 2br Duplex with Carport. 710 Sycamore. 436Acreage
61c7 nr 7c3-7457
RED OAKS APTS.
52 Rolling Acres, 1/2
Special
timber near New Concord,
$100 Deposit
$42,500, terms 753-9302
1BR From $280
55 acres north of Lynn
2BR From $325
Grove. 1 stock barn, 1 toCall Today!
bacco barn, and 2 stocked
753-8668.
ponds. Will divide in smallVERY nice large 2 bed- er acreage Call 270-435room, 1 1/2 bath with all 4588 between 9am2pm.
appliances including wash460
er and dryer, and built in
Homes For Sale
micriwave 759-5885
340
3 bedroom, 2 bath brick
11n1home, 21x24 garage,
fenced in yard. 1061 Rob2 BR Newly redecorated ertson Road North.
767Gas heat $375/mo 415 S 0405. Must Sell.
10th Street 435-4632 or
3BR, 1 bath brick home.
559-8510
Large Family room, de2 BR. Newly redecorated, tached carport. 1204 Mel
Gas heat $375/mo. 415 S. rose, shown by Appt. 75310th Street. 435-4632 or 5892
559-8510
3BR/IBA, 1503 Danbury,
2&3 Bedroom houses for 1,320sq.ft. w/carport &
rent. Coleman RE 759- 1,056sq. ft. Detached Ga4118
rage. $72.500.00. 7533BR, 1 bath.
1406
$400 mo + deposit.
4BR, 3 1/2 bath, approx
No pets.
3,800 living space, 2yr old.
489-2506
Robertson Road. See phoFOR Rent or sale
tos and info at
3br, 1 1/2 bath, C/H/A, all http.\\communityappliances. Available Sept 2.webtv.net/CBKWAR/
1sL Call 489-2940
HouseForSale.
MSU Walk to campus,
Z53-1500
2 Bedroom. 436-5085 or
HOUSE for sale.
4.59-5943
1888 Highland Road,
NEAR MSU 6 BR, 3 BA,
Call 474-2708
Appliances, W/D Hook-up, NEAR Univ. 3BR. 1BA, 1 5
no ets. 759-4826.
story vinyl sided house,
appliances, gas floor furnance, 2 window air units,
bsmt immed possession,
CREEKVIEW STORAGE- only $49,000 Call 759$20-$40 On Center Dnve 4935.

quis Silver. 58,xxx miIe
new tires, warranty, team
er interior, one owner Like
New 1i.0O 767-S333
1997 Toyota Camry LE
113,xxx road miles, one
owner, one owner, all power, excellent condition,
$6,750 759-3175, 519fl1354
2001 Aurora Olds, 4-door,
like new, garaged 5,500
miles $23,950 00 7531319
2001 Red Corvette,
absolutely brand new,
7,000 miles, Black sport
leather seats, smokeglass
removeable top, heads up
display, fully loaded
$46,000 New $38,900
435-4632

Services Offered

ices Offered

1986 Jeep Comanche 4x4
5 speed, well maintained.
Runs and looks good. Includes cap and bedliner.
$1,400 OBO 753-5531
1994 Chevy 1 ton, ext.
cab. 4x4 diesel, good condition. runs and looks
good. $11,000
OBO.
(270)468-9426 or (270)
376-2282.
2000 Dodge Ram SLT
4X4 Quad Cab, auto,
22,xxx miles. Sharp. 7591663.
2002 Chevy Siverado pick
up, 5,000 miles, manual
transmission,
Loaded.
$15,900. Call 753-7478
After 6:00p.m.
510
Campers

David's Cleaning
Services

Roofi
ng Metal
manufacture. Buy

We now

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick 'All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water "Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Phone (270) 759-4734

La mb Brother,s
Moving Co.

Luke Lamb

David's Home
Improvement

731.247.5422

EASTSIDE
EQ.9)

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
753-3853

AKC Pugs
7 weeks
old.Fawn color Call 7535867 or leave a message

Gerry Puckett•Darren 4 Jones •facquellin Worsen* Pam Butler
753-7407 • III N. 12th St. Suite B

Global Mortgage Link

ServIcse Offered

E311i

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates
753-5484.

Call Dan 753-9618
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
435-4645
TOM'S Window Cleaning
Painting. Pressure Wash
767-9014

lamb Brothers Inc.

Wiggins Furniture

Lamb Bros. Tree Service
(1270)759-3524-15001 548-5252)
DU

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

1- ree Estimates
Tree et Stump Remuva:'
24 Hr Service
Tree Trimming
Hedge Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of Equipment

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa, Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financtng

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

LICENSED & INSURED
President: Mark Lamb

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

270-437-4838

Spending your hard earned $ on new flooring?
Then why let just anyone install it
Our owners are our installers!
Visit our Showroom today for
all your floor covering needs!

AHART 81 CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

iRktfi.6
CARPET & FLOOR COVERINOZ Torn

753-7728
*lie • 1-:211eisSodl dlertiy

Tom (VANCE
GENERAL
767-9036

CONTRACTING
994-0388

custom homes, additions
remodeling • custom wood work
ceramic tile • skylights
custom bathrooms • pressure washing
painting interior and exterior
Many Quality References Available

GET YOUR
GARAGE SALE GOING!
SOTO)

The Murray
Ledger & Times
CLASSIF1EDs

A MONTH OF ADVERTISING
Place your 2x2 Classified Display ad.

at the low price of $250.00
a saving of $197.60

Come

by our office today or call
Tammy Stom

270-753-1 916

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE

MOVING
SALE

Sat., Sept. 7

Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 6 & 7
1-1/2 miles on
1824 from
Murray
Washer & dryer.
dishes, clothes.
furniture, tools,
etc.

7 a.m.
2200 Brookhaven
Baby furniture, toys,
bakers rack, camping
equip., nice clothes,
hifi, sewing machine,
color printer,
household items

bei TEO Pea AO MO fel

-

Kragra's
Hazel, KY

Fabrication

• Kitchen Counters • Fireplaces
•Tub Decks• Back Splashes• Showers

Message 753-8087
Evening 753-2041
3301 St. Rt. 121 N.. Murray. KY

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday. Sept.
5, 2001:
Realize more of what you need from others by learning to ask more often. You
can be very persuading when you want to
be. Understand those in your life more
fully. Reach out for others, thinking in
terms of gain and understanding. Your
professional image becomes very important to your moneymaking ability. Work
through stress more regularly. Hard work
does pay off, but so does relaxation. If
you are single, a romantic tie builds. You
could meet someone quite special this
year. If you are attached, your relationship will grow. to a new level if you are
willing to not get stuck in difficult thinking. LEO pushes your buttons.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 191
***** Your imagination delights
someone close to you. Brainstorming
with thias person always proves to be a
pleasure. Understand what might help.
especially if a friend does a reversal. You
might not be completely grasping the situation. Tonight: Think weekend. Make
an effort toward a loved one.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Your work could inordinately
pressure you. Schedule yourself accordingly. It might not be worth working
especially hard in order to get out early
on Friday. Express your diligence.
though a boss might not agree with you.
Don't give yourself a migraine over this
issue. Tonight: Push paper. Order in.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
***** Keep conversations moving
as only you can do. Laughter marks your
decisions, making it easier for others.
When upheaval strikes, adjust your
plans. Listen carefully to others who seek
you out. Make an effort toward a child or
new friend. Tonight: Out and about.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Be more expenMental when
dealing with your work and finances.
Don't step in the red, but consider different ways of managing these areas. Your
instincts guide you financially and help
you see the other side of a question.
Tonight: Just do. Curb wildness - for
now.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Feel free to follow through on
what you know to be true. How someone
reacts to a changing situation gives you
more information about what he or she is
about. Your intense creativity and

dynamic personality convinces others
that you're right. Tonight: Beam in what
you want.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** A boss makes a demand. You
might not know how: to respond. You
could be a bit touchy about a situation.
Pressure builds because of judgments.
Expenses could overwhelm you. Use
your innate talents. Tonight: Take a
break. Opt for some downtime.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Reach out for others at a distance. You get important information.
You gain as a result. Your ingenuity takes
you down a new path. but others could
give you some flack. Unexpected developments point out a potential problem.
Tonight: Gather your fnends.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You demand high performance.
Realize limits more clearly. Humor plays
.a significant role when you're dealing
with finances. Don't do anything you
might regret at a later date. Be sensitive
to a parent or family member who could
be upset. Tonight: In the limelight.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Your mind might already be
tuned to weekend mode. Unexpected
developments take you into a new
dimension. Others dance to a different
tune. Be easygoing with a volatile person
or a change of plans. The easier you are,
the easier it will be. Tonight: Take off
ASAP
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Others will seize control, especially if you're iffy. You'll find answers,
if you relax and listen. Sometimes your
ingenuity falls apart when you have
pushed way too hard. A must appearance
draws
people's
many
attention.
Brainstorm in a meeting. Tonight: Build
on a relationship.
AQUARIUS (lan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You might be confused by
someone else's antics. Keep conversations rolling. Don't feel as if you have to
make a choice right now. Relax in the
company of a dear friend or special associate. Discussions bring a new vision.
Tonight: Go along with another's wishes.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Push hard to complete work,
errands or anything else that might interfere with your weekend. Work directly
with an associate. Your abilities to interact and reach out for others take you
down a new path. An insight is important Tonight: Get a good night's sleep.
BORN TODAY Queen singer Freddie
Mercury (1946). actress Raquel Welsh
11940). actress Carol Lawrence (1934)

What Do You Remember Most About That Day?
The Murray Ledger & Times is seeking input from our readers
about what they remember about September 11, 2001, when
America was attacked. Readers may submit their recollections
mille011 in writing (no more than 100 words) and bring them by our
Whitnell Avenue office or submit them on-line at www.mur'
rayledger.com on our website message board.
..aa•

Murray

HAMILTON
Granite - Marble -

Your ad will appear for 4 weeks in the
Murray Ledger and Times & Shopper Guide

Taylor
Rd.

Over 34 Years Exp.

Also top soil and gravel.

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing. Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters. 7532592.
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
*Bush Hogging•Tilling
(270)436-5277.

Per Month!

A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buyi

437-4838 or
270 559-4986

ROY HOLLAND'S
AUTO MECHANIC SHOP
All Types of Auto Repairs
306 Industrial Road
Look for the signs
Monday-Friday.
7-30am-4pm
753-0520

Your Ad Could
= Be Here
For Only

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

STORAGE

ABBY'S Happy Pets
Pet Sitting Service
(270) 519-3734

14211

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

01.

insured/Eree Estimates

TIle and
A
affordable
hauling, Hardwood
installlation
cleaning out garages, at- Very competitive
rates
tics, gutters, junk, tree Good references
(270)
work 436-5141
881-1874 (Day) 753-7364
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL- (Night)
ING junk clean up, cleaning out sheds, gutters, tree COMPLETE LAWN CARE
work 436-2867
OF MURRAY
A-1 Tree Service
•Lawn Maintenance
Stump Removal.
*Bed mulching
492-8737,
270-753-6772
437-3044.
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
Garages, Pole Barns, MetWater Damaged Floors
al Buildings, Fencing.
Braces & Floor Joists
Quality Workmanship.
Remodeling & Plumbing
Licensed
753-7860 753,1L94
David Gallimore, Owner
AFFORDABLE Mower reWill Do Insurance Work
pair, tillers, go carts, etc
Free pickup, delivery. 436& Maqer,ard txred
2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
FENCING
New Construction*
*Complete Line
Remodeling* Repairs*
*Free Estimates
Concrete Work.
*Insured
AGC Certified.
759-1519.
435-4272.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service.
ALL Carpentry,
Trimming, removal, stump
Electrical.
grinding, firewood. InsurNew Const. Home & Moed. 489-2839.
bile Home repair, Termite
& Water Damage, ReHANDYMAN
placement Windows. Vinyl Painting, concrete, masonSiding, Painting, Decks. ry, carpentry. No job too
Call Larry Nimmo.
small. (731)247-3015
753-9372, 753-0353.
HAULING
Asphalt SEALCOATING
Cleaning out garages
& STRIPING
sheds, carport atics
Call Ronnie Geunn
Behind Tom's Grille
and storage
NICE log home in beautiful
-The Asphalt Doctor"
759-4081
753-2555
wooded setting. Great for
*Compare our work
Luke Lamb
nature lover and peace
*Compare our prices
and quiet. 12 miles south
HOUSECLEANING 753•References furnished
of Murray. +-5 acres.
*Workmanship & Material 3802
$92,000. Call (270) 527Guaranteed
HYDRO CLEAN
3755.
*Fully Insured
Pressure Washing
REMODELED 3br, sun*Free Estimates
Exterior Cleaning
room, LR, 2 full bath,
270-759-1953.
Vinyl, Brick, Decks,
119 Main • 753-6266
C/H/A. new vinyl siding, in
Driveways, roofs & More
Asphalt Sealcoating
MURRAY Store and Lock town. $50,000 Call after
Free Estimates
Travis Asphalt Sealing
753-8023.
6pm
presently has units availa
Stephen Alexander
*Driveways
ble 753-2905 or 753- SWEET Retreat' 2 bed270-527-8577
*Parking lots
room, 1 bath, Commercial
7536
FREE ESTIMATES
LEE'S
lot Panorama Shores
753-2279
Boat house Corner of
CARPET
B&B Barn Builders
Pam
&
Riverview
CLEANING
Pole barns, Sheds,
$64,900 762-0106
-Carpets *Furniture
All Size Units
garages of any size
470
•Emergency water
Available
You need it, we'll build it
removal
Motorcycles 8 ATV's
For affordable
"Free Estimates
quality service
*Wrinkle Repair
2000 883 Sportster. 5,800
Call Mike or Ben.
*Quick Drying
PREMIER MINISTORAGE miles. $7,000. 753-7478
436-5233 or 210-6039.
*Inside climate control
753-5827.
After 6.00 p.m
B&G Fencing
storage
*Residential
2001
Mitchell
"Farm
Raptor
Brothers
Black
and
*Security alarmed
White, $4,800.00 OBO
437-4650
Paving Specializing in
*Safe & clean
436-5572
339-8832
*Asphalt paving
•We sell boxes'
*Seal coating
•We rent U-Hauls
•Stnping
*Heated Boat &
*Hauling
RV Storage
759-0501
753-9600
753-1537
380
PAINTING
Pets 8 Supplies
YOU SHOW US
PAY LESS

26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

Starting at 512.500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

• Complete Lawn Service
• Trimming
• Bush Hog • Box Blade

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 &

LOTS FOR SALE

DIGILANDSCAPING
753-2210

direct.

Order by 11 am. &
pick up next day.

•• We Specialize in Cleaning"

1992 3211 Jayco 5th whee
camper, slide out, gas o
electric, A/C, new roof, &
tire, awning, sleeps 6 Extra nice 382-2325 after
CARPORTS Starling at
6.m
$675. installed. Roy Hill
530
(270)436-2113
Services Offered

•Average credit (not perfect)• Steady ink.Orne hislor)
WE SHOW YOU
•10041- loan, no money down • flexible, forgiving prograil
"Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Samos Offered

Your Home Improvement Headquarters

1-800-611-6854
• 1-270-753-2555

Used Trucks

Services Offered
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: After having had
open-heart surgery three years ago, I
joined a local wellness group for rehabilitation. Everything went well until
about a year ago when, while lifting
weights, I suffered severe upper-arm
pain, making it impossible for me to
continue curls or any upper-body conditioning. My cardiologist prescribed (miconazole) cream and
vaginal supphysical therapy, which I enthusiastipositories are an effective treatment
cally followed — without benefit. My for yeast (candida)
vaginitis.
arms are still a problem. Why would
However, Monistat and similar antithe pain remain and what can I do?
fungal agents are not appropriate
DEAR READER: Weight lifting
therapy for other types of vaginal
often leads to tendon inflammation
infection, such as bacterial vaginitis.
(and other muscle abnormalities) that
Therefore, before beginning treatcan be chronic, distressing and diffiment, doctors usually attempt to idencult to cure. Such a scenario is espetify the source of the infection by
cially common in older adults whose
examination and smears/cultu
muscles may easily be injured, the discharge, which always res of
characstretched or inflamed by an aggresterizes the disorder. Once the offendsive rehab program.
ing agent has been identified, approFor example, I know several cardiac
priate therapy can be prescribed
patients who developed bicepital tenThat's the standard medical
donitis (inflammation of the arms' approach. Let me suggest an
alternabiceps tendons) from weight training
tive, which may be more useful for
and, in some cases, the pain lasted
you.
more than a year despite physical
If you have a history of yeast vaginitherapy. In such instances, I worry
tis, are a diabetic or are overweight,
that the tendons may have been torn.
have been using antibiotics, or note
Therefore, I suggest that you be that your vaginal discharge is painful,
checked by an orthopedic surgeon; "cheesy" and malodorous, you
probayou need a diagnosis and advice. If bly have candida. In such circumyou have torn tendons, intensive ther- stances, I recommend Monistat.
This
apy (perhaps surgery) may be necesis available without a prescription.
sary. On the other hand, if the tendons
On the other hand, if your answers
have merely been over-used and are to the above questions
are "no," you
inflamed, the specialist may prescribe
family physicheck
should
your
with
ultrasound therapy with cortisone
cream, a method that I have found to cian or gynecologist.
Here's why. Several years ago, a
be enormously successful in treating
lovely woman consulted me about a
bicepital tendonitis.
While you await resolution of your foul-smelling vaginal discharge. She
had none of the risk factors for yeast
arm problem, don't forget to continue
that
I mentioned above. During the
a regular exercise program. Lowerexamination, I removed an old tambody weight training, swimming, brisk
pon that had been present for weeks.
walking and cycling are excellent subproblem was solved. Obviously, it •
The
stitutes for an upper-body workout.
would have been inappropriate for her
DEAR DR. GOTT: Do you recommend Monistat cream for treatment of (or for me) to recommend Monistat.
Yeast wasn't the problem; a lapse in
vaginal infections?
personal hygiene was.
DEAR READER: Only if the infecSo, again, Monistat is great therapy
Monistat
caused
yeast.
by
tion is
a
for yeast vaginitis — but not for other
gynecological disorders.
To give you related information, I
Become a 4-H
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Vaginal Infections and
Disorders." Other readers who would
like a copy should send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope and $2
Call 753-1452
to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
For More
OH 44092-0167. Be sure to mention the
title.

LOOKING BACK
4**

DEAR ABBY: I recently tried to
retrieve my e-mail when my husband's e-mail account popped up. I
noticed a few messages from one
particular woman, and curiosity got
the better of me. I opened them and
discovered she and my husband
have been chatting online. (His email to her indicates they have
hot" conversations.
When I confronted my husband,
he said it only happened a few times.
I told him it's a form of cheating. He
insists it has nothing to do with his
love for me — that it is a fantasy
thing. I don't care for his explanation,
and I'm taking it personally.
I can't forget the things I read
and I'm considering ending our
marriage. Because he is not carrying on a physical relationship with
someone doesn't mean his online
relationship isn't as damaging. Do
you agree?
BETRAYED IN NEW JERSEY

10 years ago
DEAR ABBY: My family never
Published is a picture of Greg
had much money, so when I turned
Cherry, chief of Calloway County
16 I started working — giving up
Fire-Rescue Squad, explaining feamy holidays and summers. After
tures on one of two new pumpers
graduating from high school, I
recently acquired by the department
decided to continue working fullto Ed Shinners, executive vice
time so I could live on my own and
buy a car, rather than go to college.
president and general manager of
I am now 22 and recently got
Murray's Vanderbilt Chemical Co.
laid off from my job of five years.
The company donated $1,000 toThe time feels right to finally comward the purchase of the trucks
plete my education.
which pump 1,250 gallons of water.
My parents have been divorced
One of the pumpers is also
since I was a baby, and my mother
equipped with a 30-gallon foam
lives four hours away by plane. We
talk on the phone once a week and
tank used to fight hazardous mateare very close. Mom just got a job
rial fires.
that pays well, and she's about to
Births reported include a girl to
marry an extremely wealthy man
Crystie
and Jeffrey Jones and a boy
who is also loving and kind.
to Kelly and Rodney Scarbrough.
When Mom and her fiance heard
Aug. 31.
about my job layoff, he said he was
20 years ago
more than willing to put me
through college — and the two of
David L. Luke III, chairman of
them offered to support me finanboard of directors of Westvaco
DEAR BETRAYED: Yes, I do. cially while I attend school fullCorp., was keynote speaker at the
If your spouse is getting more time. I feel deep gratitude for their
second
annual Purchase Area Indusoff the Internet than informa- generosity.
try
Appreciation
dinner held Sept. 2
tion, you have every right to
Abby, what is the proper way to
at Murray State University. Westbe upset. Your husband should thank someone who is being so genbe confiding his sexual fan- erous? Sign me ...
vaco, a paper mill on Mississippi
tasies to you — not to some
THANKFUL IN SAN DIEGO
Rive south of Wickliffe, was the
stranger on the Internet.
keynote industry recognized.
Before ending your marriage,
DEAR THANKFUL: Study
Wayne Williams, a member of
first try marriage counseling hard and make them proud.
Murray
Civitan Club was installed
to see if it can be saved.
And if they don't need to be
as governor of Kentucky District of
repaid,
extend
that kindness
*4*
Civitan International at the 14th anand generosity to someone else
DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend, in the future when you're well- nual convention held Aug. 28 at
"Hank," and I are thinking about established. Best of luck to you!
Lexington.
being married next year. I am cur30 years ago
*4*
rently 20 pounds overweight. Last
U.S. Rep. Frank Albert StubbleDear Abby is written by Abigail
night, Hank said he wants me to
field has reported approval for MurVan Buren, also known as Jeanne
gain more weight after we are mar- Phillips,
and was founded by her mother,
ried. He said if I weigh 300 pounds, Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at ray State University's participation
in the National Direct Student Loan
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
it will turn him on sexually.
Los
Angeles,
90069.
CA
Program
of $418,831 for 952 stuAbby, I have never weighed that
much in my life and I don't intend
dents for 1972.
to start now. I think it would be
Dr. Morgan -SiA, president OU
very uncomfortable to be that
heavy. Do you think I should end it
CONTRACT BRIDGE
with Hank before I get talked into
something I don't want to do?
SCALING BACK IN SAN DIEGO

A One-Act Play

DEAR SCALING BACK:
Recent medical studies have North dealer.
shown that a weight gain of Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
even a few pounds can nega* A 8 54 2
tively affect one's health. BearV K 98 7 3
ing that in mind, I think you
•6
should accept the fact that
4A K
Hank does not have your best
WEST
interests at heart — and move
EAST
on.
46KQJ
•10 7 3
Information
10 64
Copyright 2002, Newspaper Enterpnse Assn
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IV LIKE TO RETURN THIS VCR...
I'LL BET IT'S WA/ TOO CONPUSING
rkERE'S NOTHING WRONG WiTt4 IT.
FO YOU' YOU PROBABLY DON'T
Q J 10 9 7 2
JUST
-41 0-___—k...EIVI\
EN KNOW 140W TO
The bidding:
CHANGED
SET THE
North East
South West
MV MIND,
I. CLOCK,
1
Pass
2+
—64AT'S
Pass
Do
ALL
2V
Pass
2 NT
V0J7
Pass
3V
or.4
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — five ofdiamonds.
It is not unusual for declarer
to find himself playing a contract
he has little or no chance to make.
But when this situation arises,
declarer still has a natural advantage, because he knows his position is hopeless and the defenders
CAVT1-11r
don't.
Consider this deal where
40uNC7 wOMEN ARE
(- I'm SHOCKED AT 40U
r If I TOLD WOMEN
HEN frilfrHT
South is in three notrump and
H03, 11101!
WEARtNCT skirAptER AND
CATHY ! WOMEN HAVE
TO COVER UP, IT WOULD
THINK YOU
COULD
West leads a low diamond, East
SKIMPIER CLOTHES TO
FOU&K HARD TO BE VIEWED
BE TAKEN ENTIRELY
WANT MEM
SET US
playing the queen. Declarer sees
WORK. YOU NEED TO SET
AS SERIOUS BUSINESS PEOPLE
THE WRONG VJAY !!
TO COVER
BACK TEN
that if he wins the diamond and
SOME CORPORATE RULES.
NO MAITER WHAT THEY
UP
YEARS!
CHOOSE TO WEAR!

0

VOLUNTEER

cashes the A-K of clubs, he will
have no way of getting back to his
hand to cash his remaining clubs —
if the defenders are smart enough
to abandon the diamond suit.
So,in an effort to make the contract, South ducks the queen of
diamonds, hoping East will continue the suit. When East does —
and it's certainly hard to blame him
for returning the suit his partner
led—South discards dummy's A-K
of clubs on the A-K of diamonds,
then cashes six club tricks and the
ace ofspades to get home with nine
tricks.
It is true that with sharper defense, the opponents can do much
better. IfEast leads a spade instead
ofa diamond attrick two — a play he
would make ifhe saw all four hands
—declarer would find himselffighting a losing battle. With perfect
defense, South would go down two,
losing two spades,three hearts and
a diamond.
But the fact is that in actual
combat, declarer is likely to make
the contract if he ducks the queen
of diamonds at trick one. He knows
something aboutthe hand that East
does not know — that the contract
cannot be made without enlisting
the opponents'help — and he trades
upon this advantage by giving East
a chance to go wrong.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

CANDACE,IS THIS THE

,
fricuSe yOu RENTE r>"2-ITS
FABULOuS I

THERE'S 3 BEDROOMS,
TWO CANS, A WORKING
FIREPLACE. AN'A (3,F E R
FRIDGE oN
PoRcH!

polls
39 Troubleshoot
43 Luxury cruiser
46 Mongol
dwelling

Keen
Back when
8 Town near
Santa Fe

12 Dinner
beverage
13 Guitarist —
Paul
14 Teen woe
15 North Woods
animals
16 Debtor's note
17 Pantry staple
18 Watching
20 Got lighter
21 Washed off
24 Lionel's sister
27 Grassy field
28 Freud, to
himself
31 Enjoy a novel
32 Sci. class
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1 Overwhelm
2 Yucky
3 Pitch-dark
4 Wanted
5 Adjust the
wheels
6 Prizm maker
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SEE I'M
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III
DIET
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SSN
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52 Yvette's
boyfriend
53 Pocketed
54 Musher's team
55 Tampa Bay
NFLer
56 Agile

36 Harnessracing horse

WOULD LIKE TO THANK
EVERYONE WHO MADE MY
MOUSE-OF-THE-YEAR
AWARD POSSIBLE
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naught
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3 mo.
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Rest of KY/TN

20 Food safety
org.
22 Coast downhill
23 Fair-hiring
letters
24 Unit of work
25 Chinese
restaurant
freebie
26 Bought
28 Winter Games

(Puryear, Buchanan & Pans)
3 mo.
$65.00
6 mo.
$80.00
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$110.00

Other Mail Subscriptions
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33 Team symbols
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 4, the
247th day of 2002. There are 118
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 4, 1781, Los Angeles
was founded by Spanish settlers.
On this date:
In 1888, George Eastman received a patent for his roll-film
camera, and registered his trademark: Kodak.
In 1917. the American expediln
1948, Queen Wilhelmina abdicated
the Dutch throne for-health reasons.
In 1951. President Truman addressed the nation from the Japanese peace treaty conference in San
Francisco in the first live, coast-tocoast television broadcast.
In 1957, Arkansas Gov. Orval
Faubus called out the National
Guard to prevent nine black students from entering Central High
School in Little Rock.
In 1957, Ford Motor Company
began selling its ill-fated Edsel.
In 1972, U.S. swimmer Mark
Spitz won a record seventh Olympic
gold medal, in the 400-meter relay
at the Munich Summer Olympics.
Five years ago: A triple suicide
bombing in the heart of Jerusalem
claimed the lives of seven people,
including the three assailants. A trio
of Buddhist nuns acknowledged in
Senate testimony that their temple
outside Los Angeles illegally reimbursed donors after a fund-raiser attended by Vice President Al Gore
and later destroyed or altered records to avoid embarrassment.
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47 Cozy room
49 — and aahs
51 Toledo's lake

33 Grimace
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Murra ktsaiiis U tub. pieNctited
checks of $150 each to Howard
Crittenden, principal of Calloway
County High School, and Eli Alexander, principal of Murray High
School. These funds are to be used
for books and supplies for needy
students at the schools.
Murray High School Tigers won
26 to 18 over Reidland Greyhounds
in a football game play at Ty Holland Stadium, Murray.
40 years ago
Neale A. Sykes, fire controlrnan
third class, U.S. Navy, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Cleo Sykes of Murray, is
serving aboard the escort vessel,
USS Courtney, operating out of
Newport, R.I.
Published is a picture of Robert
Cummings, television and motion
picture actor, as he boards a plane at
Kentucky Dam Village State Park
after an overnight visit with Dr. and
Mrs. A.H. Kopperud of Murray.
50 years ago
Calloway County road officials
said county employees had ditched
and graded over 90 percent of the
county roads in the past two
months, and intend to finish with in
the next 10 days.
"Mrs. Michigan," the former
Joyce Dean Farris of Murray. will
compete in the National "Mrs'.
America" Contest at Asbury Park,
N.J., Sept. 7. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Farris and the
wife of Gary Wilkinson.
Mrs. B.F. Scheriffius directed a
program on "Food Recipe Change'
at a meeting of the Murray Magazine Club held at the home of Mrs.
L. R. Putnam.
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